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Open the pod bay doors, HAL...

Programmers cast their vote!

Right now, leading software developers

are hard at work on the next generation

of Amiga® products. To add the

spectacular sound effects we've all

come to expect from Amiga software,

they are overwhelmingly choosing one

sound recording package...

FutureSound. As one developer put it,

"FutureSound should be standard

equipment for the Amiga."

FutureSound the dear winner...

Why has FutureSound become the clear

choice for digital sound sampling on the

Amiga? The reason is obvious: a

hardware design that has left nothing

out. FutureSound includes two input

sources, each with its own amplifier,

one for a microphone and one for direct

recording; input volume control; high

speed 8-bit parallel interface, complete

with an additional printer port; extra

filters that take care of everything from

background hiss to interference from

the monitor; and of course, a

microphone so that you can begin

recording immediately.

What about software?

FutureSound transforms your Amiga

into a powerful, multi-track recording

studio. Of course, this innovative

software package provides you with all

the basic recording features you expect.

But with FutureSound, this is just the

beginning. A forty-page manual will

guide you through such features as

variable sampling rates, visual editing,

mixing, special effects generation, and

more. A major software publisher is

soon to release a simulation with an

engine roar that will rattle your teeth.

This incredible reverberation effect was

designed with FutureSound's software.

Question: What can a 300 pound

space creature do with these

sounds?

Answer: Anything he wants.

Since FutureSound is IFF compatible

(actually three separate formats are

supported) your sounds can be used by

most Amiga sound applications. With

FutureSound and Deluxe Video

Construction Set from Electronic Arts,

your video creations can use the voice

of Mr. Spock, your mother-in-law, or a

disturbed super computer.

Programming support is also provided.

Whether you're a "C" programming

wiz or a Sunday afternoon BASIC

hacker, all the routines you need are on

the non-copy protected diskette.

Your Amiga dealer should have

FutureSound in stock. If not, just give

us a call and for $175 (VISA,

MasterCard or COD) we'll send one

right out to you. Ahead warp factor

one!

Applied Visions, Inc., Suite 2200, One Kendall Square

Cambridge, MA 02139 (617)494-5417
Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Deluxe Video Construction Set is a trademark ot Electronic Arts, Inc.
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CAN DO ALL THIS
Get the maximum graphics power from

your Amiga. Create stunning, lifelike

computer artwork with Digi-Paint, the

first full-featured 4096 color (Hold and

Modify) paint program. Break the "32

color barrier" and finally realize the

potential of your Amiga with Digi-Paint's

advanced features:

•4096 colors on screen simultaneously

• NewTek's exclusive enhanced HAM

mode

• Dithered HAM gradient fill

• Full screen effects including double,

half size, mirror reverse and more

•Full IFF and Digi-View compatibility

•Use 320x200 or HAM hi-res

320x400 resolutions

•Fat bits Magnify mode

• Rectangle, oval, line and other drawing

tools

• 12 different paint modes including

blending, tinting and smooth shading

• Full lasso cut and paste with automatic

edge blending

•Programmed completely in assembly

language for fast, smooth response

Find out why Byte Magazine called

Digi-Paint "Remarkable". Available now

at your local Amiga dealer or call:

1-800-843-8934.

ONLY $59.95

NewTek
INCORPORATED

1wmm mws
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35mm SLIDES FROM YOUR ARTWORK!

rRU-

s

Professional 35mm Slides

«*> Now you can have reproduction and

presentation quality slides of your work

<^ Distortiort-Free—fills in raster lines

crisp bright colors, converts all IFF files
Now

CustoM graphic ai-t and illustration.

S1Q each fonyour 1st to 1th slides.

5 to 9 siides-S8,50

Over 1 0. slides-SB.00
Add 52.DO for* shipping.

New York residents add sales tax-

Call (212) 777-7609 FOR DETAILS

Ask for llenc—or write TRU-IMAGE

P.O. Box 660, Cooper Station

New York, N.Y. 10276
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POWER+SIMPLICITY=PRODUCTIVITY

PRO-BOARD:

• .025 inch grid

• 001 inch grid Library

• 12 mil trace. 13 mil space

• Produce i. 2. 4 layer PCB

• Provides silk screen

• Auto coordinates assignment

• Auto produces power and grid layers

• Sing:,: line auto route

• Optional Net List Input lor guided route,

no need ro look at schematic

• Prioritized route

• Dynamic error checking

• Supports printers, plotters and Cerber

photo plotters

• Copy. Repeat and lots more

Feel our POWER. . .
PRO-NET:

• Variable template size

• A to £ paper size

• Extensive Library included

• Auto device number with Zone control

• Gate swapping

• Single click change to negative logic

• Innovative weignt assignment

• Auto page reference

• Dynamic error checking

• Creates BOM, Spare Pan List, Net USI,

Error report, etc.

• Supports printers & plotters

• Supports Laser Printer

• Back annotation trom PCB layout

• Move, Rubber and lots more

See our SIMPLICITY...
Intelligent Function Keys make Our programs extremely user friendly, provide maximum screen area, always display all

relevant commands, avoids excessive cursor movement and screen flashing Beween menu & drawing, guides user Itirough

Operation, minimizes training time

VISIT US AT L.A. AmiExpo

L.A. AIRPORT HILTON JAN. 21 to 24
ORDER OR CALL FOB DETAILS

1608 W. Soulhgate Ave.. Fullerlon. CA 92633

TbI: (714) 447-8792 Telex: 5106016526 PROLIFIC CALIF

Western Union Easy Lmfc Mail Box 62935949

TRY OUR DEMO DISKS FOR $15 EACH.

Also from Prolific Inc.,

4 full feature AMIGA™ Macro Cross Assemblers

for 280, 6809, 8085 & 8051.

See our SIMPLICITY

PRO-ASM

Feel our POWER
• includes multi-pass Assembler.

Linker, and Serial Down Load

• Generates relocatable Object

Code Module

• Nested Macro

• Includes Files

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED.

Feel our POWER
• Conditional Assembling

• Rich set ol directives

• Global and External Variables

• Data format includes Binary.

Motorola Hex. Intel Hex. and Tek He*

$85.00
mark ot

Commodore Inc.

Amazing Computing V2.12 © 1987



From The Editor:

$95.95

Money Mentor

has a

New Engine

Climb Aboard the new "C" version of

Money Mentor" for ihe ride of your life

Speed is your ticket to faster data input and

dazzling graphics output. If your destination

is better control of your personal finances,

there's no (aster way to get there than with

Money Mentor'".

A unique system called "Smari Scrolls"

handles a diversity of tedious data enlry

functions and can save 70% of the typing

typically required for entry.

Money Mentor" features:

• Net Worth Statement

• 200 budget categories

• 30 integrated accounts: checking, cash,

saving and credit cards.

• Elaborate search routine allows editing

of transactions according to your

specific guidelines.

• Automatic check printing.

• Automatic Account Balancing.

• Colorful graphic reports illustrating

actual versus budgeted amounts

• Over 50 reports from which to choose.

Let Money Mentor1" put your finances

on the right track... FAST!

SEDONA SOFTWARE

11844 Rancho Benardo Rd; Ste.#20

San Diego, CA 92128

|Mt To order,

jjjp»1 call (619) 451-0151

Great News!

It appears the large projection of

Amiga™ sales by the Commodore

Business Machine marketing staff may

come true. Early reports show a great

demand for Amiga 500™ and Amiga

2000™. For several weeks, Commo

dore has been out of stock on Amiga

2000™ and is hurriedly producing

more. This shortage occured in Octo

ber, months before the official Christ

mas panic should have started.

Amiga 500s, apparently in good

supply, are also producing record sales.

I visited a small store with limited

traffic potential, only to see a stack of

over 30 Amiga 500's. When I asked the

clerk if they were stocking up for a

projected shortage, he said, "No, that's

just a weeks supply."

If you are waiting for an order from

your dealer, be kind and patient.

Commodore assures us they are doing

all they can to produce the material we

need.

Good News!

AmiExpo™ in New York City was well

attended and appreciated by new and

old Amiga enthusiasts alike. It was a

particular pleasure to be able to meet

subscribers, dealers and Amiga devel

opers face-to-face for the first time.

The seminars were well-attended and

the exhibitors enjoyed wall-to-wall at

tendance at their booth demonstrations.

For a deeper look at the show, please

see John Foust's "Amicus" column.

Amiga Enthusiasts' Generosity

As is often the case at such shows, we

wanted to distribute magazines. As is

the custom, the magazines should be

given away free. However, we were

concerned with the cost of shipping

and handling, as well as the ability to

control the number of issues distrib

uted.

The eventual decision was to give a

magazine away free for a contribution

to the American Cancer Society. We

expected nickles, dimes, and quarters.

All the attendees were generous, with

some giving five and ten dollars. The

end result was a collection of S1215.77.

PiM Publications Inc. is extremely

grateful to all who gave. Let us hope

this style of marketing/charity will

spread. A great deal of good could

come from this approach.

Some Bad News- A Second Amiga

Virus Has Been Reported!

A Eurpean organization called SCA

claims responsibility for incorporating a

new virus into the Amiga community.

This software virus is transmitted from

Amiga to Amiga by infected disks.

Although this prank was designed to

be humorous, the results have been

disastrous for Amiga 2000™ software.

One developer reportedly lost eight

months of research and development

when the virus found its way into the

source code and all backups of a very

costly project.

SCA claims responsibility—but is this

the correct phrase? Their actions have

created a situation where every Amiga

disk is a potential "time bomb." These

actions, however innocently conceived,

have an effect similar to saying "I

didn't know the gun was loaded." The

Amiga community is more mature and

of better nature than to accept a blatant

attack on their systems.

In this issue, we have included a small

article and a "fix" to be applied before

the virus has had time to seriously

infect your software. However, this is

a fix and not a cure. As we go to press,

there is a rumor of a public domain

software program to inspect suspected

disks for the virus. As soon as such a

program is available, it will be included

in the Amicus Disk collection.

Best Wishes

Last, but first in the minds of the staff

and management at Amazing Comput

ing™, are our Best Wishes to our

readers, dealers, writers, developers

and their families for a very Happy

Holiday.

Best Wishes

Don Hicks

Managing Editor

Amazing Computing V2.12 ©1987



Amazing Dealers
The following are Amazing Dealers, dedicated to supporting the Commodore-Amiga™.

They carry Amazing Computing™, your resource for information on the Amiga™.

If you are not an Amazing Dealer, but would like to become one, contact:
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Amazing Mail

Dear AC,

The article 'Taking the Perfect Screen

Shot" by Keith Conforti (in Vol 2 #10

of Amazing Computing) was informative

for the most part. However, I would

like to clarify a few details and

possibly help readers to shoot even

better pictures from the Amiga screen.

While using a zoom lens may be better

than using the "normal" lens that

comes with most cameras, zoom lenses

have their own problems with distor

tion. These problems are minimized

by using a smaller aperture than the

f/4 setting recommended by Mr.

Conforti. Usually setting your

aperture for two stops smaller than the

lens' largest aperture will give the best

resolution for that lens. I use a 55mm

macro lens. This is a lens corrected

for close working distances and gives

a fairly flat image. I would recom

mend a 100mm macro lens, but that is

out of most peoples' price range. A

zoom or telephoto lens at a medium

aperture (f/8 or f/11 will fit most

needs.

Taking a meter reading off the screen

to determine exposure is also not a

good idea. Without getting too deeply

into the subject, most camera meters

are designed to average all the light

and dark areas of a scene and come

up with an exposure that is the

equivalent of what is called a "middle

gray." That means if you have a gen

erally light screen, the camera meter

will underexpose the film to make it

"middle gray"; if the screen is very

dark, the meter will overexpose the

film to get that gray. This is not good.

I can see why Mr. Conforti recom

mends as many as 19 different

exposures to get one good screen shot!

In reality, all you need do is find the

one correct exposure for your Amiga's

monitor screen. Once you have found

that ideal exposure, you never need to

change it again!

In the course of doing a set of title

slides for my company, I made a set

of test exposures using Kodak

Ektachrome 200 slide film. As a test

picture, I drew a gray scale from white

to black and a set of color bars in red,

green, blue, cyan, magenta and yellow.

My initial exposure was based on

Kodak's recommendation of 1/2

second at f/8 for El 200 film. Expo

sure for slide film is more critical than

for print film. A half-stop of exposure

either way can make a big difference.

Therefore, I exposed a set of slides at

1/2 stop differences over a two stop

range. This first set gave me a good

exposure setting—but also revealed

two problems.

First, the pictures were far too blue.

The gray scale I used in my test

picture was very bluish. I checked

with my Kodak Photoguide and found

that they recommend a Wratten CC40

Red filter when photographing color

TV screens. Mistakenly, I bought a

CC20 Red filter, but re-shot my test

picture anyway. This time the grays

were a very neutral gray and the other

tost colors came out better. This is

because the excess biue from the

monitor was not contaminating the

other colors, too. I ordered a CC40

Red filter and will test it when I get it.

The second problem was that with

proper exposure the film would not

record all 16 steps of gray in the gray

scale. The black and darkest gray bars

were indistinguishable. This is

understandable, since no slide film

could record that exposure range. I

have not explored yet whether this

also happens with pure colors. When

I do, I will report my findings to you.

In the meantime, I would recommend

not using the darkest gray near blacks

in pictures you want slides of.

I also tested the effect of the monitor's

Contrast Control on a picture shot off

the screen. 1 set all controls at their

mid-point settings and varied the

Contrast Control setting while shoot

ing my test picture. With the slides I

shot, I could see no difference wher

ever the contrast control was set.

Anyway, my exposure for Ektachrome

200 film and the standard Amiga

monitor (with all controls at their mid

point setting) is 1/2 second at f/8-11

(i.e. the half-stop between f/8 and (/

11) using a CC20 Red filter. Kodak

recommends a 1/8 second or longer

exposure with focal-plane shutter

cameras. As was stated in your

article, this is to prevent the appear

ance of tv scan lines in the photo

graph.

This exposure should not change no

matter what is on the screen. In my

experience, I find this to be true. Of

course, all my work has been done

with slide film; however, print film

should be easier because it is less

sensitive to exposure variations. You

can over- or under-expose print film

by one or two stops and still get a

decent picture.

In any case, this may not be the

proper exposure for everyone's film/

monitor combination. It will, however,

be a good starting point. You can run

your own tests starting with this

exposure setting.

I hope I have helped out some of your

readers who wish to take good quality

shots off their monitors. 1 realize most

of your readers are into programming

rather than photography, so I hope I

haven't gotten too technical. Thanks

for your excellent magazine.

Sincerely Yours,

Marc D. St. Ongc

Woronoco, MA

Thanks for some excellent suggestions!

Our readers especially interested in slides

will appreciate your tips. However, if the

room is completely black and all lumines

cence is dependent upon screen light,

different exposures will most likely be

required. At least that is my experience

when using through-the-lens metering.

Keith Conforti

Art Director

Amazing Computing™

.AC-
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G who's winning the race.
Lattice C for Amiga.

Lattice
C Compiler

Lattice C has long been recognized as the best C com

piler. And now our new version 4.0 for Amiga™ in

creases our lead past the competition even further.

Ready, set, go. The new Lattice AmigaDOS C Com

piler gives you faster, more efficient code generation

and support for 16 or 32-bit integers. There's direct,

in-line interface to all Amiga ROM functions with

parameters passed in registers. What's more, the

assembler is fully compatible with Amiga assembler

syntax.

More great strides. The linker. Blink, has been

significantly enhanced and provides true overlay

support and interactive

recovery from undefined

symbols. And you'll have

a faster compile and link
cycle with support for

pre-linking.

There's no contest.

Standard benchmark

studies show Lattice to be

the superior C language development environment.

With stats like these, it's no wonder that Commodore-

Amiga has selected Lattice C as the official Amiga

development language.

Dhry.stone

Float

Savage

(IEEE)

Lattice" Version 4.0

129-4 Dhrystones/second

22.20 Sees. (IEEE Fornr.il)

10.16Sees. (FFP Formal)

47.67 Secs./.OOOOOO318

Accuracy

Manx* Version 5.4O

1010 DhryMoncs/scciind

98.85 Sees. (IEEE Format)

17.60 Sees. (FFP Format >

119.6 Secs./.OOOIO'J

Accuracy

Going the distance. You'll experience unsur

passed power and flexibility when you choose from

several cost-effective development packages. There

is even a full range ofsupporting products, including

a symbolic debugger, resource editor, utilities and

specialized libraries.

You'll discover that your software purchase is backed

by an excellent warranty and skilled technical sup

port staff. You'll appreciate havingaccess to LBBS—

one of the world's first 9600 baud, 2-4-hour bulletin

board services. And you'll be able to conference with

other Lattice users through the Byte Information

Exchange (BIX) network.

Cross the finish line.

Order your copy of the

Lattice AmigaDOS C

Compiler today. We'll

supply the speed. You

bring the running shoes.

Lattice

Mjrn i

cicd irjdenuik iidjliiir IntiKpnntcil Amitut nl l.imm.nJoic-Amiiii. In.

Lattice
Subsidiary of SAS InMituic Inc.

Lattice, Incorporated

2S00S. Highland Avenue

Iimibard, 1L 60148

Phone: HOO/533-3577

In Illinois-M2/916-1600



A M. A Z I M G R E V I E W S

Karate Kid II is a fast action

game based on the same-

named movie. The game pits

you against computer-

controlled opponents in a

series of Karate battles (Two-

player mode is also avail

able.). You are Daniel, and to

win the game, you must

battle 11 opponents, each

more skillful than the last.

You control your character

with a joystick plugged into

the second mouse port (In

the two-player game, you

must remove the mouse from

the first mouse port and plug

the second joystick there.). Daniel

moves, throws punches, and kicks

depending on which direction the

joystick is pointed. For example, to do

a flying kick, you must press down

the joystick button and point forward.

Reviewed by

Stephen R. Pietrowicz

One bonus screen depicts Daniel's

mentor, Miyagi, holding chopsticks

poised to catch a fly. The fly moves

around the screen, and you must use

the joystick to catch the fly with the

Game movement is made in

accordance to the direction the

character is facing. This

perspective can be a bit

confusing at first. A joystick

command that works one way

when Daniel faces towards the

right side of the screen is

translated to the opposite

direction when he faces the

left. To make Daniel throw a

high punch when he faces

right, you must point the

joystick diagonally to the

upper right. If he faces left,

you must point the joystick

towards the upper left. It's a bit

awkward at first, but, after a few

games, you become accustomed to the

controls.

After every two screens of play, you

get a chance to earn bonus points.

The bonus screens are randomized, so

they do not come up in any particular

order.

chopsticks. The animation on this

screen is amusing. Miyagi's eyes

follow the fly, and the hand moves

and closes the chopsticks when the

joystick button is pressed.

I don't really like the screen. It's too

randomized, and there is little skill

involved. The area in which you can

move Miyagi's hand is very small.

Sometimes the fly stays in the "catch-

able" area for only a short

time. It's impossible to

catch the fly if it doesn't

move into that small area.

The other bonus screen

depicts Daniel facing six

sheets of ice, with a small

drum in the upper corner.

You must toggle the joystick

handle left and right rapidly

to simulate twisting the

drum handle. The more

quickly you toggle, the faster

the beads hit the drum.

Once you have the drum

going as quickly as you can, you press

the joystick button to start Daniel's

swing, and then release the button for

the follow-through. This skill requires

some practice, but it's fairly easy to

master smashing all 6 sheets of ice.

The problem with this screen is the

tremendous flicker when

Daniel hits the ice. It

appears the animation

wasn't double-buffered.

Double-buffering draws

objects in a separate area

while another frame is

displayed. Once the

drawing is complete on that

screen, it is displayed, and

an object is drawn onto the

screen. Double-buffcring

eliminates the flicker that

occurs when all pictures are

drawn on a single screen.

At the end of the game, a

drum is displayed in the

upper right hand corner of the screen.

You must discover the secret of the

drum. To tell you the truth, even

though I've won all the battles in the

game, I'm not quite sure about the

secret of the drum. The game doesn't

give you any hints to help you find

out the secret either!

(continued on page 99)
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GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALLER PACKAGES

tffae gating NEW AVATEX1200 E.

TOTAL DELIVERED

PRICE.

u ■ •

AVATEX

Authorized Sales &

Service
ACTUAL SIZE ONLY 5" X 6"

Communication Softwore & CompuServe Access Time with each MODEM,

Thousands of customers hove purchosed

the AVATEX 1200 from Megotronics.

New technologies now make it possible

to offer on improved version of

this popular Modem.

> give you a

ireat price...

TOLL FREE

ASSISTANCE

+ IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

+ NO CREDIT CARD

+ NO SERVICE OR

L HANDLING FEES
1

FREE SHIPPING!

TOTAL HAYES COMPATIBILITY

8 LED STATUS INDICATORS

AUTO DIAL AND ANSWER

TONE OR PULSE DIALING

NEW 1200 E FEATURES
CCITT COMPATIBILITY

CALL PROGRESS DETECTION

INTERNAL SPEAKER

2 YEAR WARRANTY

The 1200 E is amazing.

It weighs less and is smaller.

It has even more features.

It's still the same low price.

MCGATROniCS To Orderf^rlVlW#* I %V^ I IVJ CALL FOR FREE CATAlC

MEGATRONIC5, IN 0660, LOGAN. UT 84321

CALL FOR FREE CATALOGUE

CREDlTCARDSVERIflED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

800-232-6342
IN51DEUTAH(flO1)752-2642 FAX{80i)752-6752

We'll beat any advertised price.
MEGATRONIC5. INC.. P.O. DOX3660. LOGAN. UTAH 84321



on...

Envision a creative freedom you've only dreamed

about... building animations, presentations and

computer films that use the full power of the

Amiga. Imagine page flipping, color cycling,

text generation, even Videoscape 3DIM anima

tions, all combined at the same time on the

same screen. Until now this has been just a

dream. Now the dream comes true with the Director.

Combine pictures in any resolution from any

paint program or digitizer you use with your

Amiga. With the Director you write a script to

display them in unlimited ways. You can page

flip full or partial screens, use drawing

commands, create special effects, generate

multiple font text, execute AmigaDOS

commands, and much more. This is only the

beginning of the freedom you give yourself

with the Director.

From the simplest slideshow to the most sophis

ticated desktop video, the Director will help

turn your dreams into reality.

Professional display and animation

software for the Amiga"1

Other features include:

• Effects: Fades, Dissolves, Wipes,

Blits, Stencils

• Digitized soundtrack module

• Preload images, fonts, and sounds up

to your memory limit

• Supports HAM and overscan

• Keyboard and mouse interaction

• Random number generator

• Text string and file input and output

• No copy protection

And more...

$69.95
Check or money order payable to:

Right Answers

Plus $3 shipping and handling

Calif, residents add 6% sales tax

The Right Answers Group

Department C

Box 3699

Torrance, CA 90510

(213)325-1311

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc. Videoscape 3D is a trademark of Aegis Development, Inc.
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A. JbA A Z I N G REVIEWS

GO-64!
Commodore 64 Emulator

by John Fonst, Rick Wirch, and James O'Keane

After the dismal performance of the

Transformer IBM PC software emula

tor, Amiga owners should be wary of

software emulators. The GO-64!

Commodore 64 emulator from Soft

ware Insight Systems (SIS) is no

exception. The intent of GO-64! is

admirable. After all, if the hordes that

now own Commodore 64s can be

drawn to the Amiga product line, the

Amiga will be a very popular com

puter.

When people started using the Trans

former, they were disappointed. It

worked slowly, and only a minimal

subset of the IBM PC computer was

emulated. Too many people believed

the marketing hype of 100 percent

emulation at 80 to 100 percent speed.

Too many people thought less of

Commodore because of the misleading

statements.

Unfortunately, the same things can be

said of this incarnation of the Commo

dore 64 emulator. First, emulated

Commodore 64 programs run slowly.

The Commodore 64 was no speed

demon to start with, and GO-64! is

certainly no faster. A simple program

written with a compiled BASIC ap

peared to run at about 30 to 50

percent of normal speed. An arcade

game, written in pure assembly

language, was tremendously slow. It

ran at about 10 percent of its regular

speed, even with the recommended

settings from SIS.

The emulation seems inaccurate in

spots, too. Updates of the screen take

place at a much slower rate than the

program is running, so things that

should be happening simultaneously

instead happen in sequence. For

instance, a scries of sprites on the

screen in one program should have

danced and changed color in synch,

but did not do so.

The GO-64! package includes a small

interface that connects to the parallel

port. This interface provides a link to

the DIN connector of Commodore

peripherals, such as the 1541 disk

drive. The GO-64! parallel port

interface is the proper sex for the

Amiga 500 and 2000, but not for the

Amiga 1000. If you have an Amiga

1000, you must buy their special

adapter. An ordinary gender-changing

adapter will not work because of

changes made in the pin assignment

on the Amiga 500 and 2000 parallel

ports.

ROM Images

An important part of a Commodore 64

is the operating system memory, or

ROM. This memory is stored in

circuit chips inside the Commodore 64,

similar to the way the Kickstart is

stored in an Amiga 500 or 2000.

GO-64! cannot supply a copy of the

Commodore 64 ROMs on disk because

Commodore owns the programs in the

ROM chip. They negotiated unsuc

cessfully with Commodore in an

attempt to supply a copy with the

product.

A nine-line BASIC program is sup

plied in a NotePad file. You must

enter this program on the Commodore

64. When run, the program creates

two files on the Commodore 64 disk.

These files contain a copy of the

system ROMs. These files must be

moved from the Commodore 64 disk

to an Amiga disk.

How can you do this? You could use

a program such as Central Coast

Software's Disk-2-Disk to transfer the

Commodore 64 files to an Amiga disk,

if you have a model 1020 5 1/4 inch

disk drive. You could use a terminal

program and modem to call another

computer system and send the files

there. You could then retrieve them

with an Amiga and save them to

Amiga format. You also could connect

the two computers with a null modem

cable and use telecommunications

software to move the files.

The nine-line Commodore 64 program

should have been supplied on a

Commodore 64 disk, instead of the

Amiga disk. A public domain or

(continued)
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v Check out our new price and

features for Multi-Forth™

Version 1.2 Multi-Forth increases the power,

speed and flexibility of this already successful pro

gramming language and development tool. Some of

the new features include:

• Local Multi-Tasking

• Sound Drivers

• Complete Set of Include Files

• New AmigaDos 1.2 Calls

• Enhanced Kernel

If you haven't tried Multi-Forth you may not

have yet unleashed the full power of your Amiga.

Call our toll free number for a technical data

sheet or check out our online services on Compu

Serve at GO FORTH.

Now only $89.00

4701 Randolph Rd, Suite 12 Rockville, MD 20852

301-984-0262 in MD

1-800-FORTH-OK (367-8465)

custom terminal program of some kind

should have been provided on disk.

Better still, SIS could have supplied

automated, custom programs for both

computers to ease the ROM image

transfer process. They could then sell

the null modem cable needed for the

transfer, too.

A NotePad file contains several tips

and corrections to the manual. It also

contains the short BASIC program

mentioned above. Something is wrong

with the file on the disk, however—the

NotePad program will not display the

entire file. It stops at a certain page.

Using the "type" command does not

work because of the strange characters

in the file. The final characters in the

file erase the screen. Instead, this file

must be sent to a printer or cautiously

read using the "type" command and

some other key to pause the listing.

Known Bugs

Many times,

the GO-64!

program

would Guru as

it was booting.

According to

SIS, this is a

known bug—

the program

does not work

with expansion

memory, on

any Amiga

model. You

can run the

NoFastMem

program that

comes with the

Amiga 500 to

remove the

expansion

memory from

the system;

then the

program will

work. The

GO-64! disk

includes a GO-

64! Preferences

program. Like the GO-64! program, it

doesn't work with expansion memory.

The imagery on the gadgets is gar-

baged unless the NoFastMem program

is run,

"Although it is an

amazing piece of

programming, it is far

too slow and

cantankerous to use

on a regular basis."

There is another known bug in the

first version of the program. The

German version of the Amiga 2000, as

well as some of the early units from

West Chester, have slightly different

keyboard controllers. While this does

not affect most software, it does trip

up programs that access the keyboard

controller directly. GO-64! is one of

these programs that accesses the

hardware directly.

Copy-protection

The GO-64! disk is heavily copy

protected. The manual warns that

your floppy drive may be damaged if

you try to copy the disk. This

situation is hardly possible, so why do

they make the threat?

The immediate need for copy protec

tion is not apparent. The company's

fear of Commodore 64 pirates using

their product to continue pirating on

the Amiga is justified. At this time,

though, the GO-64! hardware is

necessary for using the emulator—

without it, there is no way to access

mass storage. Sure, you could

program in BASIC all day, but you

wouldn't be able to save your work.

There is a chance that the GO-64!

hardware may be easy to duplicate,

but that idea is somewhat far-fetched

and probably would not occur on a

large scale.

Mouse Troubles

The mouse must be removed from the

first joystick port after the emulator

starts. The Commodore 64 acted

somewhat strangely—if the joystick

was in the game port, strange charac

ters appeared on the screen as it was

moved. However, this reaction goes

against the advice of a small sticker on

the Amiga 500 that warns, "To prevent

damage turn power off before connect

ing or removing cables."

The second mouse port is directly

connected to one of the custom chips.

There is potential for damage here.

The hood of the Amiga 500 mouse is

metal, so there is a possibility that

careless insertion could short and

damage the computer (not that this

potential deters many Amiga owners

from plugging things anytime).

Turbo Disks

To paraphrase the words of a former

Amiga Los Gatos employee, "The 1541

disk drive was one of the best comput

ers made by Commodore." It is

(continued on page 14)
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AVAILABLE NOW!

StariBoanl2
If you've owned your

Amiga® for a while now, you

know you definitely need

more than 512k of memory.

You probably need at least

double that amount...but you

might need as much as an

additional two megabytes.

We want to urge you to use

StarBoard2 as the solution

to your memory expansion

problem -and to some of

your other Amiga-expansion

needs as well!

It's small, but ifs BIG-
Since most of you want to expand your

Amiga's memory without having to also

expand your computer table, we designed

StarBoartJ2 and Us two optional

"daughterboards" to fit into a sleek,

unobtrusive Amiga-styled case that snugly

fastens to your computer with two precision-

machined jackscrews.

The sculpted steel case of StarBoard2

measures only 1.6"wide by 4.3"high by

10.2"!ong. You can access the inside of the

case by removing jusl two small screws on the

bottom and pulling it apart. We make

StarBoard2 easy to get into so that you or

your dealer can expand it by installing up to

one megabyte of RAM on the standard

StarBoard2 or up to two megabytes by

adding in an Upper Deck.

This card has decks!
The basic StarBoard2 starts out as a one

megabyte memory space with Ok, 512k, or

one megabyte installed. If you add in an

optional Upper Deck (which plugs onto the

Main Board inside the case) you bring

StarBoard2 up to its full two megabyte

potential. You can buy your StarBoard2

with the Upper Deck (populated or

unpopulated) or buy the Upper Deck later as

your need for memory grows.

And you can add other functions to

StarBoard2 by plugging in its second

optional deck -the Multifunction Module!

StarBoard2:functionsfive!
If we count Fast Memory as one function,

the addition of the MultiFunction Module

brings the total up to five!

THE CLOCK FUNCTION:

Whenever you boot your Amiga you have

to tell it what time it is! Add a MultiFunction

Module to your StarBoard2 and you can

hand that tedious task to the battery-backed,

Auto-Configuring

Fast RAM

Zero Wait States

User Expandable

from 512k to

2 Megabytes

Bus Pass- Through

MultiFunction

Option: battery/

clock, FPU,

parity,Sticky-Disk

real-time clock/calendar. A small piece of

MicroBotics software in your WorkBench

Startup-Sequence reads the clock and

automatically sets the time and date in your

Amiga. And the battery is included (we

designed it to use an inexpensive, standard

AAA battery which will last at least two

years before needing replacement).

THE FLOATING POINT FUNCTION:

If any one aspect most characterizes the

Amiga it's fast graphics! Most graphic

routines make heavy use of the Amiga

Floating Point Library. Replacing this library

with the one we give you with your

MultiFunction Module and installing a

separately purchased Motorola 68881 FPU

chip in the socket provided by the Module

will speed up these math operations from 5 to

40 times! And if you write your own software,

you can directly address this chip for

increased speed in integer arithmetic

operations in addition to floating point math.

THE PARITY CHECKING FUNCTION:

If you install an additional ninth RAM

chip for every eight in your StarBoard2,

then you can enable parity checking. Parity

checking will alert you (with a bus-error

message) in the event of any data corruption

in StarBoard2's memory space. So what

good is it to know that your data's messed up

if the hardware can't fix it for you? It will

warn you against saving that data to disk and

possibly destroying your database or your

massive spreadsheet. The more memory you

have in your system the more likely it is,

statistically, that random errors will occur.

Parity checking gives you some protection

from this threat to your data residing in Fast

RAM. Note that the Amiga's "chip" RAM

cannot be parity checked.

THE IMMORTAL MEMORY DISK

FUNCTION (STICKY-DISK):

When you've got a lot of RAM, you can

make nice big RAM-Disks and speed up your

Amiga's operations a lot! But there's one bad

thing about RAM-Disks: they go away when

you re-boot your machine. Sticky-Disk solves

that problem for you. It turns all of the

memory space inside a single StarBoard2

AMIGA is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga

MicroBotics, Inc.
811 Alpha Drive, Suite 335, Richardson, Texas 75081 / (214) 437-5330

into a Memory Disk that will survive a

warm-reboot! When your Amiga attempts to

grab a StarBoard2 in Sticky-Disk mode, a

hardware signal prevents the system from

acquiring the StarBoard2 as FastRAM (and

thereby erasing your files) -instead it is re-

recognized as a Memory Disk and its contents

are preserved intact. If you want to work

rapidly with large files of data that are being

constantly updated (such as when developing

software) you can appreciate the Sticky-Disk!

Fast RAM -no waiting!
StarBoard2 is a totally engineered

product. It is a ZERO WAIT-STATE design,

auto-configuring under AmigaDOS 1.2 as

Fast RAM. Since AmigaDOS 1.1 doesn't

support autoconfiguration, we also give you

the software to configure memory in 1.1.

Any applications software which "looks"

for Fast RAM will "find" StarBoard2. And

you'll find that your applications run more

efficiently due to StarBoard2 on the bus.

A passing bus? Indeed!
What good is an Expansion Bus if it hits a

dead end, as with some memory cards? Not

much, we think -that's why we carefully and

compatibly passed through the bus so you

could attach other devices onto your Amiga

(including another StarBoard2, of course!).

The sum of the parts...
A really nice feature of the StarBoard2

system is that you can buy exactly what you

need now without closing off your options for

future exapansion. You can even buy a Ok

StarBoard2 (with a one megabyte capacity)

and populate it with your own RAM

(commonly available 256k by I by 150ns

memory chips). When you add S(arBoard2

to your Amiga you have a powerful hardware

combination, superior to any single-user

micro on the market. See your Authorized

Amiga Dealer today and ask for StarBoard2

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICING:

StarBoard2. Ok (1 meg space);

StarBoard2. Ok (2 meg space):

StarBoard2, 512k (1 meg space):

StarBoarrJ2, 1 meg (1 meg space)

SlarBoard2. 2 megs installed:

StarBoard2, 2 megs & MultiFunction:

Upper Deck. Ok (1 meg space):

MultiFunction Module:

also available:

Standard 256k memory card:

MAS-Dfive20, 20 meg harddisk:

MouseTime, mouseport clock:

$349

$395

$495

$595

$879

$959

$ 99

$ 99

$129

$1495

$ 50



EXTEND is a portable Library of 30 new AmigaBASIC

commands that bring the Pizzaz of INTUITION
into your AmigaBASIC programs

TRUE INTUITION REQUESTERS and GADGETS

* Point & click on directory requester gadget* fw eas« in loading and saving files
* String and boolean gadget implementation with polling support

* Custom string requesters ^_—

MENU CONTROL

Complete menu attribute control

Submenu definition

Assignment of command key fundions

SPEED

Written in 100% assembler Compatfclewih all tested compilers

EASE of USE

No program overhead Invoked with a simple LIBRARY statement

S 59.95

ALSO AVAILABLE

VIDEO CATALOGER ♦ Organize your videotape collection

HOMP INVENTORY * ln th" Ov8nl 0< loS9 COul~ ¥°U 11» nCHOMEINVtNlOHT * |ist everything you own ? ^^'l?

Manage lr3l9..Maka labels- CaC"
HAIL Mfc * customer lists, greeting card lisis. birthdays etc

VISA/MC Accepted

Dealei Inquiries and

Phone Orders

Welcome

533 FargoAve. Butlalo NY. 14213

716/885-S670

SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY

OFFER

EXTEND + any othw

ONLY $79.00

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

Corrpatible with all

Amiga models

tremendously slow, however. How

slow? Its speed is comparable to a

2400 baud modem, about 200 charac

ters per second.

After several years, experienced

Commodore 64 programmers devel

oped methods of increasing the

transfer speed of the 1541 drive to

almost acceptable levels. These

methods were called "turbo loaders."

Most of these techniques involved

massive replacement of the Commo

dore 64 operating system software.

Some of the turbo load implementa

tions were in loadable software; others

used ROM cartridges.

In the Commodore 64, these turbo

load programs are very fragile. They

contain many time-critical sections of

code. If the interaction between hard

ware and software is not perfect, it

will not work. In the case of the CO-

64! emulator, the hardware (such as

the 1541 disk drive) is still working at

full speed, but the software is not

keeping up.

Software Insight

Systems has

developed a

method called

Hyper-Code to

get around

these incompati

bilities.

SIS claims they

will have free

Hyper-Code

modules to

replace the

turbo load code

for popular

Commodore 64

programs,

similar to the

way the "brain"

files work with

the Marauder II

copy program.

Other strange

things happen

on the 64.

Some programs

actually send

program code to the 1541 drive to be

executed there by the microprocessor

that controls the drive.

Hyper-Code

According to SIS, the Hyper-Code files

improve the performance of any

Commodore 64 program. They are

working with companies such as

Activision, Electronic Arts, and Epyx

in order to work more reliably with

these companies' products. They say

these companies have been very

helpful so far.

The GO-64! disk contains a Hyper-

Code file for Berkeley Software's

CEOS operating system, version 1.2.

This file is a windowed operating

system for the Commodore 64. An

update to GO-64! will have the Hyper-

Code for GEOS version 1.3. The

Hyper-Code files are freely distrib

utable. They will be available on the

SIS tech support bulletin board, as

well as on the commercial networks.

At this time, there is no support for

Amiga file storage; you must use a

1541 disk drive. SIS reports that they

are currently working on a file transfer

program for moving files from Com

modore 64 format to Amiga format.

They also hope to support the 1581

disk format on regular Amiga 3 1/2

drives. The 1581 is a new 3 1/2 drive

for the Commodore 64 that holds 720K

per disk.

Amazing Software

As programmers, we must praise the

programmers at Software Insight

Systems for what they have created so

far, even if it is slow and inaccurate.

A software emulator of a computer as

complex as the Commodore 64 is a

tremendous programming feat. We

understand the magnitude of the

program. The Amiga Transformer is a

similarly astounding feat. While a

program may be admirable from a

programming standpoint, it may still

be useless from a user standpoint.

Summary

At this time, we cannot recommend

the GO-64! emulator. Although it is

an amazing piece of programming, it

is far too slow and cantankerous to

use on a regular basis. It may be

improved in the future, but without an

increase in speed, it is little more than

a curiosity. We get the strong impres

sion that the first version of GO-64!

was rushed to market. The foul-up in

the NotePad file is evidence.

•AC-

Software Insight Systems

16 East International Drive

East Granby. CT 06026

(203) 653-4589 S69.95

About the Authors

John Foust, Rick Wirch, and James

CVKeane were once programming wizards

on the Commodore 64, but now work on

the Amiga. They were programmers at

Sight & Sound Music Software, the makers

of popular Commodore 64 software

including Music Video Kit, Kawasaki

Synthesizer and Rhythm Rocker, and the

Incredible Music Keyboard.
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SOURCE LEVEL DEBUGGER
Announcing the Manx Aztec C Source Level Debugger for the Amiga!

NOW THE MOST ADVANCED COMPUTER IN THE WORLD HAS THE MOST

ADVANCED SOURCE LEVEL DEBUGGER IN THE WORLD:

Save Time and Effort
If you're a pro a! worKing with low level

Amiga debuggers, you'll recognize what

a source level debugger can mean—time

savings. Time you'd rather spend creat

ing lhan debugging. And if you're a be

ginner, SDB will make you a pro in no

time.

Outstanding Features
That's why our new windowed SDB is so

spectacular—because It's full of exciting

features that make debugging a breeze.

Of course, SDB has all of the features you

expect from a debugger—like line-by-line

tracing. Conditional breakpoints on lines,

functions, or variables. Examination,

modification, and display of global, local,

and static variables, structures or expres

sions by name.

But SDB is also full of unexpected, in

credibly sophisticated features. There's

reusable command macros and proce

dures. Back tracing. Active frame context

switching—just to name a few. Wait till you

see SDB m action—it will blow you away!

Our Commitment to You
Manx Software Systems is the leading

edge in C development systems. Thai

means continual updates that bring the

best to you.

Experience version 3.6 of Aztec C68k/

Am today. And enjoy the most advanced

debugger available... on any computer.

Manx Aztec SDB.

11 '. Bain(arffcJ a

12 : char **argv;
13 : {

it

for (i:8;i(sizeof(ItEHs)/sizeof(stpact item);!?'

28 : process iteH(itp)
21 : struct ite«s *i*o

lint i : I

struct itens _IteHS = {
struct item *next r Bx88BBBBB8
chap aaw[8] = "Iteti 2"
long yalue = 3412
int index = 129

• View your C Source

• Enter commands

• View your command output...

... a// at the same time!

AZTEC C VERSIONS TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:

Aztec C68K/Am-p Professional System $199

Includes all of the Standard Features

Aztec C68K/Am-d Developer System .$299

Includes all of the Standard and Extended Features

Source Level Debugger $75

Library Source $309

Standard Features

of Aztec C68k/Am 3.6:

• optimized C with selectable 68020 and

68881 support

• 680x0 Macro Assembler with 68881
support

• linker/librarian with overlays, scatter

load, and segmentation

• symbolic debugger

• supports Amiga object format

• UNIX, AMIGA, and general purpose

run time routines

• runs under CLI and supports all

Workbench (unctions

• creates CLI and Workbench

applications

• Supports both 1.1 and 1.2 Amiga DOS

• 600 pages of documentation and

great example programs

Extended Features

Of Aztec C68k/Am 3.6

• UNIX utilities make. diff. grep. obj. ord.
and vi

• special math support libraries for

68881 and Manx IEEE emulation

Porta&iny Aztec C is also available lor me Macintosh.

Apple II MS-DOS'PC-OOS, CP'M-86 TRS 80. ROM. ana

others Aztec C68kThira Party Software A large array ol

supportsohwareisavaiiaCefor AziecC86k Call o- v.r te

for information The Mowing is a I'St of !he most requested

products Power Windows • Amiga View • Key to C •

Amiga Lint • Metascope. immediate Delivery Available lor

Mos! Destinations Aztec Cisavailableon a thirty day

money-back guarantee C.O.D.. VISA. American

Express, MasterCard wire (domestic and international!

and terms are available

Order Now At No Risk Or Call For Information

1-800-221-0440
InNJ or outside the USA call: 201-542-2121

Telex: 4995812MANX Fax: 201-542-8386

Manx Software Systems • One Industrial Way • Eatontown. NJ 07724

SEE FOR YOURSELF WHAT ALL THE FUSS IS ABOUT

Order our Manx Aztec C68k/Am with 30-day satisfaction guarantee.

We're convinced that once you see SDB at work, no other debugger

will ever be good enough again. But if you don't believe us—try us!

We're offering an SDB Demonstration Disk for just $5. Simply call

1 -800-221 -0440 (N J call 201-542-2121) and order your copy of Aztec C

or your Demo Disk today.
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A Ad A. Z I N G REVIEWS

A-Talk-PIus
Chatting with Mainframes!

by Brendan Larson

Several quality public domain terminal

packages are available for the Amiga.

Many such programs do credible jobs

of providing the Amiga community

with necessary telecommunication

functions, such as XModem, ASCII

Text, and Binary transfers. All of

these can be used for transferring a

menagerie of public domain programs

over the phone lines.

What about the Amiga user who

needs to communicate with a

mainframe? Several terminal

programs available for the

Amiga can't handle this task

(since the average Amiga user

doesn't need this feature). If

you're looking for a full-

fledged terminal program,

packed with many features

including those that access

mainframes, you have an

alternative—A-Talk-Plus from

Fclsina Software!

(using the Conversational Monitor

System (CMS) and an IBM 7171 com

munications field which converts

Amiga ASCII to IBM EBCIDIC via A-

Talk-Plus's Kcrmit and VT-100 emula

tion mode).

The main difference between ATP and

its predecessor, A-Talk, is the

Tektronix 4010/4014 graphics emula

tor. Tektronix emulation, usually run

on mainframes or minis, quickly

Marco Papa is the author of A-

Talk-Plus (ATP). I have tested

ATP extensively on-line with a

variety of computers in

different emulation modes,

ranging from Amiga BBSs like Aliens

and Casa Mi Amiga, to mainframes

like Vax 11/750s and Vax 8200s at a

large meteorological data base called

Accu-Wcather (See Amazing Computing

V2.7 for more on Amiga Weather

Graphics systems.). I have also suc

cessfully downloaded and uploaded

text and binary files to an IBM 3081

mumss <dm>
l> jMI.11 MAHCK

Figure One Courtesy ofAccu-Weather, Inc.

transfers high resolution CAD/CAM

images (in the form of controlled

ASCII characters) to the end user. I

used the Tektronix graphics emulator

to dial the Accu-Weathcr data base,

connect to their Vax mainframe, and

obtain high resolution pictures of

meteorological weather data (see

Figure 1) to help me prepare for a

weather forecast.

What's really incredible about the

Tektronix graphics emulator is that it

to operates in the Amiga's full-video

(overscan) mode. On my Sony KV-

1311CR monitor, I was able to get an

approximate total screen resolution of

704 X 460, although you can set the

parameters to 704 X 480. Working in

overscan is useful when you are using

the Tektronix graphics emulator

because much more data can be

displayed.

Another powerful feature of

ATP is its ability to Zoom

in the hi-res image. Unlike

the zooming done in De-

luxcPaint 2, where pixels arc

exploded, Papa has written

a special zoom feature that

creates a supcrbitmap of

1024 X 1008 (a large virtual

screen) which can be

panned for a detailed look

at various locations using

scroll bars on the Zoom

window. This zooming

capability is great; during

my experiments, I analyzed

weather data (such as

Figure 1) on a much smaller

scale, with better resolution. The

image in the Zoom Window is similar

to viewing a Quadrant of the whole

image on a grid (similar to the

Quadrants in the Cartesian Coordinate

System).

(continued on page 18)
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Real time
video andmusic

SunRize introduces PERFECT VISION and STUDIO MAGIC
to enhance the look and the sound of your Amiga.
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STUDIO MAGIC is the ultimate music and sound

workshop with features superior to editors selling for

thousands more. Compatible with model 1000, 500

and 2000 Amigas. Input sounds from stereo, VCR or

microphone (with PERFECT SOUND interface) or a

keyboard (with MIDI interface).

Create flanges, delays, echoes, compression and

expansion to speed up (or slow down) without pitch

change, do backward masking, etc. Other features

include comb filter, DC bias, AM, Fast Fourier

Transforms and visual representation of the sounds in

the buffer.

A dozen menu driven tools allow you to make a child's

voice sound like a titan or turn a TV pitchman into an

alien from another galaxy Record MIDI input in real

time. Mix voices and instruments and control their

playback using a MIDI keyboard. Overdub from 16

digitized "sections" and play back four of them at a

time. Supports advanced MIDI features such as tempo

adjust and external sync. Store sounds in IFF

"instrument" or "one-shot" (8SVX) files for use with

other compatible programs.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: $99.95

PERFECT VISION is the state of the art, real time video

digitizer for use with model 1000, 500 and 2000

Amigas. Input from a color (or black and white) video

camera or a VCR. Perfect Vision will digitize the image,

display it in 4096 colors (camera input only), then store

it as IFF for later use in compatible programs. Captures

an image in 1/60 of a second — 600 times faster than

the competition. Supports 320x200 and 320x400

HAM and 16-color modes.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: $219.95

Available from Amiga dealers across America. For product

information and support call:

SunRize Industries
3801 Old College Road

Bryan, TX 77801

(409) 846-1311.

AMIGA is (he registered trademark of Commodore—Amiga, Inc. Studio Magic

and Perfect Vision are registered trademarks of SunRize Industries.



(continued from page 16)

Because of the way the Tektronix

Emulator works, all hi-res data plotted

on the screen corncs into the Amiga as

ASCII control characters. ATP gives

you the option of "capturing" these

control codes in a capture buffer while

on-line with the mainframe. After the

captured text is stored, the image can

be "Replayed" later. This saves the

time and money spent on the system

host, along with disk space (since an

ASCII file requires less storage space

than an IFF bitmap).

The Replay option puts the image on

screen at an incredible rate of 19.2K

baud from RAM: or 9600 baud from

floppy disk. From there, the picture

can be saved in either an Aegis Draw

"layer" format or an IFF bitmap. The

saved images can range from

1 to 4 bitplanes, depending

on the number of colors you

select (A mini "Tektronix

Preferences" is provided,

allowing for color selection.).

On a 512K Amiga, only one

bit plane is allowed. How

ever, such an apparent color

"shortage" is usually not a

problem since most Tektronix

4014 images are monochro

matic.

All images can be dumped to

a printer as well. Finally, A-

Talk-Plus makes it possible

to use a large cross-hair

(cursor) while interacting with the

mainframe (required by certain

Tektronix applications).

As for the rest of A-Talk-Plus, there

are many more added features that

should make the serious Amiga user

smile! It is possible to emulate the

following: VT-100, VTM4, VT-52, H19,

Kcrmit, VT-640, ANSI, TTY, and Talk

mode. In VT-100 emulation mode,

extra fonts can be displayed, and the

VTM4 mode (via VT-100) allows you

to obtain colored text. According to

the manual, A-Talk-Plus is also

capable of accessing UNIX-based

systems, but I did not have the oppor

tunity to test ATP in such an environ

ment.

One of the key features of ATP's

Kermit emulator is its capability to

Send and Receive to and from main

frames at both 8 data bits/no parity

and 7 data bits/even parity! Accord

ing to reliable sources, ATP is the only

Amiga communications package at the

time of this writing that can perform

Kermit transfers in both 7 and 8 bit

prefixes.

If you need to download or upload

programs from a BBS, ATP supports

ASCII Text Transfers, ARC files, and

XModem-CRC binary file checking, as

well as the all familiar Checksum

Figure Two Courtesy ofAccu-Weather. Inc.

routines. ATP's best feature—which I

have not seen available in any other

terminal package for the Amiga—is

that it keeps track of the number of

"retries," or attempts to send or

receive data blocks. For instance, if

the phone lines are noisy and a bad

block of data is transmitted, ATP will

try again (several times if necessary) to

get a clean block of data! ATP also

calculates the estimated upload time

for files sent from the Amiga to

another computer by taking into

account the file size and the baud rate.

If you frequently log onto the same

system in the same day, you can

prepare an auto "Login Script" which

actually waits for the other computer

to send messages. Here is a scenario

of an On-Line Login using an auto

Login Script:

>Connecr 1200

>Welcome to the Bunky BBS!

>

>Your Nome: Brendan Larson

>

>Enfer Password: Doodad

With the proper Login script, ATP

waits for the phrase or prompt stating

"Your Name:" and automatically

replies with the necessary information,

like "Brendan Larson." Login Script

is programmed with ATP's

very unique command code,

explained thoroughly in the

manual.

All ten Function keys on the

Amiga, as well as ten extra

Function or "macro" keys (a

combination of the Shift and

Function keys), may be

defined, totaling 20 pre

defined functions. This

feature may not be new to

Amiga telecommunications

specialists.

ATP can hold a large phone

directory of the most com

monly accessed BBSs or data bases,

and will store all the function keys

and settings for each. Another

element that makes ATP a worthwhile

investment is that it works with

almost any Amiga compatible modem,

even if it is not Hayes compatible!

Finally, another cute feature of A-Talk-

Plus (probably where its name is

derived from) is its ability to turn on

the Amiga's built-in speech synthesis.

ATP can read all incoming text data,

or just the system commands. Of

course, all ASCII control codes are

filtered out, so only "real" words are

heard.

(continued on page 20)
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Other Products From

The OtherGuys

Reason

Omega File

Promise

KEEP-TrakGL

AMT

(Amortization Program)

Match-It

Math-A-Magician

Talkina Story Book

$395.00

$79.99

$49.99

$49.99

$39.99

$39.99

$39.99

$39.99

i (Christmas Stories)

Musicial Slide

Show Demo

$ 5.00

Call or write for

more information.

SYNTHIA High Performance Digital Synthesizer
A slate of ihe art music tool which will:

Create digital IFF Instruments for use with nearly all music programs!

Modifying existing IFF Instruments. Use SYNTHIA on digitized samples to add reverb, wow, and other enhancements.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE:

Additive Synthesis - a traditional method which can create almost any type of instrument.

Plucked String Synthesis - simulates plucked strings . . . right down to the 'pluck1.

Interpolative Synthesis - a method which inlroduccs ihe natural imperfections found in instruments.

(Instruments such as brass, woodwinds, pianos, etc.)

Percussion - build your own drum set ... create any drum you desire.

Subtractive Synthesis - a simple method of creating instruments.

Special Effects - includes filtering, amplification, phasing, waveshaping, amplitude modulation, real reverb, and . . .

IFF Music Player - powerful and compact. Now you can enjoy those songs thai needed a memory expansion before! Up to

32 tracks and 32 IFF Instruments! Supports chords, ties, eta

IS IT LIVE . . . OR IS IT SYNTHIA?

Synihia uses the latest technology to generate realistic sounding instruments and even the new families of instruments sound

real. A real synthesizer on a real computer!

Why buy digitized instruments when you can SYNTHIAsize them? (j^QQ QQ
Requires AMIGA 512K <?Z*ZJ .±3*3

Copyrighl©1987, THE OTHER GUYS Software • AMIGA is a registered trademark of Commodore Amiga

THE OTHER GUYS

55 North Main Street

Suite 3O1-D

PO Box H

Logan Utah S4321

CSO1) 753-7B2O

C8OQ) 942-S4O2



It's 3 AM!

Do you know where your bugs are ?m** www ixawaw vaiawa*? IVMI um« Cll O i

This C programmer is finding his bugs the hard way.. .one at a time.

Thats why ifs taking so long. But there's an easier way. Use

Lint for the Amiga 2.00

Lint for the Amiga analyzes your C programs (one or many modules) and
uncovers glitches, bugs, quirks, and inconsistencies. It will catch subtle
errors before they catch you. By examining multiple modules, Lint enjoys
a perspective your compiler does not have.

NEW: ANSI C extensions (cnum,
prototypes, void, defined, pragma)
and many additional checks.

FullK&RC

Use Lint to find:
inconsistent declarations
argument/parameter mismatches
uninitialized variables
unaccessed variables
unreferenced variables
suspicious macros
indentation irregularities
function inconsistencies
unusual expressions

... MUCH MUCH MORE

User-modifiable library-description
files for the Aztec andLattice C
compilers.

All warning and informational mes
sages maybe turned off individually.

- Indirect files automate testing.

- Use it to check existing programs,
novice programs, programs about to
be exported or imported, as a pre
liminary to compilation, or prior to

scaling up to a larger memory model.

- All one pass with an integrated

pre-processor so it's very fast.

- Has numerous options and infor
mational messages.

- It will use all the memory

available.

- PRICE: S98.00 MC, VISA, COD
(Includes shipping and handling
within US) PA residents add 6% sales
tax. Outside USA add S 15.00.
Educational and quantity discounts
available.

- Trademarks: Amiga(Commodore)

3207 Hogarth Lane • Collegeville. PA 19426

(215)584-4261

(continued from page 18)

Papa has written an extended version

of A-Talk-Plus called Digi Weather

that allows you to access a real time

meteorological data base, Accu-

Wcathcr. Digi Weather makes use of

the same features as A-Talk-Plus, with

the added capability of downloading

COES Satellite cloud pictures, as well

as a collection of many other types of

weather art designed by Accu-Weather

artists and meteorologists.

While on-line with Accu-Weather, a

meteorologist can take advantage of

Digi Weather's Tektronix 4014 emula

tor by receiving hi-res "behind-the-

scenes" weather data in the form of

maps displaying isobars, etc. A

meteorologist can also obtain a hi-res

overscan (704 X 480) satellite cloud

picture of the U.S. At 1200 baud, it

takes approximately 13 minutes to

obtain one of these maps. If, for

instance, you want only a close-up

shot of the Southwestern quadrant of

the U.S., you could opt to download

that as well, in a lo-res overscan mode

(352 X 240). The latter, of course,

saves time and money.

The good news for amateur meteorolo

gists is that Digi Weather will be

relatively inexpensive, and Accu-

Weather, Inc. has special dial-up rates

for the hobbyist (At this time, prices

are not available.). Digi Weather is

the first and only telecommunications

software that allows the Amiga to

receive satellite cloud pictures of this

type (see Figure 2).

In conclusion, if you need a communi

cations package that "does it all," or if

you require access to a mainframe, I

highly recommend A-Talk. If you need

Tektronix 4010/4014 capabilities, A-

Talk-Plus has a head start in the

Amiga community. If you're a

weather enthusiast like myself, Digi

Weather combines all the features of

A-Talk and A-Talk-Plus.

A-Talk-Plus $99.95

A-Talk S49.95

Marco Papa

Felsina Software

3175 S. Hoover Street, #275

Los Angeles, California 90007

C213) 747-8498

For more information about the Accu-

Weather data base, call Accu-Weather,

Inc. at (814) 237-0309 or write them at:

619 West College Avenue

State College, PA 16801

If you have any further questions,

contact me at:

Brendan Larson

Channel 41 News Weather Department

7921-D Knottingham Circle

Darien, Illinois 60559

(312) 810-0304 or (3)2) 257-2818

•AC-
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.tfl*J MUSIC WZTEO
SYMPHONY MUSIC VIDEO continuously displays pictures and plays music.

At the end of a selection, another picture and music piece is loaded. The music and

pictures are all in IFF format so you can modify ours with your favorite Paint or

Music program or use your own music and pictures and create your own MUSIC

VIDEO. You can even have your MIDI synthesizer play the music.

The MUSIC VIDEO that is included is perfect for the Christmas Season. Traditional

Christmas scenes and music are continuously played. Fun to listen to and watch.

Adds to the best of seasons. $24.95

Symphony Songs
Ready to Play Music For

Music, Music Studio, Soni?c
A library of nearly 1,000 music masterpieces ready to play with your favorite music program. All selections are in both IFF and

MUSIC STUDIO format. Space does not allow listing all songs in each volume, however, a few titles, the number of songs, and the

total playing time is given.

Complete list of songs $3.95.

Each volume is $24.95 and includes the complete list.

BEATLES Part 1

Vol 15 (21 Pieces 40 Min)

Lei l( Be. Yesterday. Eleanor Rigby. When I'm

64, ...

BEATLES Part 2

Vol 40 (15 Pieces 40 Min)

Magical Mystery Tour, Lucy In The Sky Wilh Dia

monds. Penny Lane. . . .

CLASSICAL Part 1

Vol 27 (18 Pieces 40 Min)

Prelude #1, Moonlight Sonata 1st and 2nd Move

ment, . . .

CLASSICAL Part 2

Vol 34 (13 Pieces 40 Min)

SonatalnCMajor.JesusJoyOfMiin'sDcsire,. . .

CLASSICAL Part 3

Vol 31 (14 Pieces 35 Min)

1st Piano Concerto, Polonaise Sonata In C Major.

Etude #3. ...

CLASSICAL Part 4 (Bach)

Vol 35 (22 pieces 30 Min)

Two Part Invention #1, Three Part Invention #6.

Prelude and Fugue I, . . .

CLASSICAL Part 5 (BachiClementi)

Vol 46 (24 Pieces 50 Min)

Chora! #1. Sonata #1, Theme and II Variations

From The 2nd Sonata. . . .

BEETHOVEN, BROADWAY, & BLUES

Vol 38 (15 Pieces 40 Min)

2nd Movement Of the Pathetique Sonata, Minuet In

G, Fuer Elise, . . .

COUNTRY CIASSICS Part I

Vol 41 (15 Pieces 45 Min)

Thank God I'm a Country Boy, Act Naturally.. . .

ROCK Part I

Vol 32 (19 Pieces 50 Min)

AXEL F, Eye Of The Tiger. Both Sides Now, . . .

ROCK Part 2

Vol 16 (20 Pieces 40 Mini

Georgy Girl, Guantanamera, Theme From "Love

Story." Cherish. . . .

80's GREATEST

Vol 24(15 Pieces 50 Min)

Hill Street Blues Theme, Chariots Of Fire Theme.

Dynasty Theme, . . .

70's GREATEST

Vol 12 (19 Pieces 45 Min)

Tie A Yellow Ribbon On The Old Oak Tree. We've

Only Just Begun, . . .

60's GREATEST

Vol 13 (19 Pieces 45 Min)

Windy, By The Time I Get To Phoenix. Come Satur

day Morning, . . .

GOLD & PLATINUM HITS

Vol 45 (19 Pieces 60 Min)

Thriller. 99 Luft Balloons. California Girls. . . .

KENNY RODGERS HITS

Vol 39 (12 Pieces 45 Min)

Lady, Ruby, SheBclievesInMe,TheGamhler.. . .

BILLY JOEL GREATEST HITS

Vol 43 (17 Pieces 65 Min)

Piano Man. Say Goodbye To Hollywood, Only The

Good Die Young. . . .

COUNTRY CLASSICS Part 2

Vol 42 (13 Pieces 50 Min)

Ode To Billy Joe, Me and Bobby McGee. Country

Roads, . . .

TV THEMES

Vol 37 (21 Pieces 35 Min)

Hill Street Blues. St. Elsewhere Theme. Masterpiece

Theater Theme. . . .

MOVIE THEMES

Vol 19(16 Pieces 40 Min)

MASH Theme, The Rose, Can You Read My Mind

(Superman), . . .

BROADWAY'S THEMES

Vol 47 (25 Pieces 65 Min)

The Last Supper. Dr. Doolittle. The Old Dope Ped

dler, . . .

CHURCH MUSIC

Vol 23 (26 Piece 50 Min)

Amazing Grace, What A Friend We Have In

Jesus, . . .

BARBERSHOP

Vol 22 (22 Pieces 45 Min)

Hello Dolly, Put On a Happy Face, Hey Look Me

Over, , . .

RICHARD RODGERS SONGBOOK

Vol 18 (19 Pieces 40 Min)

Climb Every Mountain, DO-RE-MI. The Sound Of

Music. . . .

NOSTALGIA

Vol 17 (22 Pieces 45 Min)

Let Me Call You Sweetheart, Ain't Misbehavin', On

The Goodship Lollipop, . . .

CHRISTMAS

Vo! 36 (24 pieces 50 Min)

O Little Town Of Bethlehem, Let It Snow. March

Of The Toys, . . .

POLKA PARTY

Vol 33(17 Pieces 40 Min)

Happy Polka, Pizzacato Polka. Betty Polka, . . .

We accept CASH, CHECK. COD, VISA .inti MASTER CARD order-.

Shipping and handling US and Canada $3.00
Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada $5.00

COD charge 52-00
Illinois residents add b'A% sales tax.

Deluxe Music Construction Set is a trademark of Electronic Arts. Sonix is a trademark of Aegis.

38W255 DEERPATH ROAD

BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510

(312) 879-6880

Music Studio is a trademark of Activision.



We Focus on Video
In the growing video market one company leads the way in top-
quality, low-cost, computer effects software. Aegis. You'll find our

products working at every level in the video field. Professionals in

television, video production, cable TV, industrial and government

video, colleges, schools, home — you name it, we're there.

We're there because our products provide flexible technology that

sparks the imagination. Technology that gets the job done.

You'll find our products being used for television and film at

Prism Computer Graphics, for video publishing and exhibition

systems at MetaVision. and for corporate video clients at both

Master Communications and Pixelight. And that's only the begin

ning of the list.

We're there with products for

graphics, animation, and sound

We handle metamorphic, eel, and color cycling animation with

Aegis Animotor. Animations arc created and edited in an inter

active environment allowing you to watch your animation as

you build it. Winner of the 1986 CES Award of Excellence, Ani

mator has already found thousands of uses around the world.

Included in the S139.95 price is the Images paint system.

For the advanced animator VideoScape 3D provides an environ

ment rich in 3-dimensional capabilities. Object motion and

metamorphosis, camera motion, light sources. IFF foregrounds

and backgrounds, and the ability to create animations in the

ANIM format are just a few of the features that make the

S199-95 price tag a great buy.

For titling you can't beat Aegis VideoTitler. It supports all of

the Amiga fonts as well as its own polytcxt fonts, works in four

different resolutions and uses overscan. It has 20 different

styles, works with IFF, uses halfhrite if available, and supports

the ANIM format. Included in the amazing 899.95 price is a

slideshow generator that can mix ANIM animations with slides.

Our video effects don't stop with great visuals. Programs like Sonix

take on the world of music and sound as well. Winner of a CES

1987 Award of Merit, Sonix lets you create your own instruments,

compose music, and work with MIDI instruments. All for S79.95.

For more information and the dealer nearest you: (213) 392-9972

or to order direct: 1-S00-345-9871

AECIS
ANIMATOR

AMII

VideoScape 3D

VideoTitler

DEVELOPMENT

2210 WILSHIRE BLVD. #277

SANTA MONICA, CA 90403

Anlmaior. VldeoStope CD. VldeoTttlet. and ionlx arc trademark of Aeglj Development. Inc.



The Ultimate Video Accessory
Video and Computer Technologies have long been on a collision course.

The Amiga may be just the tool to bridge the remaining gap.

by Larry White

Every time you turn on your TV, you

sec computer-generated graphics.

These range from simple scrolling

credits to spinning, twisting, shining,

three-dimensional station logos, to the

computerized Max Headroom himself.

You've probably seen demonstrations

of the Amiga's advanced graphics and

animation capabilities, and wondered

if you could use your computer to add

sophisticated special effects to your

own videos. You can!

Have you ever wanted to

make your own cartoons?

Maybe you've daydreamed

about turning yourself into a

superhero who flies off to save

the universe.

Perhaps you've been looking

for a more effective way to use

computer-generated pie charts

and bar graphs in your next

business presentation. Did

you know that the Amiga can

bring life lo your presen

tations?

In this article we'll take a general look

at desktop video. I'll explain the

elements of video production, the

various types of video and computer

hardware, and some video theory.

Desktop Video: A Definition

For the purpose of these articles, I'll

use the widest possible definition of

Add a professional touch to home videos by adding title screens.

This one was created using TV Text and Zuma fonts (Brown-Wagh).

These and similar applications

have spawned a new sub-industry:

desktop video. Over the next few

months, we'll examine desktop video.

I'll try to answer most of the basic

questions: What is desktop video?

Why would anyone want to try it?

What arc the hardware and software

requirements? Are there money-

making opportunities? What is the

role of the Amiga in desktop video?

I'll take you on a step by step tour

through the video making process,

using fairly common computer hard

ware, software, and widely available

consumer grade video equipment.

desktop video. Video is defined as the

representation of an image in an

electronic form. While the original

definition was specifically related to

television (the transmission of still or

moving images via radiowaves for

viewing at a distance from the origina

tion point), recent technological

advances have broadened the use of

the term to include most forms of

electronic imaging that is ultimately

displayed on a television or monitor.

Thus the cuxrrent crop of video

devices would include still electronic

photographic cameras, and computers

which electronically display text or

graphic images.

While the term "video" technically

refers only to the picture portion of

the end result, many video applica

tions would be far less effective or

even useless without an accompanying

sound (audio) track to provide

narration, dialogue, sound

effects, and music when

appropriate. For our

purposes, I'll include audio

effects under the desktop

video banner.

There are several other

processes used in the

preparation of a video,

besides generating and

recording the picture and

sound. Depending on the

desired length and complex

ity of the finished product,

scripting, cataloguing

images, and creating

storyboards might all be

part of the video creation

process. Since the Amiga can be

helpful in each of these areas, we'll

include these under our "desktop

video" banner also.

The final form of a desktop video is

usually a video tape. Since almost any

video signal can be recorded on tape

(although some intermediate electronic

conversion may be needed for com

patibility), we'll also include presenta

tions and animations produced directly

on the monitor (since we can always

play them back and tape them later).

(continued)
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The last area of desktop video is

production. Video production in

cludes control of video cassette

recorders (VCRs) for taping, playback,

and editing. Additionally synchroniz

ing audio

effects and

music are part

of the produc

tion process.

In the past,

coordinating the

various compo

nents I've de

scribed might

have taken a

roomful of

expensive video

equipment, and

often included a

fully equipped,

sound-proof

recording studio

and a large, ex

pensive com-

watched television news programs,

you've seen screens listing the daily

sports scores or a five-day weather

forecast. The simplest form of desktop

video is a screen filled with type.

titTtTT
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Add punch to a business presentation by animating the construction of your

charts. Sound effects and background music can help convey your point.

This sequence was taken from a Deluxe Video demo (Electronic Arts). If the

final presentation can't be made directly on computer, transfer It to video

tape.

putcr system (typically costing any

where from $25,000 to 51,0000,000).

Now many of these functions can be

handled by a few thousand dollars'

worth of video and computer equip

ment, especially when that computer is

an Amiga. This is desktop video.

Applications

If I were describing desktop publish

ing, this section would be easy.

Almost anyone can see the practical

side of using a small machine for

creating and printing newsletters,

books, and brochures. While video

plays a major role in all our modern

lives, it's still somewhat difficult to

recognize many of the practical uses

for desktop video.

Many of you use computers to access

bulletin boards. If you've ever flipped

through the channels on a cable TV

system, you've probably noticed

something similar. Most cable stations

have at least one channel which

constantly displays local news, ads,

and announcements. If you've

Storyboards help you plan better videos and presentations. Microfiche

Filer (Software Visions) can display many IFF files at a time in up to 1

colors. A full image can be displayed within seconds. This sequence

was captured from Deluxe Video demo (Electronic Arts) by Grabbit

(Discovery Software).

The networks and larger stations may

create these displays using expensive

electronic "paint boxes," which are

considered state-of-the-art. Smaller

stations, however, have been turning

toward lower-cost solutions, using a

computer as simple as the Commodore

64 as a character generator. With a

more sophisticated computer, such as

the Amiga, character generator

software can create scrolling and page

cycling, using various fonts, colors,

and shading. Some can even produce

simple animations, providing a

professional effect at an extremely low

cost.

A character generator can also be used

as a video titlcr. Give your home

videos a professional touch by insert

ing a title segment which identifies the

subject, time, and date of the video.

Using a genlock accessory (which I'll

describe in detail later), you can

superimpose the characters directly

over your existing live action.

Desktop video can also become a

major part of business presentations.

Whether the presentation is displayed

from a computer monitor, shown on a

large screen by a video projector, or

taped and replayed on a VCR, com

puter graphics can be mixed with

sound effects, appropriate music, and

narration to hold viewers' attention

and emphasize

your point. Either

in-house depart

ments or outside

services can

prepare a desktop

video presentation.

With a blending of

titling, live video,

and computer

generated lists and

graphs, can video

corporate reports

be far behind?

Education and

entertainment ap

plications also exist

for desktop video.

The vast base of

installed VCRs

creates a potential

market for many video products.

Many schools have already produced

video yearbooks; these can be greatly

enhanced by adding computer graph

ics generated by a desktop video

setup. We'll get into many of these

later, but let's take a look at the basic

hardware and software requirements.
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Hardware

Your basic hardware requirements will

vary to some degree according to your

specific application goals and software

choices. I am currently using an

Amiga 500 with 1 megabyte of RAM,

an external 3 1/2 inch drive, and an

Amiga 1080 monitor.

All three Amigas have National TV

System Committee (NTSC) compatible

output jacks; NTSC is the standard for

television signal in the U.S. and

several other countries. The Amiga

500 and 2000, however, output the lu

minance signal only, producing a black

and white

picture. You can

record this signal,

but you'll want

to use a periph

eral device to

pull the lumi

nance and

chroma (color)

signal from the

analog RGB port

which connects

your computer to

the monitor.

Mix computer graphics with live (or recorded) video for maximum

impact. Genlock synchronizes video signals fora steady picture.

At this writing,

several such

devices have

been demon

strated and are

expected to be

available by the time you read this,

but I still haven't received one for my

own use. These include Creative Mi

crosystems' V-l Video interface

(S54.95), and Mimetics Imagen (with

genlock-ability to synchronize several

video signals, SI 79). Several high-end

units arc expected shortly with even

more special features, such as video

fade control, but we'll get to these a

little later.

Additional RAM and a hard disk are

desirable options, especially if you

intend to do 3D animation, but you

can accomplish most tasks with a basic

system like mine. If desktop video is

your only Amiga application, you may

Record genlocked images on a second VCR. A second monitor is useful, but

not essential. Some genlock devices (such as Mimetics's Imagen) won't

genlock to an RGB monitor. To see a genlocked image on an Amiga Monitor,

switch to composite video input.

not need to purchase a printer unless

you want to produce scripts for your

live video portions.

Any format VCR with

NTSC inputs can be

used. If you intend to

mix video with Amiga

graphics, you'll need a

second VCR or a cam

corder (a video camera

with a built-in re

corder) that has

playback capability

(most do).

To produce profes

sional desktop videos,

you'll need a profes

sional VCR with a

flying erase head (also common on

8mm video systems), a single frame

jog mode (usually controlled by a

large knob on the front of the VCR),

and compatibility with an edit control

ler. Such units are available from

Panasonic (VHS) and Sony (BETA). If

you're really serious, you may want to

invest in the new Super VHS or soon

to be released ED (extended definition)

BETA units, which offer higher

resolution, which is particularly

valuable if you intend to distribute

copies of your finished video.

If you use genlock, an extra monitor

or TV can be useful for previewing the

tape or live video signal. There are

many other gadgets that you might

want to add at this end of the system,

such as signal enhancers, editor/

switchers, and even additional VCRs.

I'll discuss this equipment in another

article.

(continued)

Any video format can be used for desktop video. Although physically

incompatible, all formats arc electrically compatible when taken as NTSC com

posite video from a VCR. VHS (left) is dominant in the market. Beta formats

(second from left) offer a slightly belter image. VHCS-C (second from right) is

popular for cam-cordcr use and can be played in standard VHS machines with

an adapter. 8mm Video (right) offers great potential and has excellent sound

capabilities.
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Software

There's quite a variety of software

available for Amiga desktop video

applications. In upcoming articles, I'll

describe a variety of programs and

their various desktop video applica

tions. These will range from character

generators to Deluxe Video (Electronic

Arts) to 3D animations programs such

as Vidcoscapc 3D (Aegis), Animator

Apprentice (Hash Enterprises), and the

soon to be released Animate 3D (Byte

by Byte).

•AC-

About the Author

Larry White is Technical Director of

Popular Photography magazine. He has

designed and constructed various test

procedures and apparatus for testing

photographic and video equipment. I le is

currently experimenting and investigating

applications for desktop video. If you have

a unique or interesting desktop video

application, please write him via this

magazine.

Software Suppliers:
Aegis Development, Inc.

2115 Pico Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA, 94043

Brown-Wagh Publishing

100 Verona Court

Los Gatos, CA 95030

Byte by Byte

Aboretum Plaza !l

9442 Capital of Texas Highway North

Suite 150

Austin, TX 78759

Digital Solutions Inc.

30 Wertheim Court, Unit 2

Richmond Hill. Ont. L4B189

Discovery Software International

903 East Willow Grove Ave.

Wyndmoor, PA. 1918

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA. 94404

Hash Enterprises

.14201 SE 16th Circle

Vancouver, WA. 98684

Software Visions, Inc.

26 Forest Rd.

Framingham, MA. 01701

Hardware Suppliers:

Creative Microsystems, Inc.

10110 SW Nimbus #B1

Portland, OR

JVC Company of America

41 Slater Drive

Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

Mimetics Corporation

P.O. Box 60238 Sta. A

Palo Alto, CA 94306

Panasonic Company

Matsushita Electric Corp of America

One Panasonic Way

Secaucus, NJ 07094

Sony Corporation of America

Sony Drive

Park Ridge, NJ 07656
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ADD TO THE POWER OF YOUR PROGRAMS WHILE YOU SAVE TIME AND MONEY!

CBTREE does it all! Your best value in a B+tree source!
Save programming time and Qlfort.

You can develop exciting file access programs quickly and easily because

CBTREE provides a simple but powerful program interface lo all B+tree

operations. Every aspect of CBTREE is covered thoroughly in the 70 page

Users Manual with complete examples. Sample programs are provided on

disk.

Gain flexibility in designing your applications.

CBTREE lets you use multiple keys, variable key lengths, concatenated

keys, and any data record size and record length. You can customize the

B+tree parameters using utilities provided.

Your programs will be using the most efficient searching techniques.

CBTREE provides the fastest keyed file access performance,

with multiple indexes in a single file and crash recovery utilities.

CBTREE is a full function implementation of the industry

standard B+troe access method and is proven in applications

since 1984.

Access any record or group of records by:

•Got first

• Get previous

■ Got less than

• Get greater than

■ Gel sequential block

■ Get all partial matches

• Insert key and record

• Delete key and record

■ Change record location

Get last

Get next

Get less than or equal

Get greater :han or equal

Get partial key match

Get all keys and locations

Insert key

Delete key

Increase your implementation productivity.

CBTREE is over 6,000 lines of tightly written, commented C source code.

The driver module is only 20K and links into your programs.

Port your applications to other machine environments.

The C source code that you receive can be compiled on all popular C

compilers for the IBM PC and also under Unix. Xenix, and AmigaDos1 No

royalties on your applications that use CBTREE. CBTREE supports multi

user and network applications.

CBTREE IS TROUBLE-FREE, BUT IF YOU NEED HELP WE PROVIDE FREE PHONE SUPPORT.

ONE CALL GETS YOU THE ANSWER TO ANY QUESTION!

CBTREE compares favorably with other software selling at 2,3 and 4 times our price.

Sold on unconditional money-back guarantee.

YOU PAY ONLY $99.00- A MONEY-SAVING PRICE! N0W1 Variable length records.

TO ORDER OR FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

CALL (703) 356-7029 or (703) 847-1743

OR WRITE

Peacock Systems, Inc., 2108-C Gallows Road, Vienna, VA 22180
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The Sony Connection
Mate a Sony KV-20XBR 20-inch TV/monitor

with your Amiga.

by Stewart Cobb

Some of us don't like small monitors.

When I start programming, I kick back

in my easy chair, put the keyboard on

my lap, and stare down past my feet

at the screen. Unless you have the

eyes of a hawk, you can't see a thing

from this vantage point with a

standard twelve-inch monitor.

Perhaps you program the way I do.

Or perhaps you need to teach a class

or make a presentation with your

Amiga. Perhaps you just want to

show off the Amiga's stunning

graphics on as large a screen as

possible. In any case, if you're

interested in a large, high-quality

monitor for your Amiga, this article is

for you.

What Kind of Monitor?

It was not too long ago that TV had

no video inputs at all. Back then, a

VCR or video game had to contain an

"RF modulator" (a sort of miniature

broadcasting station) in order to show

up on your home TV. Most of these

devices worked on channels 2, 3, or 4.

They tended to produce fuzzy pictures

because it takes much expensive

equipment to produce a clean broad

cast TV signal.

With the explosion of VCRs, video-

disks, and other consumer video gear,

the makers of high-end TVs started to

offer direct video inputs. These inputs

bypassed the TV tuner and fed

directly into the video circuits. By

connecting your video signal to this

input, you could avoid two stages of

signal processing (modulating and

tuning) and in turn, get a better

picture.

The video input wants to see a

standard color TV signal. The stand

ard color TV signal has a bandwidth

of about 3 megahertz. A monochrome

(black-and-white) TV signal can have a

much higher bandwidth, but the

manner in which the color is added to

the signal drastically chops the

bandwidth. The video inputs on an

upscale TV are designed to accept this

In combination,

the three "analog RGB"

signals give the Amiga

4096 colors—

a vast improvement

over the PC.

3 Mhz color signal, but that's all they

can handle. Unfortunately, that's just

not good enough for a computer.

Ordinary computer text requires a

bandwidth of more than 20 megahertz.

You need a true "video monitor" to

display a computer signal. The first

video monitors wore monochrome

because a monochrome TV signal has

no bandwidth limits. Recently, we

have started to send color pictures

with a set of three parallel mono

chrome signals, one for each of the

primary color (red, green, and blue).

This process is called "RGB video."

The IBM PC and its clones use a

"digital RGB" system. In such a

system, each pixel in each video signal

can only be on or off. "Digital RGB"

gives the PC clones a total of eight

possible colors (actually sixteen—they

can also send a separate "intensity"

channel in addition to red, green, and

blue). The Amiga is more sophisti

cated: each pixel in each signal can be

chosen from sixteen shades of grey. In

combination, the three "analog RGB"

signals give the Amiga 4096 colors—a

vast improvement over the PC.

To use the full capabilities of the

Amiga, we must pair it with an analog

RGB monitor. The monitor sold with

the Amiga is such a monitor, but

otherwise, they are scarce. Nearly all

color monitors sold for computers and

TVs with "RGB monitor" capability are

designed to work with digital RGB

signals. Why? Because that's what

IBM uses and IBM is the standard.

But all is not lost ... Enter Sony!

Sony TVs contain the only Analog

RGB monitors I have found in the

consumer market. Some of them are

small (9 or 12 inches) and are sold in

computer stores. More interesting are

the 20 and 25 inch models, generally

sold in television stores. The Sony

family's distinguishing trait is a 34-pin

connector on the back or side panel.

This connector is the key. It contains

inputs for analog RGB, digital RGB,

left and right audio, and a few other

goodies. Everything you need to hook

up your Amiga is right there. All you

have to do now is figure out how to

use it. That's what this article is

about.

(continued)
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Figure One:

Pinout of the

Sony video

connector. The

"hump" on the

left side of the

connector is the

keying ridge.

Pins labeled

"(NO" are not

connected inside

theKV-20XBR.
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The Magic Plug

I like large monitors. I came home

last spring with a Sony KV-20XBR 20-

inch TV/monitor, destined to become

a mate for my Amiga. I thought I'd

spend an hour or so hooking it up and

then I'd start large-scale computing.

Boy, was I wrong.

The problem wasn't the TV and it

wasn't the Amiga. That 34-pin con

nector has everything you need to

hook the two together. The problem

is, they never tell you how to use it!

The manual shipped with the TV lists

the pins on the connector, but doesn't

say anything about voltage, polarity,

or impedance. The manual mentions

the "official" PX-34 plug—but the in

struction sheet shipped with that plug

just gives more of the same. Even the

service manual is vague. Nowhere

does it say exactly how one is sup

posed to use the connector.

The service manual does contain a

schematic for the TV. With that

schematic and a few hours of experi

mentation, I learned how to make the

Sony connection. The remainder of

this article gives detailed instructions

for hooking an Amiga to a Sony

monitor (plus a few hints on related

matters).

What Signals?

In order to get the Amiga's picture to

the Sony's screen, we must connect the

red, green, and blue analog video

signals and the "composite sync"

signal from the Amiga outputs, to the

corresponding Sony inputs. That's the

minimum required to get a picture.

Standard analog video input and

output ports are designed to present a

75-ohm impedance. If they are linked

by 75-ohm coaxial cable, they are

happy. If the cable or one of the ports

does not show a 75-ohm impedance,

the video signals will reflect and ring

on the cable. You'll see this problem

as a blurred, ghost-like picture. You

don't have to measure these 75-ohm

impedances, just follow the specs.

(For those of you who want to know,

the standard video signal level is one

volt, peak-to-peak, in a 75-ohm system.

The positive peaks are white and the

negative peaks are sync pulses.)

The analog video outputs of the

Amiga are designed to the 75-ohm

specification. If you obtain 75-ohm

coax, as I explain below, then the only

thing left to consider is the Sony input.

The Amiga has separate pins for

analog and digital RGB video outputs.

The Sony gives you the option of

analog or digital inputs, but it uses the

same set of pins for both (pins 25, 26,

and 27). You choose either analog or

digital by setting the state of a

separate switching pin.

Pin 21 on the Sony 34-pin connector is

labeled "Analog/Digital Mode Select."

When this pin is left unconnected, it

puts the video and sync input pins

into analog (75-ohm) input mode.

This is exactly what we want to do to

hook up an Amiga.

When pin 21 is connected to ground,

the video and sync inputs go to digital

mode. In digital mode, the pins react

to TTL-lcvel (+5 volts) inputs. The

sync function must be provided by

separate horizontal and vertical sync

inputs. The digital mode matches an

IBM PC-compatible color video output,

with one exception: The Sony has no

intensity input.
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There are a few other

switching pins on the

connector whose func

tions may be of interest.

Pin 33 is labeled "RGB/

Normal mode select." A

monitor, which is also a

TV (such as my KV-

20XBR), uses Pin 33 as

an override for the front-

panel and remote

controls. When this pin

is left unconnected, the

controls work as usual.

When this pin is con

nected to +5 volts, it

puts the Sony into RGB

monitor mode, regardless of what the

controls say. The effect is the same as

pressing the RGB button on the front

panel, except that now the process

happens automatically. The Sony will

remain in RGB mode as long as pin 33

is connected to +5 volts. 1 generally

leave this pin unconnected because I

prefer to use the remote control to

switch modes.
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Figure Two:

The Amiga's video connector,

as seen from the back of the

Amiga. The dotted lines on

the right show the piece to be

cut off a DB-25 female

connector to make it fit the

Amiga's video port.

Pin 34 is labeled "Audio Select." This

pin controls the external audio inputs

on the 34-pin connector. When this

pin is connected to +5 volts and the

Sony is in RGB mode, the external left

and right audio inputs (pins 24 and

20) are connected to the speakers.

Otherwise, the audio inputs on the 34-

pin connector are ignored and the

speakers play the audio from whatever

TV channel or video/audio input is

selected (This is done "upstream" of

the RGB switch.).

Again, I leave this pin unconnected so

I can choose what to listen to (with

the remote control) while I program.

I've connected the Amiga's composite

(continued)

25 26 27 30

BACK OF SONY CONNECTOR

/
13

/

BACK OF AMIGA CONNECTOR

75 - OHM COAX

CENTER WISE

SHIELD BBAID

Figure Three:

The Amiga-to-Sony

connection. The

connectors are

shown as seen from

the back of the

Amiga and the

Sony. Make the

indicated connec

tions with 75-ohm

coaxial cable.
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video output (phono jack) and audio

outputs to the "Video 3" inputs on the

Sony. By doing this, I can listen to the

Amiga's synthesizer whenever I wish.

I can also listen to my stereo on

"Video 2," my VCR on "Video 1," or a

broadcast TV channel. Isn't technol

ogy wonderful?

A few of the switching pins are not

connected on my Sony. Because of

this, I cannot confirm what they do or

how to use them. Pin 17 is labeled

"525/625 mode select." Presumably,

this pin switches between the Ameri

can 525-line broadcast television

standard and the European 625-line

standard. Very few Americans should

have to worry about this feature. Pin

18 is labeled "EXT/INT mode sync

switch." The Amiga sends composite

sync as a separate signal, but some

analog RGB systems mix the sync into

one of the video signals (usually

green). Presumably, this switch allows

the Sony to interpret that "internal"

sync format.

Pin 28 is labeled

"RGB level

shift." I have

no idea what

this pin does.

Conveniently,

Sony also

provides two

pins connected

inside the set to

+5 volts (pins 1

and 2) for use in

activating the

switching pins.

Also included is

a "Composite

Video Output"

(pin 23) which

indicates the

video signal (TV

or Video 1, 2, or

3) currently

selected for

output to the

screen. This

option could be

useful for

genlocking. On

the KV-20XBR, this signal is also

available on the "Monitor Out" jacks

on the back of the set.

Making the Connection

Now that you know which signals are

available, you're ready to build the

cable you need to hook an Amiga to a

Sony monitor. You'll need connectors

for each end of the cable and some

wire for the middle. The first order of

business is to round up these connec

tors—which may take some doing.

The monitor end of the cable has a 34-

pin plug, to fit the 34-pin "header" on

the back of the Sony. You have two

options: You can buy the "official"

connector from your local Sony repair

outfit (The part number is PX-34, and

they'll charge you about S30.), or you

can use a 34-pin flat cable connector,

which is a fairly standard part in the

electronics world. (One source is

Radio Shack—they'll charge you about

S3 for catalog number 276-1525.)

For the other end of the cable, you'll

need a female 23-pin "subminiaturc D

connector." This piece is extremely

hard to find. Its 25-pin relative,

however, sometimes called the "DB-

25," is very common—it's the standard

RS-232 serial interface connector. You

can buy the DB-25 at Radio Shack

(catalog number 276-1548). In a few

minutes' work with a hacksaw, you

can convert a 25-pin connector into

one which will work just like the

female 23. Remove pins 13 and 25

and the quarter-inch or so of plug

which holds them. This may seem

like a crude solution, but the only true

23-pin connectors I've seen in the

Amiga world are the ones Commodore

ships with its monitors.

Now that you have the connectors,

you need the cable to join them. You

need coaxial cable, commonly called

"coax," with a characteristic impedance

of 75 ohms. The standard 75-ohm

coax is designated RG-59/U; that's

what everyone uses for video work. If

you walk into Radio Shack and ask for

75-ohm coax, that's what you'll get.

Unfortunately, RG-59 just won't work

for this application—it's too big and

stiff. We need to solder four or five

pieces of coax to one tiny connector.

For that we need smaller coax.

One solution is to order your coax

from a local electronics supply house

which stocks cables made by Belden.

Belden 9221 is their smallest 75-ohm

coax, while Belden 8218 may be more

readily available. You don't have to

use Belden cable; any 75-ohm mini

ature coax will do.

Another solution—perhaps less expen

sive—is to try your local surplus

electronics dealers.

Now that you've got all the parts

together, it's time to figure out how to

connect them. I assume you know

how to solder electronic parts and you

have a low-wattage iron and fine-

gauge rosin-core solder.
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If you decided to use a fiat cable

connector, you can make your job a lot

easier through the following steps.

Take the connector apart—there

should bo two or three plastic pieces.

With a pair of long-nose pliers, extract

all the little metal clips from the

connector body. You may need to use

some force. Don't worry if you

destroy one or two clips; you won't

need them all. Then, as you get ready

to connect a wire, push the clip(s) for

that wire into the appropriate positions

on the connector. Insert the clips with

the tabs along the outside of the

connector and insert only the clips

you're going to use. This adjustment

will give you more room to work and

will also reduce the possibility of

shorts.

Take a good look at your 34-pin plug.

You'll see a bump in the middle of

one side of the plug. This bump is a

keying ridge, which makes it near-

impossible to insert the plug back

wards. If you used a flat-cable plug,

you'll also see a molded or painted

marker (often a triangle) to the left of

the keying ridge. This marker indi

cates pin 1 of the connector.

Unfortunately, Sony decided to be

unusual. What everyone else calls pin

1, Sony calls pin 34. Even the way

Sony counts up from pin 1 is different.

If we were using flat cable for our

connection, this would be a real

problem. Since we're soldering our

wires directly to the connectors,

though, we can forget the numbers

altogether and work from pictures.

Figure 1 should match the connector

you see on the back of your Sony

monitor. Notice the alignment notch

and the 34 pins. I've numbered the

pins in this diagram according to

Sony's numbering scheme. I've also

included a little triangle marker which

points to the pin that everyone else

calls pin 1. Note that most of the pins

on the right side are connected to

ground. The braided shield wires of

your video coax cables should be

soldered to these pins. Pins 3 and 7

are special "audio grounds" for the

shields of the

audio cables (if

you use them).

Keeping the

video and audio

grounds separate

reduces the noise

in your speakers.

Figure 2 shows

the 23-pin Amiga

video connector,

as seen from the

back of the

Amiga. This

figure is labeled

with the Amiga

pin connections.

We want to

connect to the

analog video

outputs on pins

3, 4, and 5 and

the composite

sync output on

pin 10. You'll

solder the coax

shield braids to

ground on pins

16 through 20.

eeial Holiday Price....

KLINE-TRONICS*
1 MEG Ran Expansion

$249.95
To thank AtilSA™ owners everywhere for the great response

to our ads, Kline-Tronics is offering this special Holiday

price. This price is onto available dinectiu from Kline-

Tnonics. Order now before the rush.! Regularly 5Z99.95

o I Meg* "FAST- Ram in Metal Case
o True "Aii to - Conf ignr e "

©Fully Assembled & Tested

090-Day Parts & Labor Warranty
(*AII Ran Chips Included)

"HIGH QUALITY" at a "LOW PRICE"

KLM-lROmS
10 Carlisle Court York, PA 17404

Tel. <717>-76<M2O5

* Plus Shipping & Handling
Linited Tim Offer

Figure 3 shows a pictorial diagram of

the connections we want to make. On

the left is the Amiga connector; on the

right, the Sony. The two are linked by

the coaxial cables. You don't need to

solder the coax shields to the particu

lar ground pins I've shown—any

grounds will do.

To prepare a piece of coax, cut the

outer jacket back about a half inch. Be

careful cutting through the outer

insulator, so you don't nick the braid

underneath. If you bend the cable

sharply, the outer jacket stretches and

is easier to cut. Peel the jacket off and

brush the braid out straight. Next,

twist the wire together to form one

wire;—this is the shield wire, which

you will solder to ground. Cut

through the inner insulator about a

quarter inch back from the tip, again,

without nicking the wire inside. Slide

the bit of insulator off the center wire.

This is the signal wire, which you'll

solder to a video signal pin.

Measure four pieces of coax to the

length you want. Remember, it's

easier to shorten a wire than lengthen

one. Prepare the ends of the coax as

described above and solder them to

the connectors as shown in Figure 3.

When you've got those four wires

done, plug the connectors into the

Amiga and the Sony and make sure

that the cable works. If not, check

your connections against the figures in

this article and the manuals which

came with your equipment.

Once you've got the cable working,

add any other wires you wish, such as

sound or switching. Then fit the

Amiga connector into a metallized

shielded hood to reduce interference.

Install the cable once more, check it

out, and you're finished!

If you have any questions or com

ments, you can contact me care of this

magazine.

•AC-
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Watch out

for

Snake Design!

A new Software Generation!
Ugtui,..^

H

We offer you:

* In every game

a bonus point.

* Collect the points

and earn:

for 3 points a

Snake buttom.

for 10 points an

arcade game for free.

See the games In our

next advertisement.

Only software from

Snake Design offers

you this features!!!

!--i: -

Available at these addresses:

C. Lid American Software Distributors

723 East Skinnet R. R. 1. Box 290. Building 3

Wichita. KansasG7211 Urbana. Illinois 61801

Phone: 3162673B07 Phonn: B00-225-7941 or

Fax: 3162670111 217S432050
Fan: 2176432049

Impulse Inc.
6870 Shingle Creek Parkway 112

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Phone: B00-328-0184 w

612 566 0221

Fax: 612 566 1822

Mindwaie International
110 Dunlop St. W. Box 22185

Same. Ontaiio

Canada. L4M5R3

Snake
Design

Software

Phone:0M49-69-7071102

Fax:01149-59-708525
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Cattigrapher
from InterActive Softworks

by John Foust

If the Amiga Workbench comes with

the FontEd program, why would

anyone buy another font editor? Well,

you just might want Calligrapher, a

color font editor from InterActive

Softworks, because it goes far beyond

FontEd, and adds color, too.

Standard Amiga fonts are made up of

dots of only two colors. One color is

essentially "no color," or clear pixels.

The other color, for solid pixels, is

determined by your Workbench colors

or a color chosen from a palette, as

done in Deluxe Paint.

The creators of Calligrapher

extended the programming

definition of Amiga fonts to

include color (For more infor

mation, see Amazing Comput

ing Volume 2, Number 8,

"The ColorFont Standard.").

The ColorFonts standard

allows the dots that make up

a character to be colored from

a palette of up to sixteen

colors.

Because of a wonderfully

flexible programming feature

of the Amiga operating

system, you can use ColorFonts in

existing programs, such as Deluxe

Paint. By starting a patch program

(included with your purchase of

Calligrapher), any Amiga program that

supports color and fonts can now

access fonts created with Calligrapher.

InterActive has created a freely-

distributable demo program, available

in public domain disk collections and

on bulletin board systems. The demo

is crippled, though—it won't type

vowels. All other characters work.

Two demo disks, available from

intorActive for ten dollars, demon

strate Calligrapher.

Calligraphcr was first shown at the

Commodore Show in San Francisco in

February 1987 and was shipped later

that summer.

User Interface

Calligrapher's user interface seemed

imposing to me at first. I saw Jeff

Braun of InterActive Softworks

demonstrate it at several Amiga

shows, and he made it seem very easy

to use—then again, all programs look

easy in the hands of their producer.

As with most programs, an hour or

two of experimentation made it much

clearer to rne.

The program is separated into differ

ent screens that work together: Font,

Select, Edit, Effects, Style, and Pattern.

You can jump between areas with

function keys, as well as menu choices.

Font and Select Screens

The Font screen selects between the

current fonts on disk and in memory.

A simple editor window is provided

for testing fonts in any screen resolu

tion. Statistics about the current font

arc also shown in this window. In the

Select screen, simple clicks

and drags are used to select

ranges of the present charac

ter set. This selection is

used in other parts of the

program.

Edit Screen

The Edit screen provides a

mini-Deluxe Paint-type

interface for modifying the

pixels in font characters.

IFF brushes can be loaded,

stamped, and rotated within

the space of a character.

The commands are similar

to Deluxe Paint, making

Edit fairly easy to use. Along with

Box and Circle tools, an arc tool unlike

any other I've seen is included. You

specify only one endpoint, then move

to the other (instead of selecting two

points), and then make the third in the

middle. Unlike the Undo in Deluxe

Paint, the Undo button here works

only once. Once you've undone some-

(continued)
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thing, you can't get it back by pressing

it again. A Magnify gadget lets you

zoom in on the character. The greatcr-

than and less-than keys magnify the

image when Magnify is selected.

In the Edit screen, the spacing between

letters can be adjusted. Two inter-

character spacings, the amount to

backspace before drawing the charac

ter, and the amount to space after

drawing the character, can all be

adjusted. Normally, both amounts are

near zero. Setting these values to

anything else causes characters to

overlap, making overstrike characters.

Effects Screen

FontEd includes controls for

scrolling a character within

the bounds of its shape. The

Effects screen performs this

same action on groups of

characters. Kerning and

spacing can be set for

individual characters or

groups of characters. The

Effects screen also allows you

to slant characters.

Style Screen

The Style screen adds layers

and patterns to fonts. A

layer is the outline of the

font, in the same shape of

each character. It can be a

different color than the font. Outlines

and shadows are forms of layers. If

the layer is slightly larger than the

current font, and placed below the

current font at an offset, it forms a

shadow. If the outline is directly

below the current characters, it forms

an outline.

Embossed effects can easily be created

in this way (People have been doing

this by hand in Deluxe Paint since the

beginning, by entering text, clipping it

as a brush, then stamping offset and

enlarged versions of the brush.). The

outline size and offset position settings

define a style. Styles can be saved to

disk and recalled. A style can have

as many as sixteen layers. Layers can

be merged, just like fonts or parts of

fonts can be merged. By specifying

the layering order of the merge,

stunning effects can be created.

Pattern Screen

Patterns allow you to color layers

automatically, like Fill patterns in

Deluxe Paint. Patterns can be created

from IFF brushes. For example, a

brush that looks like bricks can be

repeated to look like a wall of bricks.

Calligrapher can stamp this pattern

onto layers in several ways: in a

regular fashion (as if they were cut out

of a single bolt of cloth), in a random

fashion, or from the center of the

pattern.

Something called Transformations

allows the changes made on a single

character to affect the entire font. For

example, you can resize the entire

character set at once. On the Select

screen, highlight all the characters in

the set. Then access the Effects screen,

resize one character, call up the trans

formation window with a function

key, and press the Resize button. All

the characters are now the new size.

Some example transformations include

the addition of new colors, layered

shadows and outlines, italicization,

and underlining.

As you can tell from this short de

scription of the features of Calligra

pher, making new versions of fonts is

quick and easy. After learning the

basics of one or two screens, I was

able to load an existing Amiga font,

color it, resize it, touch up the jaggy

edges resulting from the resizing, and

save it for use.

Large Fonts

Large type sizes, especially those with

several colors, present several prob

lems. A 37-point font of 96 characters

in sixteen colors takes up 33,632 bytes

on disk, and just as much in CHIP

memory. Fonts must reside in CHIP

memory, so a large font uses up much

of the precious CHIP mem

ory space needed by a paint

program.

To guard against this space

problem, the Calligrapher

recommends creating a

minimal number of charac

ters in large sizes. It may

be perfectly reasonable to

create a large font with only

five or ten characters. There

is no need for any correla

tion between the letter on

the keyboard and the shape

of the character on the

screen, so the letter A on the

keyboard could make a

capital R, if the font is

drawn that way.

Font Problems

In my opinion, one of the serious

deficiencies of the Amiga Workbench

is the absence of icons for important

files, such as fonts and printer drivers.

Without icons for these files, or a

utility for manipulating them, users

are forced to the CLI. Try a "DIR

FONTS: OPT A" sometime in the CLI,

and sec if you can guess how font files

are arranged. The system of storing

fonts on the Workbench is not docu

mented for the novice user. Moving

fonts and all their files is a compli

cated process which should be auto-

(continued on page 36)
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Don'tmiss the boat...

with Amiga expansion products that limit expansion

A500

The Advantage
A two megabyte RAM expansion card.

No-wait -state design

Auto configures with Amiga software

Amiga standard design

User may install inexpensive 256x1

dynamic RAM

RAM disk software survives warm boot.

(Not shareware or public domain- Included

with purchase of memory board. Available

separately for $19.95)

S199

NEW! A1000

,TM

A500 A1000 A2000

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS (DMA) SCSI

INTERFACE. Just because you have an Amiga 500

doesn't mean that you don't want the speed of DMA.

Using the Subsystem with our A2000 card gives you

what others only offer to A2000 owners. No matter what

Amiga you own. Pacific Peripherals makes a SCSI for

you. Our SCSI offers you compatibility with proven

Apple Macintosh external storage devices. As a matter

of fact, all of our drives are Macintosh compatible. If

you use the SCSI in your A2000 you have an additional

bonus... the ability to add a hard drive inside your

Amiga and still use external devices. In addition to

30 megabyte and 50 megabyte (and larger) drives,

Pacific Peripherals offers the Infinity removable media

drive. Once you have purchased the Infinity, you have
unlimited capacity. Each 10 megabytes of memory

costs a whopping S18. (Does 100 megabytes for S180

sound more impressive?) With all this capacity you stil
get 75ms access time.

SCSI card

SCSI card w/external drives:
30 Megabyte

50 Megabyte

Infinity

S 249

S 895
1295

1295

Policy: Add 3% (or VISA or Mastercard. Allow 3 weeks for checks lo
clear. Send cashiers checks or money orders lor laater shipment
California residents add 7% for safes tax. No charge br UPS ground
delivery. Next day and 2nd day delivery available. Prices subject lo
change.

Infinity is a traOemark oi Re;iptierat Land. Macintosh
is a trademark ol Apple Compuier Inc Amiga isa
trademark of Commodore Business Mschinas Cage n
theAdvaniage. SuOSysfom arotrBdemarksof Pacific '
! ■" ! h;i.i '.

A1000

■t

SubSystem
Use cards designed for the A2000 with your A500, not

out-of-date A1000

cards.The Subsystem

gives you two expansion

slots for A2000 cards

and a space for an

optional second floppy

drive. The Subsystem fits

under your 500. completely

out of the way. Only 1.5

inches tall, the Subsystem

raises the keyboard to the

height of an average typewriter and actually makes

it easier to use. A UL/CSA approved power supply

is included that guarantees additional cards will

not overtax the A500. The optional floppy drive is

state-of-the-art CMOS design with extremely low

power requirements. Cards and disk drive can be

easily installed at a later date.

$249

Cage II

Two-slot expansion box for the Amiga 1000. Uses

"zorro" standard cards AND passes thru the 86- pin

bus for use with nonstandard applications. Power

supply included.

$149

(415) 651-1905

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Pacific _

Peripherals
M. RO. Box 14575RO. Box 14575

Fremont, CA 94539



You can use the Calligrapher program

to load a font from one disk and save

it to another, but this may not be

obvious to the novice, It look me a

while to realize that this option was

possible. Deleting fonts is another

matter entirely, and must be done

from the CLI. Deleting patterns and

styles must be done by hand, too.

With the comprehensive methods of

creating fonts in Calligrapher, you

may think they could have made a

utility for manipulating and organizing

sets of fonts. Pointing users to the

CLI to move and delete fonts is not a

pleasant alternative. Serious users of

Calligrapher must understand the CLI,

and I think that limits the program.

A program called FontFixcr is pro

vided with Calligrapher. Unfortu

nately, it is driven from the CLI

instead of by icon. If you don't know

how to do a DIR, you might never

find it without an icon. FontFixer is

fairly simple to use, if you understand

command-line oriented programs ...

but I don't think most users have this

understanding. FontFixer checks the

integrity of a given font directory. It

does not move or copy fonts. It can

remove unwanted font sizes and then

remove empty font directories. The

manual recommends using the CLI to

manipulate font directories and files.

A utility called FontAssign is also

available and is the equivalent of

using the CLI "assign" command to

redirect the system's notion of where

font files arc stored. On a freshly

booted Workbench, the logical name

FONTS: looks in the "fonts" directory

on the system disk. With FontAssign,

you can assign the FONTS: directory

to somewhere else, such as a disk that

contains your favorite fonts.

Another easy way of using other disks

of fonts involves renaming these disks

as "Fonts." This works with any

Amiga program. If a disk named

"Fonts" is in a drive, it will override

the current FONTS: assignment (The

same thing goes for disks named "C."

If you insert a disk named "C," the

system will look there for any com

mand you type at the CLI prompt.).

Legal Questions

Calligrapher's ease of font creation

introduces a legal question. What

makes one font different from another?

There are artists out there who create

fonts for the Amiga and then sell disks

of fonts. These fonts were created

before the advent of easy-to-use font

editors like Calligraphor. In some

cases, they were created with custom

font creation software or a font

conversion program that ported fonts

from another computer, such as the

Macintosh.

The conflict is clear. The artist wants

to protect his original product and

investment in time and effort. Many

"...a necessity for

anyone doing titling

on the Amiga.

FontEd is not enough."

users want to assemble large libraries

of fonts. A font becomes "different"

by changing the color or by adding a

fill pattern. Both changes are trivial in

Calligrapher.

According to one legal interpretation,

the names of fonts can be copyrighted,

but not the font itself. Many fonts

may look like Helvetica, but have a

different name. This same rationale is

behind the gemstone names of the

fonts on the Amiga. On the Macin

tosh, they used the names of major

cities as font names, even though the

fonts resembled popular commercial

type faces such as Helvetica.

InterActive Softworks also sells disks

of fonts. They contracted with several

artists to make font sets for particular

applications. One set is available for

video titlers and graphic designers,

another for newsletters, etc. The

newsletter fonts are specially designed

for use in bitmap font programs, such

as PageSetter.

Several companies currently sell font

disks. An early creator of color font

disks was Lion Kuntz, who sells his

"Lion's Amiga Art Studio" disks for

S29.95 a pair. You get more than just

disks of fonts. Kuntz has also written

an excellent manual that outlines the

best ways to use fonts in Amiga

programs. I recommend these disks to

anyone who wants to work with color

fonts.

Summary

Calligrapher is a one-of-a-kind pro

gram. Because of its extensive

features, I doubt it will see much

competition in the future. Its $99.95

price tag will deter the casual weekend

font designer, but a program like this

is a necessity for anyone doing titling

on the Amiga. FontEd is not enough.

•AC*

Calligrapher

List price: $99.95

Requires 512K,

at least 1 megabyte memory

recommended.

InterActive Softworks

57 Post Street, Suite 811

San Francisco, CA 94104

415) 956-2660

Lion's Fonts

S29.95 a pair

Lion Kuntz

PO Box 42252

San Francisco, CA 94142

(415)431-1799
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These Companies Joined

The Amiga Event in New York
A-Squared

Activision, Inc.

Aegis Development

Amazing Computing

AmiNET

Amiga Sentry Magazine

AmigaWorld Magazine

AMuse, Inc.

Anakin Research

ASDG, Inc.

Associated Computer Services

Brown-Wagh Publishing

Byte by Byte

Commodore Computing Int'L

Computer Living

Computer System Associates

Computer Living

Computer System Associates

Crystal Innovations

Designlab, Inc.

DigiTek, Inc.

Discovery Software

Electronic Arts

Enigma Publications

Firebird Licensees, Inc.

Fuller Computer Systems

Gold Disk Software, Inc.

Haitex Resources

Hugh's Software Ranch

Impulse, Inc.

Infinity Software, Inc.

Jumpdisk, Inc.

Lattice, Inc.

Magnetic Music, Inc.

Manx Software Systems

Meridian Software, Inc.

Microillusions

Micromagic, Inc.

MicroSearch, Inc.

Mimetics

Mission Graphics Support

NewTek, Inc.

New Horizons Software

New Wave Software

Oxxi, Inc.

PiM Publications, Inc

PS-Squared, Ltd.

Psygnosis Limited

Public Domain Software

R &.DL Productions

ReadySoft, Inc.

Sedona Software

Software Insights

Software Visions

Sound Quest, Inc.

Spencer Organization

Spirit Technologies

subLogic Corporation

SunRize Industries

Supra Corporation

TeleGames

The Other Guys

Vertex Associates

Very Vivid, Ltd.

WordPerfect Corporation

Here's Your Opportunity to Join Us in Los Angeles!

January 16-18,1987 at The Westin Bonaventure

YES! Pre-register mefor AmiEXPO►-L.A.

for □ Saturday □ Sunday □ Monday

Pre-register by January 2,1988 and save $5 Name

off the on-site fee. Admission to seminars is Company

$5 per seminar or 6 seminars for $25. Address

Please register me for 1 Day, $15

_ 2 Days, $20 City _ State

_ 3 Days, $25

Zip

Please include seminar tickets @ $5 each

- or -

6 Seminar tickets for $25

Make check or money order (U.S. funds only) payable

to AmiEXPO and return to:

AmiEXPO

211 East 43rd Street, Suite 301

New York, NY 10017



The Word Processor

that doesn't try to be

a desktop publisher.

Programs designed for graphic artists are difficult to

learn, hard to use. tie up lots of memory, cost too much,

and do not handle text very well. Graphics printing on a dot

matrix or daisy wheel printer is very slow.

Introducing PRECISELY. The word processor optimized for people

who work with words not pictures! Everything you expect in a

word processor, such as:

What you see is what you get (WYSIWYG)

• Very fast screen update/printer speed

• Easy to learn and simple to use

• Converts PaperCiip, Pocket Writer and

SpeedScript documents

• Online HELP • Mail Merge • Keyboard Macros

• Oops Key to undo mistakes

• Built in spelling checker coming soon

This is PRECISELY the word processor you've been looking for

at PRECISELY the right price! Only S79.95 (sometimes less is

more). Add S3.00 lor shipping and handling, CA residents add

6% sales tax.

CONVERSIO
S E R V I C

Do you have just a few C64/C128 disks of text or data to

transfer and no 5,25-inch disk drive on your new Amiga?

Use our new Disk Conversion Service to transfer the entire

1541/1571 disk image to a 3.5-inch Amiga disk. Then use

Disk-2-Disk, with all of its translation features, to extract and

convert individual Commodore files from the 1541/1571 disk

image into standard Amiga file format.

The 1541/1571 Disk Conversion Service fee is $6.50 per

disk plus a $15' service charge (per order). The fee includes

a 3.5-inch diskette, and return shipping via UPS surface.

CAUTION -This conversion service can only process 1541/1571 disks which are

formatted in the standard 35-track 256-byte sector format Disks which are copy

protected, marked with a copyright notice, or formatted with non-standard

formats cannot be convened to Amiga formal

S15 service fee is waived when von purchase Disk-2-Drsk with your order

RANSFER FILES
TRANSFER C64/C128 files to and from your Amiga!

DISK-2-DISK reads your PaperClip. SpeedScript and Pocket

Writer documents or other tiles on floppy disk directly into your

Amiga. Transfers all file types. Use these transferred dies with

your favorite Amiga programs.

•Reads/wntes 1541/4040 and 1570/1571 disk formats.

1 Converts Commodore/PET ASCII !o Amiga ASCII and

vice versa.

TRANSFER MS-DOS and ATARI ST files

to and from your Amiga!

D0S-2-D0S reads Lotus 123 worksheets, wordprocessing

documents or any other files on (loppy disk directly into your

Amiga for use with your favorite Amiga programs.

• Reads/writes both 5.25 AND 3.5 MS-DOS disks.

• Reads/writes 3.5 Atari ST diskettes {GEM format).

• Converts ASCII file line ending characters.

Disk-2-Disk requires the Amiga model 1020 5 25' disk drive Dos-2-Dos

runs on any standard Amiga Oisk-2-Disk S49.95. Dos-2-Dos S55 00. Add

S3.00 (or shipping and handling, CA residents add 6% sales tax.

Central Coast Software
286 Bowie Drive, Los Osos, California 93402 • (805) 528-4906
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Animator: Apprentice
A full-fledged cartoon-style animation system

by John Foust

Animator: Apprentice from Hash

Enterprises is a full-fledged cartoon-

style animation system. In the Anima

tor: Apprentice advertisements, the

animation style is described as

"Disney-like." In some sense, this is

true.

Other animation programs, such as

VidcoScape 3D and Forms in Right,

use polygon-based

objects; the ani

mated objects look

as if they were

machined from

steel because they

are smooth and

have sharp edges.

armature is a bendable model of a

skeleton often used by animators and

artists. (The Animator: Apprentice

manual doesn't use this term; it calls

them bones.) With the Sculpt module,

you design colored padding for the

armature, defining the shape of the

character. More on the Sculpt module

later.

Animator: Appren

tice characters have

a decidedly organic

look because the

program uses a

method of creating

objects very

different than

polygons. An

object is built of slices, like a loaf of

bread, and the crusts take on color.

You define the outline shape of each

slice of bread, color its edges, stack the

slices, and create part of an object.

The program is split into several

modules: Character, Action, Director,

Rehearsal, Record, Display, and Sculpt.

Character

The body of an Animator: Apprentice

character is developed with the inter

action between the Character and

Sculpt modules. The Character

module defines an armature. An

With the Character module, you define

the interdepondencies of the bones in

the skeleton of the creature you want

to create. The example given in the

manual is good. If you arc designing

a human-like creature, the pelvis bone

is the most primary bone. Move it,

and the other bones follow. The torso

and thighs are connected to the pelvis.

If you move the leg, then the lower

leg and foot move with it.

Bones are defined in tree fashion this

way. You sec a flowchart-like depic

tion of the bone family tree as well as

the skeleton itself, drawn with straight

lines. Each bone is given a possible

range of motion in this module, too.

Action

The possible actions of an armature

are defined with the Action module.

You can select a bone and define a

motion for it over time. By setting up

motions for all the bones in a charac

ter, a larger sense of

motion is defined.

The program comes

with an example _

motion called

"Walking." It uses

a human biped

armature. Even in

the preview mode

of the Action

module, it is clear

that Actions can be

very life-like. In

"Walking," the feet

move up and down

to touch the

ground, the whole character moves up

and down slightly as it walks, and the

arms swing back and forth in a very

natural way.

You can grab bones with the mouse

and move them into position. With a

motion sequencer screen, you can

adjust the time and range of motion

described for each bone. The program

will also calculate "case" for you,

which is a way of making animated

motions look more natural.

(continued)
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Motion is hierarchical, too. If you

move the upper arm of a character,

the hands and fingers move along

with it. Swivels and turns of the arm

produce similar rotations in the sub-

parts of the body.

After learning to use the Action

module, I could respect the amount of

effort expended to create the "Walk

ing" motion. One beauty of this

program is that pre-defined motions

can be used with any character whose

bone structure resembles the bones in

the action. The motion is not particu

lar to one character; it can be used on

many characters.

The system of generalized armatures

and motions is very powerful. This

class-like structure is a genera

tion ahead of every other Amiga

animation program. Other

programs rely on very specific

motions and object descriptions

that only apply to one object.

This flexibility demands a lot of

detail from the user, too. A lot

of thought and planning must

go into each character and

motion.

Director

After you have defined arma

tures and motions, you can

place them on a set with the

Director. First you teach a character to

walk, then you tell it where to walk

using Director. You place the charac

ter on a stage and point it in a

direction, and decide where and when

it should be in a certain position.

When it reaches that position, you can

adjust its orientation (make it look

another direction) or tilt it. Camera

motions are available right down to

trucks. Move-in and pull-out are also

possible with Director.

Rehearsal

The Rehearsal module plays back a

scene in a wire-frame mode, You can

see characters moving on and off the

stage with respect to the current

camera viewpoint. The Director

module can do this to a certain extent,

too, so you don't have to switch

between modules to see your scene.

Sculpt

After the armatures are created, the

motions defined, and the motions

linked together in a scene, you draw

the body parts for the armatures with

the Sculpt module. These body parts

are called Segments. A Character has

Segments that fit onto the bones

created in tho Character module.

Segments might include forearms,

thighs, a head.

Each Segment is created separately

and made up of slices. I found it

convenient to think of the slices as

being made up of little blocks. The

blocks are each given a color. Each

slice of a Segment must be defined

separately. This can be done in an

intuitive and automatic way, but it

soon bogs down in a lot of detail for

complex characters.

Segments can be created semi-auto-

matically by drawing IFF pictures that

present views of the Segment, using a

feature called AutoSculpt. The shape

of the Segment is defined by two

pictures called Visage and Profile that

give the front and side outlines of the

segment. If the Segment was a head,

then Profile is a silhouette of the side

of the face, showing the nose and chin,

for instance, while the Visage shows a

front view including the outlines of

the cars.

The AutoSculpt feature interpolates a

round or rectangular shape from the

front and side views. This shell is

then colored by hand or scmi-auto-

matically.

To color the shell automatically, you

draw IFF pictures of the front and

back of the Segment in a paint

program. If this was for a head, you

paint eyes, facial features, and hair on

the previously used visage outline.

The Texture feature superimposes the

Front and Back mattes on the

new Segment shape. You arc

free to touch up the shell colors

with a built-in editor in the

Sculpt module. This technique

is very powerful, considering

that the IFF pictures could be

digitized images from Digi-

Vicw, touched up in Deluxe

Paint. This technique produces

very realistic looking characters.

The profile pictures must be

drawn very carefully in a paint

program. AutoSculpt is smart,

but it can't create perfect shells.

If the character is complex, you

must do a lot of editing of the

individual slices.

The user interface in the Sculpt

module leaves a lot to be desired. I

worked with the Sculpt module for

several hours. A lot of the time, I

could not figure out what was going

on. It took a lot of mental energy to

understand the manual. I shuffled

between the videotape, the manual,

and tho program until I got it all right,

yet I thought I still hadn't mastered

tho Sculpt module.

Currently, there is a limit of 32 colors

per Segment. The final animation can

(continued on page 42)
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reading an adventure

and living one.
Picture the most exciting text-only

Adventure in your software

collection—WITH PICTURES!

. GUILD OF

THIEVES is the

long-awaited

sequel to THE

PAWN, which

came sizzling

onto the software

scene to awards

and accolades.

Both are available

now from Firebird.

These stunning

Adventures, com

pletely different from any game you've

ever played, seduce the sight with

their breathtaking illustrations and

engage the intellect with a truly revo

lutionary text-handling system. The

most sophisticated parser on the mar

ket lets you input complicated

sentences and interact with a whole

cast of fascinating characters in the

mythical kingdom of Kerovnia.

GUILD OF THIEVES and PAWN. Com

puter Entertainment Adventure of the

Year, come to you from Firebird, pub

lishers of world-famous leading edge

games under the Rainbird label.

You'll find the Firebird logo on other

addictive Adventures too. as well as on

absorbing Strategies, realistic Simula

tions, and fast-paced action Arcade

games.

Firebird brings the best in entertain

ment software to those who enjoy a

whole range of interactive excitement.

We'll prove to you that you don't have

to keep switching brands to satisfy

your obsession for challenge!

■
JLU. 1

I

M
\

"The First Full Line In Software"
Firebird Licensees, Inc.

P.O. Beet 49, Ramsey, NJ 07446

(2011444-5700

Available for C-64, Amiga. Atari S20ST. Atari

800/130. Macintosh. IBM and compatibles.

A "text-only" version is available for Apple II

computers at S39.95.

Firebird, and the Firebird logo are registered trade-

(5ZOST Graphics) marks of Firebird Licensees. Inc.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Amiga and Commodore 64 are registered trademarks of Commodore Business

Machines, Inc. Macintosh and Apple II are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. 52OST is a registered trademark of Atari Corporation.



AC/FORTRAN™

Mainframe quality, full feature ANSI FORTRAN 77

compiler includes: Debugger, Linker, Library Manager,

Runtime Library, IEEE math, and C interface. Supports

Complex numbers, Virtual arrays, Overlays and Linking.

Not copy protected. S295.

Version for CSA 68020/68881 Turbo board also available S495.

AG/BASIG1

From the authors of Microsoft BASIC compiler for

Macintosh, comes AC/BASIC for the Amiga.

Compatable with the Amiga BASIC interpreter: has

more features and includes BLOCK IF, CASE

statement, and STATIC keyword extensions and

executes up to 50x faster. AC/BASIC is the new BASIC

reference for MC68000 based personal computers. Not

copyprotected. $195.

—■ !—»■—■*■■ ff^l

Telephone orders welcome
Scientific/Engineering Software

2781 Bond Street, Auburn Hills, MI 48057/(313) 853-0050

Amiga trademark of CommiMinri' Amiga. Microsoft trademark of Microsoft Corp.

be rendered in HAM 4096 color mode

so characters with different color

schemes can exist on the stage at once.

Assign Problems

1 set up the Animator: Apprentice

program on my hard disk. I set up

ASSIGNS to point to the data directo

ries needed by the program. Cur

rently, the program uses disks with

names such as "matte," "data," and

"frames" to store things, but I set up

logical names using ASSIGNs to other

directories instead. I discovered that

the Sculpt module had specific

references to "DF1:" instead of

following its own logical names. I

noticed this when 1 tried to save my

Segment. This means the program

would fail if 1 put the "data" disk in

the internal drive.

The same is true of the Record

module. It accesses "DF0:" regardless

of the current ASSIGNS. I used the

public domain "strings" program to

determine that the program did indeed

reference the drive explicitly. I had a

preliminary master of an AMICUS

disk in the internal drive when the

Record module wrote to the disk. I

got very nervous when the drive light

went on. I hot-patched the exccutables

to change the "DF0:" to be something

like 'TOO:/' then used ASSIGN to

point "FOO:" at the correct directory.

Recording

After the animation is defined, the

Record module makes the frames of

the animation using the predefined

motions and characters. It has two

modes, shaded and unshaded. You

can also select the number of colors

used, including HAM. The unshaded

mode makes animations that look like

Saturday morning cartoons, with solid-

filled two-dimensional looking shapes.

Each Segment gets a black border.

The shaded mode makes more realistic

characters, creating the "Disney-like"

look, with no lines between Segments.

The frames can be saved to disk in a

packed format for fast playback or in

the IFF format for use in other

programs. A view mode is another

choice. With it, you can watch each

frame of the animation as it is created,

but it is not saved to disk. Depending

on the complexity of the scene, it takes

from several seconds to several

minutes to create each frame of the

animation.

I have noticed some glitches in HAM

animations. Horizontal bands of color

crop up in spaces on the character.

This is distracting in a final animation.

(This problem is endemic to the Amiga

HAM mode in any program. I suspect

all HAM animation programs will

have trouble with this.)

The Record program uses a custom

video mode that prevents you from

accessing the Workbench while the

frames of the animation are being

produced. Amiga M and N did not

bring back my Workbench screen.

Your Amiga is effectively tied up

while rendering frames. Also, pro

grams such as Grabbit can't find the

Record or the Display screens. It is an

overscan display, and perhaps this is

the reason.

Playback

The Display module plays back anima

tions. It can single-step the animation

or play it at different speeds. Hash

Enterprises has made this program

freely distributable so you can give

away copies of your animations to

people who do not own Animator:

Apprentice.

Manual

In a previous AMICUS Network

column, I said the Animator: Appren

tice manual was "refreshing," in

regard to Hash's perspectives on

Amiga animation that accompany the

manual.

(continued on page 44)
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PACKED WITH POWER!

Three of the BEST utilities for your AMIGA

ZING!® is a collection of AMIGA9 utilities which combine the

powerful CLI commands with the friendly Workbench

environment. Files can be displayed and manipulated (e.g. copying,

moving, deleting) with the mouse. All of the basic system

commands (available in CLI) have been carefully redesigned into

mouse, menu, and function key operations. You can selectively

copy files and directories from entire disks in a single step! In

addition to enhancing and simplifying the normal capabilities,

ZING! provides an integrated collection of new tools for the
AMIGA. Included are a task monitor, print spooler, screen dump

tools, and much more! Everyone, from the beginner to expert, will

$79.95 find using the AMIGA easier and more productive with ZING!

ZING!Keys®is a sophisticated reprogrammable MACRO and Hot

Key program. A program which can be used with any programs in

the multitasking environment. You can train ZINGIKeys to

accomplish the most annoyingly repetitive tasks in a much easier

fashion. You can program any key stroke to type out any series of

commands or text. You can even record mouse movements and play

them back as a single key stroke! All MACROs and Hot Keys can be

used from within any multi-tasking program on the AMIGA. Save

time NOW by ordering ZING!Keys! $49.95

THE

DEMONSTRATOR

How many times have you demonstrated your AMIGA to your friends or potential buyers? The

Demonstrator is the answer to your dreams! This new product will record your demonstrations
and allow you to play them back automatically! You can add text windows, subsections, and

speech to produce sophisticated tutorials. You can control the speed or STOP the playback, or lock

out the keyboard so no one can interfere with the demonstration. You can cause the demonstration

to repeat itself automatically! Buy The Demonstrator today! Only $39.95!

MERIDIAN

SOFTWARE
INCJH

P.O. Box 890408

Houston, TX. 772890408

(713)488-2144

Credit Cards and Dealer

Inquiries Welcome!

AMIGA is a registered trademark of Commodore-AMIGA, Inc.

ZING! is a registered trademark of Meridian Software, Inc.



ProtoCall
The Next Step in Amiga™Telecommunications

Only 49.95!

ProtoCall, The Rest Are History.

Supports All Standard Protocols and Terminal Types

Very Fast, a Must for a MuItiTasking Computer

Watch Me— ProtoCall Will Watch Your Every

Command and Write a Script For You,

NO PROGRAMMING!

Quick Access Phone Book and Menus

Multichannel Transfers Supported

Interactive Help

Specifically Designed for the Amiga

Computer

Amiga is a Trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Unfortunately, my comment was

premature. While the extra essays that

came with my review copy of the

program were thought-provoking, the

rest of the manual is woefully inade

quate for learning the program. Its

error is common in computer manuals:

It describes the options available in the

program, but does not give enough

examples to illustrate those options

clearly.

The manual has been through several

revisions, and the update (in the form

of a complete manual replacement)

was sent to all owners. The changes

to the manual involve added para

graphs and additions to describe new

options. Unfortunately, no further

examples were added. The manual

remains very discontinuous.

Support

The price of Animator: Apprentice is

high (S299), but for good reason: The

support level is high. The author of

the program is available for telephone

support. Also, this past summer,

Hash sent a two-hour videotape

tutorial to all owners. This tape is

now part of the product. So, along

with the manual, you get a tape of the

author himself describing the program

and walking through the creation of a

simple character. This was a great

boon to my learning curve. It did take

about six to eight hours for me to get

up to speed with the program. Some

of those hours were before the

videotape arrived, and things went

much faster after that.

Memory Requirements

Animator: Apprentice requires 512K of

CHIP memory plus one megabyte of

FAST expansion memory. It also eats

disk space. Animations take a lot of

space; a disk holds about ten to thirty

seconds of animation, depending on

the complexity of the scene. Segments

can get large, too. I made a head that

took up 160K on disk. Most were

much smaller, though, about five

hundred bytes to 15K.

Summary

I've studied all the Amiga animation

programs, and I believe Animator:

Apprentice is the most advanced in

terms of object creation, motion

control, and direction. I have seen

some tremendous animations from

Animator: Apprentice. Its style of

animation is unlike any other.

This program is not for novices. It

takes a lot of time to understand, and

oven more time to master. The price

is high: You must invest both time

and money to use this program well.

•AC-

Animator: Apprentice $299

Hash Enterprises

14201 S.E. 16th Circle

Vancouver, Wash 98684

(206) 256-8567
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by John Steiner

Bug Bytes
The Bugs & Upgrades Column

Early Amiga 2000 units have a video

problem. Only about 800 units are

affected, and Commodore has quickly

provided authorized Amiga service

centers with the correction. The video

problem involves a lack of clarity and

resolution on the display. The

defective video display is visibly

inferior when compared to a properly

working 2000.

If you suspect that your Amiga 2000 is

defective, write down your unit serial

number and call an authorized Amiga

service agency. Each agency has a list

of serial numbers of units that may

require modification. The correction is

a minor modification to the video

output circuitry that should take a

dealer only a few minutes to complete.

Commodore is paying the service

agency to make these repairs, which

are completely under warranty to the

end-user.

Last month, I reported on the upgrade

to PagcSetter from Cold Disk. I did

not find out until after the column

went to press that, unlike the original

program, the upgraded PageSetter uses

"look up a password in the manual"

copy-protection. To access the new

version's features, you must keep your

manual close by. A couple of users in

my area had trouble starting the

program because the password is case

sensitive. If the word is capitalized in

the manual, you must capitalize it

when you type it in. "Caps lock"

must also be off when you enter the

password.

I contacted Cold Disk about the

newly-added copy-protection. Arno

Krautter, one of the program develop

ers, gave me the following reply

(edited to save space):

"... We really had very little choice in

the matter. The reality of the Amiga

market is that there are more users in

Europe than in the US. Almost all of

our European distributors refused to

sell the program without a form of

copy-protection. The "look up the

word in the manual" scheme seemed

to us to be the least obnoxious scheme

that was feasible. It allows a hard

disk user to use it, [and it] allows you

to make as many backups as you

need, but unless someone goes to the

trouble to copy the entire manual, [it]

is useless to someone who copies it

without buying it.

"...Piracy in Europe is so rampant that

our distributors demanded something.

We do not intend [copy-protection] to

be a general policy and Professional

Page will definitely not be protected as

any professional product should be. I

hope this at least lets you see the

situation from our point of view, even

if it doesn't change the situation

much."

Micro-Systems Software's Online! 2.00

terminal program has a problem in file

transfer mode. XMODEM transfers

will not work if you set the AUTO-

CHOP option of the FILE menu to

OFF; it must be set ON. Micro-

Systems Software has a fix available if

you send your master disk. They are

currently shipping version 2.01. If you

bought Online! version 1 before 1987,

the upgrade to 2.01 is S19.95; if you

bought it after January 1, 1987, the

upgrade is S9.95. Verification of

purchase date with a copy of a

purchase invoice or cancelled check is

required.

Micro-Systems Software is also cur

rently shipping: Scribble! version 2.01

and Analyze! version 2.03. Current

users of version 2.0 of either of these

packages can upgrade for free by

returning the master disk. If you are

using version 1.X of Scribble!, an

upgrade from 1.0 to 2.01 is free; again,

just send the master disk.

The upgrade from Analyze 1.X to 2.03

is S49.95. Version 2.X of Analyze!

contains powerful Macro and Graphics

functions not available in version 1.

All upgrades listed above also have a

shipping and handling charge of $3.50.

If you have any questions, call or

write to the address below:

Micro-Systems Software

Technical Support

1279 W. Forest Hill Blvd

Suite 202

West Palm Beach, FL 33414

(305) 790-0772

Byte by Byte has announced that their

3D ray-tracing program, Sculpt 3D, has

been upgraded to version 1.101. The

new version has a new algorithm

which speeds up ray-tracing by at

least 3 times, and even faster in the

GLASS and MIRROR object modes.

(continued)
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GET

THE BIG

PICTURE

Looking for a way to get

your computer images on

paper?

Now you can, simply and

inexpensively.

The Big Picture print program will

allow you to unleash the potential of

your Amiga or Targa. With The Big

Picture you can produce pictures in

4096 colors, in any size you choose

from postage stamp to bill board.

Get the picture at the touch oia

button. Get The Big Picture.

AMIGA TARGA

Okidata 20 color $29.95 $49.95

Cannon PJ1080A $29.95 $49.95

Radio Shack CGP 220 $49.95 $99.95

Fujitsu 2300/2400 $59.95 $119.95

XEROX 4020 $99.95 $199.95

Nee Pinwriier CP7 $99.95 $199.95

Big Picture is a Irsaenrark al Lightning Puttering Amma is a rejjistered

tradtmatk of Commooort Ltd Tar(ja is a (egis;tred liaOemar* of AT i T

Lightning Publishing

1821 N. Ohio St., Arlington VA 22205

(703) 534-8030

Name

Address

Citj State Zip

Amount. Punier Amiga Targa

As of this writing, registered owners

who send their warranty cards

automatically receive an upgrade disk

from Byte by Byte. Users are asked to

send S5 or fill out a survey form and

return it with $3 to cover the postage

cost of the upgrade. If you did not

receive the upgrade, return your

registration card and you will receive

notification of all future upgrades.

Byte by Byte is working on even faster

algorithms and will be updating the

software regularly.

For those of you with 68020/68881

combination boards, such as CSA's

Turbo Amiga, a specially optimized

upgrade is available that uses those

coprocessors for maximum speed and

efficiency. To order that version, send

your registration number and a check

for S30.00 to the address below:

Byte by Byte Software

Arboretum Plaza II

9442 Capital of Texas Highway North

Suite 150

Austin, TX 78759

(512) 343-4357

Textcraft Plus is finally available and

original Textcraft owners can now

upgrade. Textcraft Plus has been

significantly improved over Textcraft.

Major improvements include: the new

version works under Kickstart VI .2; it

supports multi-tasking (It runs in a

window that can be sized, rather than

a screen like the original.); it can

access multiple drives, directories, and

hard drives; and it supports interna

tional keymapping. All registered

owners of Textcraft will be sent a

postcard noting the upgrade policy,

which is as follows:

To upgrade to Textcraft Plus, send

your original Textcraft diskette and

S35 to:

Commodore Promotion

Textcraft Plus

P.O. BOX 695

Holmes, PA 19043

You will be sent a new Textcraft Plus

package.

Readers have turned up a few more

bugs in Word Perfect. These bugs

occur in the updated version of Word

Perfect, released August 10, 1987. All

are minor and can be easily avoided

until a bug fix becomes available.

WordPerfect Corporation has

confirmed that the double word

feature of the spelling checker fails to

find double words across hard returns.

Double words are properly found

across soft returns.

The print program of Word Perfect

should delete the WP#? files on T;. T:

is usually written to RAM disk, and

these temporary files disappear upon

power down. If you have rearranged

T: to appear on a floppy or hard disk,

WP#? files will not be properly

deleted. WP Corporation is working

on this bug.

Jacques Chatenay, a reader from

Fargo, ND, has reported that there

seems to be a bug in the Word Perfect

Okimate 20 print driver. It seems to

ignore the first set of tabs in a tabbed

document during the first few print

jobs. Printing the same file with

another printer, using another printer

driver, seems to correct the problem.

If you have had similar problems, let

me know, and we will see if we can

document the problem more thor

oughly.

There seems to be a problem with

"Stop Current Job" in the Print

Control menu. Choosing "Stop

Current Job" locks up the printer. Use

"Cancel Job" instead. Word Perfect

Corporation is aware of this problem

as well.

That's all for this month.

•AC-
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A. M. A Z I M G REVIEWS

Playing DYNAMIC DRUMS
on the Amiga™

When I first saw New Wave

Software's advertisement for Dynamic

Drums, I had serious doubts that this

new product could offer even a

fraction of the performance of the S700

drum machine I was plan

ning to buy. After working

with the program for many

enjoyable hours, I must say

that it has far exceeded my

highest hopes. The program

has capabilities that most

professional drum machines

lack, for less than ten percent

of the price of these other

machines.

Let's begin our tour of this

package with a look at ils

contents. Dynamic Drums

includes a two disk set (disk

one contains the program;

disk two contains the drum samples),

a short, but informative manual, and

an introductory instruction cassette

tape. The cassette tape is a nice touch

you would expect to find only in the

stellar priced business software

packages. The tape provides a good,

hands-on tutorial concerning the

composing process.

Now, it is time to turn your favorite

computer chair into a drum throne

(Yes, that is the real name for a

drummer's seat. If you don't believe

me, ask another drummer.). A double

click on the snare drum icon boots the

program. The main screen fades in

by David N. Blank

BLANK@BRANDEIS.bitnet

OGION@BRANDEIS.csnet

like a good movie, and after a short,

but dramatic pause, a requester

appears. The requester asks you to

select the "drumkit" you would like to

play. In Dynamic Drums, the term

drumkit refers to a user-definable set

of ten drum samples. Each sample is

assigned to digits 0 through 9 on the

numeric keypad. The custom keypad

configuration can be saved for later

use.

Dynamic Drums comes with approxi

mately ten pre-defined drumkits,

tailored to different music styles.

Drumkits can also be created to suite

different tastes. The program then

loads the set of samples and displays

the keypad bindings in a window.

Once this work is done, playing the

drum samples in real-time is as easy

as pressing keys on the keypad! Since

the Amiga has only four sound

channels, only four of the sampled

sounds can be heard at once. This

limitation is not as bad as it sounds

because, during normal

play, a drummer very rarely

hits more than three drums

simultaneously.

Time-out for a brief discus

sion of the included drum

samples. First of all, they

are superb. I was particu

larly impressed with the

bass drum and snare

samples. The torn samples

are great, and New Wave

also did a good job of

capturing the cymbal sound,

an instrument with an ex

tremely complex waveform.

New Wave Software has chosen not

only to supply quality samples, but to

provide quantity as well. The pro

gram comes with over one hundred

samples! In addition to the standard

drumkit which includes bass drum,

snare, torn, high-hat, and cymbal

samples, other percussion sounds like

bongos, woodblocks, hand claps, and

cowbells are also included. To spice

up your riffs, non-percussion instru

ments are included, like bass and

electric guitar, electric piano, and a

horn blast. Finally, a set of novelty

sounds (such as breaking glass) can

add some fun to your playing.

(continued)
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At the time of this review, New Wave

Software was putting together another

disk of approximately 75-100 more

sampled sounds for release in the near

future. I was also delighted to learn

that the program reads samples

recorded in the FutureSound format.

This flexibility means that not only are

the samples smaller than the standard

IFF disk hogs, but the user can record

his own samples with the FutureSound

digitizer for use with Dynamic Drums.

The program has very limited success

in reading IFF format samples—this is

one of my few qualms about Dynamic

Drums. I would love to be able to

load Instant Music and other EA

samples. New Wave software is

aware of this problem, and they are

working on it.

The next step on the journey

to percussion paradise is the

construction of a "pattern."

The term pattern, common

to most drum machines, is

used to describe which

drum is played at which

time during a measure. This

representation is similar to

the five staff method of

writing melodies.

In Dynamic Drums, there

are basically two different

methods of writing patterns.

The first method involves

manually editing a graphic

display of the pattern. This display

represents a graph with the number of

the drum sample on the y-axis and the

sub-division of a measure on the x-

axis. The mouse is used to select the

drum beat by clicking on the appropri

ate spot on the "grid." For the

beginning user, however, finding the

right place to click can be difficult.

The standard mouse arrow pointer

does not give a clear indication of

where the "hot-spot" is in relation to

the small area that needs to be clicked.

After a bit of practice, this nuisance

virtually disappears. As the manual

suggests, this method is much better

for editing an existing pattern.

The second pattern recording method

is a bit easier. Selecting a box marked

"record" sets the program's real power

in motion. When the numeric keys

are pressed, the played sequence is re

corded. If the bass drum key is

pressed four times, evenly spaced in a

measure (once every quarter note), the

program will continue to play a steady

bass drum beat. Pressing more keys

will layer the various sounds over the

existing pattern. If you add two or

three more drum sounds, a very funky

drum pattern comes into being.

Various editing keys, like "repeat" and

"delete all occurrences of drum," help

speed up the creation process. A

visual and aural metronome can be

invoked to help with timing. For even

more assistance. Dynamic Drums

offers a unique feature called "quan

tizing" which automatically corrects

errors. The user can set the program

to round out the timing of recorded

beats, so that no matter how off-beat

the keypad is pressed, the program

will record the beats in perfect sync.

Quantizing allows users with no prior

percussion experience to create

professional sounding patterns. The

finished pattern can then be heard by

selecting the "play" box.

The tempo of recording and playback

can be adjusted with a sliding gadget.

Dynamic Drums also offers the ability

to sync the tempo with an external

MIDI source. The speed is measured

in beats per minute—musicians will

appreciate this touch. The ability to

play the keypad even while a pattern

is playing is one of my favorite

features of this program. This feature

allows the user to "jam" with the

pattern. You can save the pattern to

disk if you wish. Several good demo

patterns are also included with the

package.

Dynamic Drums can store ten patterns

in memory, in pattern banks A

through J. These ten patterns can be

strung together to create a "song."

Songs are specified using

the letter of the pattern

bank, together with the

number of repetitions of

that pattern. For instance,

"3ab2c" would play pattern

"a" three times, then

pattern "b", and then

pattern "c" twice. This un

complicated approach

makes it very easy to write

a extended song, complete

with drum fills.

Features abound in this

program. For example,

Dynamics Drums allows

you to change the volume

and tone of each drum

sample in memory. An alternate

tuning/volume can be assigned to

each sample. This alternate sound can

be accessed by using the "accent" key

like a shift key. This feature makes

twenty sounds available to the user at

any time. Alternate tunings are

especially effective on tuned percus

sion, like toms and bongos.

Another unique feature of this pro

gram is called "randomizing."

Randomizing makes a pattern sound

more realistic by simulating the slight

change in pitch a drum makes as the
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YOURAMIGACANNOW
GRADUATE TO A PHD!

Make the educated decision on a hard

drive. The Phoenix PHD hard drives are

here. Available in 20 MB and 40 MB

models (higher capacities can be special

ordered). The PHD hard drives come

completely formatted and ready to use:

simply plug into the expansion port on

your Amiga and go! True SCSI interface

with pass-through expansion capabili

ties of course. Phoenix Engineering hard

drives are available for both the Amiga

500 and 1000 series computers. (1000

series is fan cooled) PHD hard drives are

bundled with assorted public domian

software. Full one-year parts and labor

warranty, and our technical support team

is always ready to assist with questions

you may have. Get Smart, Get a PHD

hard drive.

In Stock,

Call 1-913-632-2150

Benchmark Test Available

VISA and Mastercard Accepted

Dealer Inquires Welcome

The Hiocnlx Electronics

PHD 5OO-20MB ». 40MB

20MB-$949
40 MB- $1389

The Phoenix Electronics

PHD 1000-20MB A 40MB

$969

P.O. Box 156, 314 Court St., Clay Center, KS 67432

stick hits it in different places on the

head. When this feature is selected,

the program randomly picks a pitch

between the pitch of the current

setting and its accented setting. This

revision makes the pattern sound less

mechanical than the usual sound from

a drum machine.

Though not implemented in the

standard package, Dynamic Drums

allows your Amiga to be connected to

the Casio DP-1 drum pads (retail

approx. S60). The drummer can then

play the pads in live mode, playing

any four samples like real drums.

Contact New Wave software for more

details on this.

My final comment concerning Dy

namic Drums revolves not around the

program itself, but the people behind

it. With all programs, good customer

support is essential. The people at

New Wave Software must require chi

ropractors because they bend over

backwards to guarantee customer

satisfaction. During the course of this

review, they were most courteous in

responding to my questions and

suggestions, even going as far as

having the actual programmer return

my call. A few suggestions I made

will be implemented in an upcoming

update. This type of response from a

company to customers delights me.

It is probably apparent by now that I

really like this program. I am

absolutely tickled by the fact that one

program, at less than one-tenth of the

price of others, outperforms the

professional drum machine I nearly

purchased. The program worked

flawlessly—not a single crash in all the

hours I spent with it.

New Wave Software really impressed

me with their first Amiga product

(Their second, a professional sixteen

track sequencer program with drum

machine built in, is due out soon.). If

you are an Amiga user with any

percussion background, or if you

would like to build such a back

ground, I recommend you run to your

friendly neighborhood software dealer

and get a sot of Dynamic Drums.

•AC

Dynamic Drums

List Price: $79.95

New Wave Software

P.O. Box 438

St. Clair Shores, Ml 48040
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15-Puzzle
in AmigaBASIC™

The Classic Puzzle Comes to the Amiga

by Zoltan Szepesi

The 15-Puzzle was invented in 1878 by an Englishman

named Sam Lloyd. This new invention caused much

excitement, from the general population and mathematicians

alike. The reaction was similar to the fury RUBIK's Cube

created some years ago.

15-Puzzle begins by showing a 4x4 square board filled with

the numbers 1 to 15 randomly scrambled and one empty

square. The object is to put the numbers in numerical order

using the following method: Any number adjacent to the

empty square can be moved

into the empty square, thus

leaving its former place

empty for another number

to move into.

This program was made for

the Amiga in AmigaBASIC.

Other similar programs can

be found for the AMIGA

that use alphabetic letters,

instead of numbers. One

such program was created

by Bill Bocgclin and listed

in COMPUTE! magazine

(p.79-81, May 1986).

We use numbers in the program presented here, thus

making the game easier to follow. We also use randomized

distribution of numbers to set up the board, instead of

scrambling the original, ordered distribution.

Randomly selecting the numbers, however, can result in a

distribution which cannot be solved. There are nearly 21

trillion (For Europeans, this is 21 billion.) possible starting

distributions of 16 numbers (more precisely,

3

15

t i tie :

tr iesI

inq

li

4

■

7

1

13

6
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8

1 nin 57
6

5

14

9

12

sec

161=16x15x14x13x12x11x10x9x8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1). Mathemati

cians have proven that half these distributions cannot be

solved There is a simple, fast calculation for checking

whether a set can be solved or not. We will describe it

later.

The Program

After setting up a low resolution screen and choosing four

colors, a large window is opened, asking if you want in

structions. The Start routine follows, which directs the

different steps of the game.

The Init routine defines the

"times" function and contains

the Selection and Verify

subroutines. Selection creates a

randomly distributed array,

a(v), of the first 16 numbers.

Since half these distributions

are unsolvable, the Verify

subroutine checks if the chosen

setup is good or not. If the

problem cannot be solved, the

program returns to the Selec

tion routine and creates

another distribution of num

bers.

According to D.D. Spencer's Game Playing with Computers, a

simple rule is derived for the checking done above. This

rule is as follows:

From the first to the fifteenth position, count how many

numbers are of lower value than the number in the starting

position (count the empty space as 16) and add them

together. Add 1 to the sum, if the empty square is in one of

these positions:

2.4.5,7,10,12,13 or 15.

(continued on page 52)
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Amkjo is 0 trademark o( C&mmodort-Amigo. Inc.

Dealers
We are a Dallas Distributor exporting to customers in over 20 Nations around the globe.

Call us today at 1-800-531-4747 (Overseas call 214-6601763) and ask for your Dealer Kit
Here is just an overview of some of the AMIGA products we stock.

Shakespeare
The first color Desktop Publishing

Program for the Amiga. Works in

any resolution. Powerful features

for Textformatinq and page layout.

True multitasking software.

Not copy protected.

Super Saver

of the Month !

Music Mouse
— One of Ihe most advanced

— combinations of artificial

intelligence and randomized sound generation available for

the Amiga today ! Very good and incredible fast Software.

s vstt'ins

lcker Master

Flicker Master
Reduces Interlace Flicker dramatically.

For the price conscious customer who

doesn't want to buy a high persistence monitor.

Arcade-slyle smooth graphics;

excellent sound and super speed !

Plutos
Fast -shoot'em up- style gome.

Very good sound effects;

High resolution-smooth scrolling graphics

DigTek, Inc.

Hollywood Poker is the holiest
Strip-poker for the Amiga today ...!

Give customers o tot of Party fun.

Drum Studio is the ultimate
toolbox to create drum sounds !

Start rockin' at a reasonable price.

Texture
This is Ihe AMIGA-Version of o true professional

music editor first released for MS-DOS machines

ond the MAC. As midi Texlure requites o Roland

MPU-401 interface and Ihe M1F-AMG odapler.

InterComputing Inc.
21O0N.llwy360.Suile2101

Grond Pfoiric. IX 75Q50-1015

Order line : 800-531-4747

Technical Support: 214-388-3500

International calls ; 214-660-1763

Telex j? : 4932133 ICINCUI

FAX ; 214-660 3695

We slock a full line of Amiga soft and hardware since 1985, when the machine

wos first introduced, ond serve customers in more than 20 Notions around the

world. Most of our employees own an Amiga and use the available products.

We may be new to you, but we're experienced with the Amiga !

Check our prices, ond you'll see that we try to De quite fair. Good products

are worth the money, and you will not be disappointed with our service.

We ore a member of the Dallas Betier Business Bureau.

A must for your customer's game collection !

The graphics are simply fantastic...

Unique Database System for Text and IFF

Pictures. Very intuitive and easy to use !

Memorycards:

Versions for ihe A500

A1000
Microcodes Ainnn

andA2000

Butcher
Very powerful conversion &

processing utility for

-v- diqilized graphics !

Extremely easy to use 3D—solid modeling

Program. Uses RAY-TRACING techniques

to create incredible computer graphics

one simply couldn't just 'paint' , . . !

and TllOre (please call for a complete catalog)

3-D GRAPHICS
AND ANIMATION

//rrpi//se
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MOVING?

SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEMS?

Please don't forget to let us know.

If you are having a problem with your

subscription or if you are planning to

move, please write to:

Amazing Computing Subscription Questions

PiM Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722

Please remember, we cannot mail your magazine

to you if we do not know where you are.

Please allow four to six weeks for processing.

If the sum is even, the puzzle can be solved. If the result is

odd, it cannot be solved.

Once a solvable setup is found, the Drawboard subroutine

forms the board. The Drawscrccn routine then places the

numbers in the 16 squares, after the one dimensional a(v)

array is transformed to a two dimensional c$(x,y) array.

This change is necessary to enable the mouse for changing,

the positions of the numbers.

After the numbers are drawn, the Amiga says, "ready," and

the Play subroutine takes over. The timer starts, and the

number of clicks that follow are counted. Both these

numbers are displayed below the board. When the mouse

clicks a number, the Chcckcrror routine checks if the chosen

number is adjacent to the empty block (If it is not, you are

told to "Try again."). If it is adjacent, then the two blocks

are interchanged and the numbers are checked to see if they

are in the final order.

To make this checking simple, the two dimensional cS(x,y)

array is rctransformed to the equivalent one dimensional

a(v) array. If the numbers are in order, the starting four

notes of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony resound and AMIGA

declares, "You are a winner." With the More routine, a new

game can be initiated by clicking on the + sign below the

board.

Three simple subprograms (Talk(aS), Position(x,y,aS) and

Beethoven) are used in different parts of the program.

Conclusions

The difficulty in solving the 15-Puzzle depends on the par

ticular order of the numbers. If you are new at the game,

you will probably need more than five minutes and 100+

steps to finish. After some practice, you should get down to

less than 100 steps.

With the Amiga mouse, play is more than twice as fast as

keying in the numbers, as in a similar program for the C-64

computer. The C-64 version can be downloaded from the

Quantumlink BBS, where it was placed in a 10 most popular

programs list last September.

REM Change to 80 column screen, please, if it is not sec.

CLEAR,100C0, 6000

'15-puzzle_v3.B (8-22-87)

'By 2.Szepesi,2611 Saybrook Dr.,Pittsburgh,PA 15235-5131

REM Should have an 80 column screen!

SCREEN 1,300,200,2,1

DEFINT a-z:DIM a(16),c(3,3),cS{3,3),conf(3,3,1}

DEF FNmin=((TIMER-starttime!}\60)

DEF FNsec=((TIMER-starttime!) MOD 60)

WINDOW l,"15-puzzle",,,l

PALETTE 0,0,1,,6:PALETTE 1,0,0,0

PALETTE 2,0,l,l:PALETTE 3,0,0,1

COLOR 1,0

INPUT"*Do you want Instructions (y/n)",-qS

IF qS="y" THEN GOSUB instructions

start:

CLS:PRINT " PLEASE WAIT."

GOSUB Init

CLS:GOSUB Drawboard

GOSUB Drawscreen

Talk "ready."

starttime!=TIMER

WHILE WINDOW(7)<>0

GOSUB Play

WEND

Done:

BEEP:WINDOW CLOSE 1

END

Init:

Talk " "

tries»0:ok=0:RANDOMIZE TIMER

Select ions***********************************************

FOR v-1 TO 16:a(v)=0:NEXT

FOR i-1 TO 16

10 v=INT{(16*RND)+1):IF a(v) THEN 10

a(v)-i:NEXT

su-0

FOR i-1 TO 15:FOR j=i+l TO 16

IF a(i)>a(j) THEN su=su+l

NEXT j:NEXT i

RESTORE:F03 1=1 TO 8:READ vl:IF a(vl)=16 THEN su=su+l

NEXT i

DATA 2,4,5,7,10,12,13,15

IF su MOD 2 THEN Selection

RETURN

Drawboard:

LINE (46,5)-(210,162) ,3,b

LINE (45,4)-(211,163) ,3,b

FOR y-0 TO 3:FOR x=0 TO 3

xl-6fl+32»x:yl-16+24'y

LINE (xl,yl)-(xl+32,yl+24),3,b
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LINE (xl-2,yl-2)-{32 + 2 + xl,2<1 + 2+yl>,l,b

LINE (60,12)-(64+4+4"32,16+4+4*24),l,b

morex=167;morey-150

LINE (morex,morey)-(morex+10,morey+10),l,bf

conf(x,y,0)=xl:conf(x,y,l)=yl

NEXT x:NEXT yrRETURN

v-l

FOR y=0 TO 3:FOR X-0 TO 3

c(x,y)-a(v) :cS(x,y>=RIGHTS(STRS(a(v)) ,2)

IF a(v}=16 THCN blankx=x:blanky=y:cS(blankx,blanky)-"

Position (x+1) "4 + 6, (y+1) «3+l,c$(x,y)

v-v+1

NEXT x:NEXT y

Position 7,18,"time:

Position 7,19,"tries: 0

Position 22,20, "*■"' new game gadget

RETURN

Play:

LOCATE 18,12:PRINT FNmin;"min";FNsec;"sec ■

WHILE MOUSE(0)

mousex=MOUSE(3):mousey=MOUSE(4)

FOR y-0 TO 3:F0R x=0 TO 3

IF (mousex>conf (x,y,0) AND mousex<conf(x,y, 0)+32) AND

(mousey>conf (x,y,l) AND mousey<conf (x,y,l)+25J THEN GOSUB

Checkerror:RETURN

NEXT x:NEXT y

GOSUB More

WEND:RETURN

Checkerror:

IF(ABS(x-blankx)M OR ABS(y-blanky)>1) OR {(xoblankx AND

yoblanky) ) THEN

Talk "try again." 'error

ELSE 'no error

SWAP c$(x,y),c$(blankx,blanky):c(x,y)=VAL(cS(x,y))

Position (x+l)*4+6,(y+l)*3+l,cS(x,y)

SWAP x, blankx:SWAP y, blanky

Position (x+D-4+6, (y+1) *3+l, cS (x, y)

END IF

tries-tries+1

Position 16,19,STRS(tries)

WHILE MOUSE(0):WEND

"Check for a win********************************************

FOR y=0 TO 3:FOR x=0 TO 3

i-x+4'y+l:a(l)-VAL(cS{x,y))

IF cS(x,y)-" " THEN a(i)-16

IF alljol THEN RETURN

NEXT x:NEXT y

ok-l:CALL Beethoven:FOR z=l TO 15000:NEXT z

Talk "Congratulations. You are a winner."

More:

WHILE MOUSE(0} OR ok 'Another game?

mousex-MOUSE(3):nousey=HOUSE(4)

IF MOUSE(0)-0 AND (mousex>morex AND mousex<morex+10) AND

(mousey>morey AND mousey<raorey+10) THEN GOTO start

IF WINDOW{7)«0 THEN Done

WEND:RETURN

instructions:

PRINT

PRINT -"The object of the game is"

PRINT "to move the numbers around so that"

PRINT "they are in order from 1 to 15."

PRINT

PRINT * A move is made by clicking the"

PRINT "left mouse button on the number you"

PRINT "want to move. The number to be"

PRINT "moved must be adjacent to the empty"

PRINT "square. The clicked number then"

"moves to the empty square."PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

WHILE INKEYS

" You win, when the board looks"

"like the figure that follows."

""Press any key to continue"

•":WEND:CLS

Robot Readers

a powerful new way for your

child to learn to read
Even ifyour child isn't a reader yet he can read these
classic stories at his own speed through interactive

speech, with little or no adult supervision. The

beautiful illustrations and built-in word games hold
the young reader's attention while promoting early

reading skills, vocabulary, and word recognition.

♦CHICKEN LITTLE *AESOFS FABLES
♦LITTLE RED HEN *THREE LITTLE PIGS

$29.95 each
for the Amiga 512k

Coming soon: * THE UGLY DUCKLING

HILTON ANDROID

PO Box 7437 • Huntington Beach, CA 92615-7437
(714)960-3984

FOR i - 1 TO 16:a(i)=i:NEXT 1

GOSUB Drawboard

GOSUB Drawscreen

PRINT:PRINT ""Press any key to continue"

WHILE INKEYS - "~:WEND

CLS:RETURN

SUB Talk (aS) STATIC

SAY TRANSLATES(a$)

END SUB

SUB Position(x,y,aS) STATIC

LOCATE y,x:PRINT aS

END SUB

SUB Beethoven STATIC

t-4:R£STORE 100

FOR 1-1 TO 10

READ d,v

FOR s-0 TO 3

SOUND 100,1,0,s

READ f

SOUND f,d"t,v,s

SOUND 400,1,0,s

NEXT s:NEXT i

100 DATA 1,0,400,400,400,400

DATA 1,150,195.998,391.995,783.991,1567.982

DATA 1,150,195.998,391.995,783.991,1567.982

DATA 1,150.195.99B,391.995,783.991,1567.982

DATA 1,150,155.563,311.127,622.254,1244.508

DATA 1,0,400,400,400,400

DATA 1,150,174.614,349.228,698.456,1396.913

DATA 1,150,174.614,349.228,698.456,1396.913

DATA 1,150,174.614,349.22B,698.456,1396.913

DATA 6,150,146.832,293.665,587.330,1174.659

END SUB

■AC-
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A Ad A Z I M G REVIEWS

WordPerfect
by Steve Hull

GEnle: LightRaider

People Link: St.Ephen

A year ago last spring, it had the

sound of just one more of the many

wild rumors circulating about the

Amiga: "Hey, didja hear? Ashton

Tate's porting Dbase III to the Amiga."

"I just heard Lotus is working on

1-2-3 for the Amiga." "Did you hear

there's going to be an Amiga version

of WordPerfect?"

Yeah, right, I thought. And if

my grandmother had a blitter

she could multitask.

To me, WordPerfect for the

Amiga had a distinct too-

good-to-bc-true ring to it. I

had been using the MS-DOS

version of WordPerfect as a

word processor, directory

utility, and program text

editor for over a year, and it

was one of the few things

having to do with the IBM

that impressed me. Here was

a program that consistently

earned superlatives in the

toughest product reviews. In

power, ease of use, customer

support, and documentation,

WordPerfect had everyone

else playing follow-lhc-leader. In

short, a class act. The kind of class act

1 didn't expect to see translated to a

machine that, at the time, had an

installed user base of a little over

100,000.

Yet "WordPerfect for the Amiga" was

a rumor with unusual staying power,

and in September of 1986, WordPerfect

Corporation made it official: An

Amiga version was in the works. At

the Las Vegas COMDEX that fall.

WordPerfect fielded a booth staffed by

public relations personnel and key

members of the software design

team—plus a working beta copy.

As is often said—seeing is believing.

But even as I type this review, with

WordPerfect virtually under my

fingers, it's one of those most fortui

tous circumstances that takes a while

to fully sink in.

What's The Big Deal?

Perhaps you have been sitting off by

the sidelines the past year, while us

excitable writer-types eagerly (and

vocally) anticipated WordPerfect's

release, finding it all a little hard to

understand. How is it that a word

processor, of all things, got to be the

most anxiously-awaited title on a

graphics-and-sound magic-box like the

Amiga? And how could anyone ask

S395 for a word processor?

For someone who doesn't do a lot of

word processing, there may be no way

to answer that question. Yet you

don't have to be John Updike to

understand—and even appreciate—

why WordPerfect is on the

verge of becoming the

widest cross-system standard

the software industry has

ever produced.

A Summary of Strengths

Historically, WordPerfect's

greatest strength has been its

usefulness across a vast

range of word processing ap

plications. To the casual

user, WordPerfect presents a

clean, uncluttered screen and

a logical user interface. The

jump from typewriter to

word processor is an easy

one, even for the amateur—

just sit down and type.

There is no WordStar-like

need to memorize a plethora of

thoroughly illogical control-key combi

nations to effect even the simplest

functions. Need to back up, or go

back a line? The arrow keys move the

cursor just as you would expect. To

save a document, press the function

key marked SAVE. To print, press

PRINT. It doesn't get much easier

than that.
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"On the left, WordPerfect's Printer.TST file as it appears on the edit screen. Many of the

effects, such as super/subscripts, justification and ovcrstrike, do not appear on screen. On

the right, the same screen examined with Reveal Codes. Special WordPerfect formatting

codes appear boldfaced in brackets."

WordPerfect docs not sacrifice power

for ease of use. It offers advanced

formatting features, such as footnotes

and endnotes, decima] tab alignment,

and multiple columns on screen. On

line facilities allow you to create tables

of contents, indexes, and outlines.

One of the smartest spell-checkers in

the business is at your fingertips,

along with a thesaurus. WordPerfect

performs math functions on tables of

numbers in a document, and its mail

merge works better than many

databases. Its macro functions arc so

powerful that, in my office, I have

reduced a half hour of tedious manual

formatting to thirty seconds and two

keystrokes. Best of all, each feature is

easy to learn, so you can learn as little

or as much as you need—

WordPerfect's usefulness grows as you

grow.

Compatibility Plus

One of the most exciting things about

WordPerfect for the Amiga is

WordPerfect Corporation's commit

ment to keystroke- and file-compatibil

ity—as far as is possible—across

different machine systems (This can

also be a two-edged sword; more on

that later.).

If you learned WordPerfect on an MS-

DOS system, keystroke compatibility

means you'll be right at home with the

Amiga version. With a few excep

tions, the two versions operate

identically. Pressing F5 brings up a

list of available files on both versions

(though the displays themselves are

markedly different); likewise, Shift-F7

calls the PRINT menu, ALT-right

arrow moves the cursor to the end of

the current line, and so on. The

transition between "home" and

"work" machines is nearly effortless.

Transition between machine systems is

also facilitated by close attention to file

compatibility. This means that while

you can't, for instance, directly access

an MS-DOS format floppy disk using

the Amiga version of WordPerfect, the

codes used to represent the various

functions—underlining, margins, and

so on—are identical. Once you

transfer the MS-DOS file to an Amiga

disk (over phone lines or using the

PCTools utilities included on the

Amiga Extras disk), you can load the

file created by the MS-DOS WordPer

fect into Amiga WordPerfect and pick

up writing where you left off. When

you consider that WordPerfect is now

available for the Amiga, Atari ST,

IBM-PC, VAX, Data General, and

Apple II (with UNIX and Macintosh

versions currently in development), it

becomes clear that WordPerfect is fast

becoming a member of one of the

rarest breeds: a true cross-system

standard.

WordPerfect With Intuition

One of the fears I had when I first

heard of WordPerfect Corporation's

assurance of keystroke-compatibility

was that Amiga users would lose the

use of the Intuition features. I needn't

have worried. The Amiga version of

WordPerfect supports the full Intuition

interface, including multiple windows

and multi-tasking. Pull-down menu

options duplicate those functions

accessed through the standard

WordPerfect key combinations. The

mouse is an especially welcome

addition; you can use it to instantly

place the cursor at any point in the

screen, or "paint" portions of the

document for special formatting.

Out Of The Box

WordPerfect is packaged in a sturdy

cloth-covered cardboard slipcase. Two

function-key templates are included:

one for the Amiga 500 and 1000, and

one for the Amiga 2000. Don't lose

(continued)
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'em; in spite of WordPerfect's excellent

on-line help facility, you will find

yourself referring to the template often

until you become familiar with the

program. A color-coded quick

reference card is also included.

The program covers four disks, though

only one is needed for most routine

operations. A set of transparent

pressure-sensitive decals is also in

cluded. These decals relabel the

numeric keypad on the

Amiga 1000 with the standard

IBM-PC functions of PgUp,

PgDn, Ins, Home, End, plus

arrows. If you have already

applied the decals that come

with the Transformer pack

age, you won't need to

relabel for WordPerfect.

Intuition simply prompts a disk-swap

when required. The problem with

WordPerfect is, between its timed

backups (if desired), stand-alone

printing program, and many overlay

files in the LIBS directory, you pretty

much need to keep the WordPerfect

system disk in the internal drive at all

times. Operations requiring an addi

tional disk—such as the thesaurus and

spelling checker—require additional

List Tiles

Current Directory:

The WordPerfect manual is

outstanding. It was rewritten

top-to-bottom for the Amiga,

and like the program, well

serves the needs of novice

and professional alike. It

features a comprehensive

"Getting Started" section, a

200-page, 29-iesson tutorial,

an exhaustive reference

section, several technical appendices, a

glossary of terms, and a full index.

Disk Drive Requirements

I must address WordPerfect

Corporation's statement that Amiga

WordPerfect may bo adequately

operated with only one disk drive. I

suppose whether or not this is true is

a highly subjective matter—however,

one-drive operation is addressed

nowhere in the documentation. Step-

by-step installation instructions are

included for hard drive systems and

dual-floppy configurations, but the

single-drive user is left out.

Because of the way the Amiga's

operating system was designed, it is

technically possible to run almost any

program with only one disk drive—

l.nfo
*Wress,sf
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One sf the biggest factors behind WordPerfect's initial success
on the I8H uas the inconprehensibility of those uord processing
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Fully Featured

I don't want to spend a lot of time in

this review with the more mundane

aspects of word processing, such as

hanging indents, right-justification,

insert or typeover mode, el cetera. If

you're wondering if WordPerfect

supports a specific standard word

processing function, I can assure you

that it probably does. This is not as

flippant a remark as it appears—in a

recent comparison chart that pitted

WordPerfect against six

other MS-DOS heavy

weights, the program missed

only eight out of a possible

132 listed word processing

features (By comparison,

Wordstar 2000 Plus missed

29.). Some of the features

WordPerfect got dinged for

missing were esoteric

indeed, such as a telecomm

module. I won't take up

any more space assuring you

of WordPerfect's ability to

do centering, boldface, or

cut-and-paste. Trust me. It

can.

"WordPerfect's List Files screen allows many file

transfer options. In addition, its Word Search feature

searches for keywords within files."

swapping. The most extreme case I

encountered was initial printer selec

tion. With two disks, the process was

simple. With one disk, the process

required 44 disk swaps! Admittedly,

this is not something the average user

will have to do often—but when he

does, it will be a memorable experi

ence.

Don't misunderstand my point; this is

not a criticism of the program. It is

not unreasonable for a program of

WordPerfect's power to require an

enhanced configuration. You can also

run the program with one floppy drive

(and some patience). I only wish

WordPerfect Corporation had been

more straightforward in their pack

aging.

Rather than concentrate on

the basics (that even

Notepad can handle, after a fashion),

let's explore the features that separate

WordPerfect from its competition. If

you're wondering whether I am a

publicist getting paid on the sly by

WordPerfect Corporation, I'll spend

some time on those imperfect areas of

WordPerfect. As a matter of fact,

that's not a bad place to start.

Initial Success
One of the biggest factors behind

WordPerfect's initial success on the

IBM was the incomprehensibility of

the word processing programs that

preceded it. The most widely-used

were, for the most part, ports of

popular CP/M programs, and carried

much of the awkward user interface

early microcomputer users had to

accept to get power out of such

limited architecture. For instance, if
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"Multiple columns are easily accomplished. You may write a

document in multiple-column format, or reformat previously written

text (right)."

you wanted to boldface a word,

previous programs required you to

bracket the word with control codes

actually imbedded within the text on

screen. Likewise, on-screen codes

were needed to underline, set line

spacing and set margins. People

became accustomed to it, but I never

met anyone who loved it.

Enter WordPerfect, with as close to

WYSIWYG (What You Sec Is What

You Cet) as anyone had ever seen on

a microcomputer. WordPerfect used

those same codes, but most of them

were tied to simple function-key

operations. Rather than having to

remember cryptic control codes to

initiate boldfacing, WordPerfect users,

for example, merely pressed the F6

key (marked BOLD on the template)

where they wanted boldfacing to

begin, typed the boldfaced word, then

F6 again to end boldfacing. The

boldfaced portion appeared in a

different color than the normal text,

and, best of all, the codes that made it

all happen were tucked away "under"

the document (more on that in a min

ute)—on screen were only the typed

words. Margins appeared as they

would print (within screen con

straints), and double-spaced text

appeared double-spaced on screen. It

was quite a revolution at the time.

Amiga users started from a radically

different "baseline." The very first

word processing software written for

the Amiga supported true on-screen

boldface—plus italics, underlining,

and, in some cases, multiple fonts.

The fact that Amiga WordPerfect

supports these attributes isn't news;

it's business as usual.

So even though Amiga WordPerfect's

WYSIWYG is far superior to its record-

breaking MS-DOS cousin, the term

becomes quite relative when compared

to features that are quickly becoming

standard fare for Amiga word process

ing programs. Amiga WordPerfect

accurately displays bold, underline,

italics, margins, line spacing, tabs, and

centering on line. Its display docs not

reflect right-justification, super- or

subscripts, centering on page, red-lined

text, overstrikes, or differences be

tween pica, elite, condensed or

expanded text. Font selection is

limited to your printer's stock fonts,

and if you have a color printer, you'd

better be a whiz at control codes to

use color in your documents. Craph-

ics, of course, are out of the question.

This, then, is the dark side of compati

bility. While it's great to be able to

use files composed on the MS-DOS

version, it also means future revisions

of WordPerfect will tend to stay

within the limits of the lowest com

mon hardware denominator. For the

MS-DOS crowd, that's hardly a

limitation. For Amiga users,

WordPerfect's screen display is already

a generation behind.

Secret Codes

I've already mentioned that WordPer

fect hid its formatting codes "under"

the document. To be more precise, the

program imbeds the codes within the

document at the point where they are

to take effect. While the codes are not

normally visible, they can be "re

vealed" and examined.

Pressing AH-F3 activates a function

known as Reveal Codes. This action

opens a separate window below the

document display, showing a mne

monic representation of each attribute

where it occurs in the document. The

simplest document will have the code

ISRt}—soft return—at most line-breaks;

lURtj denotes a hard, or "forced,"

carriage return. An underlined phrase

appears bracketed by the codes [Uj

for underlining on and \u] for under

lining off. Most codes are easy to

understand: /C/ designates a centered

line; Hi} signifies boldface; and I'll

leave it up to you to figure out what

{TAB} means. Other codes are less

obvious: an \A] indicates a flush-right

(continued)
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1 Anisa Printer
3 m Office Ptr (IGN Color)
5 Apple lnwetfTtter / WP
? Brother 1-1
5 C.ltob 8511 Prowiter

11 C.Itoh 618-48
13 Canon Al Courier II N
IS Canon A1 Courier It R
17 Canon Al Elite 12 H/R
19 Canon Al Garland PS N
21 Canon Al Line Printer N/R
73 Canon Al Pica IB H/R
25 Centronics 351
27 Cosho Uorld Adeus CP-2III
2? laisy Systens' K45H) (QIMM
31 Dataproducts DP Series

2 JWT Office Printer (Diablo)
4 AlpsP2lll
6 Apple lnage»riter II
8 Brother l-15/2B/0ynax DX-15

11 C.Itoh C31BEF
12 C.Hoh Starwiter/Printnaster
14 Canon Al Courier 18 H/R
H Canon Al Elite 12 H
18 Canon Al Elite 12 R
21 Canon Al Garland PS R
22 Canon Al Pica 18 N
24 Canon Al Pica II R
U Centronics HI?
28 DOS lext Printer
31 Daisynriter
32 Dataproducts SPG 8BH

Select Printer

.Next Scrn Preu Scrn i

1. Set II Pitch
mum

2. Set 12 Pitch

3. Set 15 Pitch

<»>K15>
i. FtrtBrd Print ins 0*

S. Reverse Printing On

i. Aats Proportional Spacing On
<27>x(l><27>p<1>

7, tali Pripw-tiHal Spacing Off

I. Shift Into Alternate Character Set (Ised hith (A))

I. Shift lack to Horrul Character Set (Used Kith <A»

A. Kaxinun Utdth of Space Character (In IKI or Microspace Units) 21

I. Kitim Width of Space Character (In Ml or Microspace Units) 5

I ftev Scro I | Exi1 |

"On the left, 32 of the 250 printers directly supported by WordPerfect.

Each printer's definition may be examined and edited using WP's

PrintDef program (right)."

line. Super- or sub-scripting really

looks strange under Reveal Codes.

Apparently, WordPerfect formats each

letter separately. The word "super,"

marked for superscripts, appears as

!SuprScrpt]s[SuprScrpt}ulSuprScrj)t]p

fSuprScrpt]e{SuprScrpt]r.

Once in Reveal Codes, you can

navigate through the document using

most of the standard methods (cursor

keys, PgUp or PgDn). A proportional

slider is available as well, but it

doesn't work in Reveal Codes mode.

The advantage to Reveal Codes is that

you can move the cursor through the

formatting codes one at a time,

deleting as necessary.

WordPerfect's handing of formatting

codes is a strength, but it does require

some getting used to. It takes a while

for the typical beginner to realize, for

instance, that even though he deleted

an italicized word, the codes for italics

may still be there, "under" the

document. In practice, this problem

would be minor; should a word be

inadvertently inserted between the

hidden codes, the italics on screen

would make the mistake immediately

evident. If, on the other hand, the

forgotten code happened to be Strike

out, the first indication that something

was amiss would show up when the

printer began pumping out a whole

document with dashes overprinting

the text. For this reason, one dis

gruntled user gave WordPerfect the

thumbs-down for failing a test he

termed WYCINS (What You Get Is No

Surprise).

Word Processing Powerhouse

WordPerfect has its idiosyncrasies, but,

by and large, these are products of the

normal learning curve. The fact

remains that most users who opt for

WordPerfect do so not because of its

screen display, but because the

program is quite simply a word

processing powerhouse. It not only

covers the common word processing

functions, but it does so exceptionally

well. Let me give you some examples.

The Editor's Desk

Composing a document using

WordPerfect is simple. Word wrap to

the next line is automatic, and margins

and line spacing appear as they will

print. You may toggle freely between

insert and overstrikc modes.

WordPerfect redefines the Amiga

numeric keypad to act like an IBM

keypad, though you may revert back

to numeric entry if you choose. With

the keypad redefined, you can move

the cursor through a document a

letter, line, or page at a time. A

proportional scroll gadget allows you

to do nearly the same thing with the

mouse.

The most common word processing

tasks (forward search, italics, left-

indent. List Files, bold, exit, underline,

and save documents) may be accessed

directly from the function keys.

Pressing Fl alone cancels or undoes

many operations.

Pressing shift keys in conjunction with

function keys is less routine, but still

relatively common: super/subscripts,

backwards search, opening or switch

ing between multiple document

windows, left/right indent, insert date,

center on line, print, access line

formatting options, and retrieve

documents.

Pressing the ALT key and function

keys together summons more ad

vanced features—the thesaurus,

replace. Reveal Codes, Block, Mark

Text, flush right, summon math/

multiple columns options, page format

options, and macros.

Pressing the CTRL key along with the

function keys opens a new CLI

window, activates the spelling checker,
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offers screen options, text import/

export/lock, tab align, footnotes or

endnotes, printing formats, and Macro

Define.

Function key F9 is reserved for use

with WordPerfect's mail merge

functions.

Besides the function keys, WordPerfect

also combines the Amiga's standard

keys and the redefined keypad to

effect different functions: CTRL-

RETURN forces a page break; CTRL-

right or -left arrow moves the cursor

to the right or left one word at a time;

HOME-HOME-down arrow moves to

the end of the document. In case you

forget any of this, pressing the HELP

key brings up an on-line help facility

cross-referenced to functions and

keystroke combinations!

Now that I've given you a quick

overview of WordPerfect's capabilities,

let's take a look at some of the more

interesting ones in depth.

Search ...

WordPerfect's Search function offers

much flexibility. Searches may be

conducted either forward or backward

through the text, case-sensitive or not.

Lowercase search criteria will yield

upper- or lowercase matches; upper

case letters specified in a search will

match only uppercase. Therefore, a

search for the string "test" will find

"test," "Test," and "TEST." Searching

on 'Test" will find 'Test" and 'TEST."

Searching on "TEST" will produce

only the case-for-case match, "TEST."

To limit searches to whole words (Find

"test" and ignore "attest" and "tes

tify."), you must delimit the search

criteria with a blank space at each end.

In addition to words and phrases, you

may also include hidden formatting

codes in search criteria.

Amiga WordPerfect omits one very

useful search facility implemented in

the MS-DOS version: the ability to

substitute wildcard characters in

search criteria.

invites you

to. . .

Put Your Images

on Disks!

Color or black and white images (photographs,

pictures', 35mm slides) can be digitized in IFF for

mat for use In any IFF program in any of the

Amiga's"1 screen resolutions. Low resolution (320x2001

and interlace (320x400) also available in MAM format (4096

colors). Use disk images to build databases for real estate, per

sonnel files, or use for artwork, creative effects, custom icons,

with DeluxeVldeo'" and more.

Minimum order Is 6 images for $15.00 and includes disk. Add

$2.00 for postage and handling. California residents add 6%

state sales tax. Additional Images S2.00 each.

When ordering state FORMAT [I

Unless otherwise requested all

images will be digitized at the

maximum number of colors for

that resolution In full dimen

sion. Images may be cropped to

fill screen unless full frame is

specified, AM images will be

returned with your order.

IT or MAM) and RESOLUTION.

COMPUTER VISUAL

SERVICES

P.O. Box 7119

Lorna Linda, CA 92354

<\miyii is ,1 trademark ol Commodore Amiga, Inc. DclnxirVidcn is a trade

mark Of Electronic. Arts. Inc. • Please - No Nudes

... And Replace

When combined with WordPerfect's

search abilities, Replace becomes

doubly powerful. The Replace criteria

follow the same guidelines as search

criteria and may be executed globally

by document, within the limits of a

defined block of text, or with

verification.

Theoretically, WordPerfect's ability to

include hidden formatting codes in

search and replace strings is a real

plus. In operation, the function suffers

from an occasional glitch.

As an experiment, 1 changed all occur

rences of the name, "WordPerfect" in

this review from normal text to bold

face. The operation worked like a

charm. Intrigued, I decided to try

something a little trickier—changing

my now-boldfaced "WordPerfect's" to

underlined and italicized. Voila! It

worked again!

Delighted with my own cleverness, I

then set to return the "WordPerfect"

strings back to normal text—and that's

where I hit the snag. After one com

pletely unsuccessful search operation (1

mistakenly reversed the underline and

italics codes.), I carefully matched my

search criteria against what I saw in

the Reveal Codes window and tried

again.

This time I got "WordPerfect" in my

document from top-to-bottom. That's

not a typo—the underlining begins

under the "o." Strangest of all,

nothing I tried using Search and

Replace would restore the odd strings

to normal text. Search would locate

the criteria, but Replace wouldn't

replace. I finally had to go back and

remove the spurious underlining

manually.

(continued)
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An easy to use. friendly ;ind iniuiiivc user interface.

A powerful and fast disk backup tool thai lets you make backups of

your copy-protected Amiga software.

A disk editing tool that lets you edit raw MFM tracks. AmigaDOS

sectors and AmigaDOS files (automatically calculating new

checksums).

A disk cataloging tool that lets you maintain lists of your personal.

public domain and commercial software.

A unique backup tool for duplicating other disk formats including

MS-DOS PC-DOS and Atari ST.

An easy to read, informative user manual is included.

This product is not copy-protected in any way.

NOW SHIPPING!

$49.95 ,.
Includes shipping and handling!

Arizona residents add ft.SI sales tax.

TO ORDER

Send check or money order to:

Kullcr Computer Systems. Inc.

P.O. Box 9222

Mesa. Arizona 85204-0430

Or CALL (602) 835-5018

Amiga is a trademark of Comminiore-Amiga. Inc Dealer Inquiries Invited

File Handling

File storage and retrieval aren't usually

operations that make the heart beat

more quickly, but WordPerfect's

options are something special. Aside

from handling its own custom format,

WordPerfect also allows you to save

and recall files as unformatted ASCII

text, making WordPerfect an ideal text

editor for programmers.

If you attempt to load a non-WordPer

fect document using the standard

Retrieve function, the program informs

you of the discrepancy and allows you

to either cancel or continue. I was

very pleased to see, at least in the case

of my old Scribble!-formatted docu

ments, that WordPerfect simply

stripped out the formatting characters

it didn't recognize, leaving straight

text requiring minimum corrective

reformatting.

WordPerfect allows you to "lock"

documents using a sophisticated

encryption technique. Each locked file

may have its own password, up to 75

letters long.

WordPerfect takes several precautions

to safeguard your files. You may

configure the program to automatically

backup the document you're editing at

specified time intervals; you may also

set the program to save an unedited

backup version of your document each

time you perform a "save."

D1RUTIL-WP

While we're on the subject of file

handling, WordPerfect's List Files

function deserves special mention. F5

calls up a special List Files submenu

with many features you'll wonder how

you ever did without. Besides the

standard options of retrieve (WordPer

fect-format documents or unformatted

text), delete, and rename, List Files

also allows you to change directories

or simply examine their contents, print

any file listed without loading it into

the editor, and copy files from one

source to another. You may also scan

the contents of any file without per

forming an actual retrieve.

An especially intriguing feature

included under List Files is Word

Search, whereby you may instruct the

program to search a directory for

specific words or phrases. This is not

a simple title search (though WordPer

fect has a way of doing that too), but

a search of each file's contents. It's

pretty fast, even when searching a

floppy disk.

Word Search allows any combination

of words up to 20 letters, and can link

words using logical operators repre

senting AND and OR. Entering

"Commodorc;Amiga" yields a list of

all files containing both "Commodore"

and "Amiga," Entering

"Commodore,Amiga" yields a list of

all files containing either word.

Pattern matching is allowed, using

standard MS-DOS wildcards of "*"

and "?." Entering "s?t" finds the

words set, sit and sat. Entering "s*t"

locates all files containing set, sit, and

sat, as well as sunset, spirit, and

sweet.

Multiple Documents

This is one area where Amiga

WordPerfect leaves its befuddled MS-

DOS cousin in the dust. While the

MS-DOS version of WordPerfect

allows users to switch between two

documents in memory at a given time,

Amiga users are not so constrained—

in fact, the WordPerfect manual says

you may have up to 32 windows open

at once if system memory allows! (I

sincerely hope I never need to put that

claim to the test.) WordPerfect also

allows easy cut-and-paste between

multiple documents.
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HOW DO YOU SPELL RELIEF?

WordPerfect's spelling checker features

a dictionary of over 115,000 words,

and allows you to create customized

supplemental dictionary files. If you

mistakenly add a misspelled word,

you can go back and remove it from

the dictionary. In addition, the

WordPerfect spelling checker performs

word counts.

When you call the spelling checker,

you are given several options: to

check one word, a page, a predefined

block of text, or a whole document; to

change dictionaries; to look up a

spelling; or to perform a word count.

The WordPerfect spelling checker is

smart; unlike some other programs, it

is not easily tripped by punctuation

and plurals. Besides checking for mis

spellings, it also detects two occur

rences of the same word in a row.

When the spell checker encounters a

word not found in its dictionary, it

stops, flags the word, and displays a

list of the most likely correct words.

To select one of these words, simply

point and click, or select its letter. If

the spelling checker can't find a likely

match, you may manually edit the

word, query the dictionary phoneti

cally or using pattern matching, or—if

the word is correctly spelled—you

may add the word to the supplemen

tary dictionary or skip over the word

entirely.

One feature I particularly like is

WordPerfect's handling of words

containing numbers. Upon the first

occurrence of a word containing a

number, the spelling checker offers

you the option of ignoring all words

containing numbers. This is a big help

in technical writing.

One possible drawback to

WordPerfect's spelling checker is its

speed. On floppy-based systems, the

spelling checker takes time—nearly 17

minutes to check a 4,600 word file. In

fairness, this is AmigaDOS's rap as

much as the program's—AmigaDOS

DYNAMIC DRUMS
The program that transforms your Amiga™

into a professional drum machine.

• Incredibly realistic sound

► Create your own studio-quality drum tracks

• Real or step time programming

• Graphic Editing

► Over 100 percussion samples included

or use your own IFF samples

► Fully adjustable volume and tuning levels

1 Randomizing options for a dynamic, human feel

• MIDI compatible

Requires 512K Amiga

MI, PI., & CA add sales

TM DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Send Check or Money Order for S79.95 to:

W

P.O. Box 43B, St. Clam Shores, Michigan 48OBD

C31 3D 771 -4465

Amiga is a Trademark of Commodore-Amiga Inc.

has never boon renowned for its

floppy disk speed. When tested on a

SupraDrive 20 megabyte hard drive,

the same file took considerably less

time—approximately six minutes. The

best speed is achieved by loading the

spelling checker's dictionary into the

ramdisk; under this configuration, the

spelling checker whipped through the

file in one minute, twenty seconds.

This option is not for everyone—the

dictionary takes up over 260K—but

even at that size, an expanded Amiga

500 could handle it with case.

What's The Word?

Perhaps your problem is not spelling,

but trying to decide which word to

use. WordPerfect's got that covered

too, with an impressive thesaurus

utility.

Let's say you need another word for

"run." To call up WordPerfect's

thesaurus, place the cursor on the

word "run" and press ALT-F1. Within

seconds, a window opens up listing a

series of headwords broken into

subgroups.

A headword is a word that may be

immediately substituted into the text

or further explored within the thesau

rus. A subgroup is a collection of

headwords sharing the same connota

tion. This is important with a word

like "run," which has several mean

ings. In the first subgroup,

WordPerfect's thesaurus lists bolt, dart,

dash, race, and sprint. Entirely differ

ent meanings for "run" are found in

the second subgroup, which includes

function and operate. Another

subgroup lists administer, govern, and

manage; yet another, drive, maneuver,

and propel. (There are three more

subgroups, but I'll be merciful.)

(continued)
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UNBELIEVABLE
65 meg HARD DRIVE

$949.95*
*Hard Drive comes complete with SCSI con

troller, fan cooled power supply with case and

a true SCSI hard disk (no interface boards to

SCSI).

PIONEER COMPUTING

(801)572-0038
P.O. Box 521108

2469 East 7000 South #200

Salt Lake City, UT 84121

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE

PRODUCT CATALOG!

If you sec a headword that appeals to

you, you can insert it into your docu

ment at this time. If one looks close,

but isn't exactly what you're looking

for, you can break it down further—a

double-click on "race," for instance,

yields nouns as diverse as competition,

chase, and species, and verbs such as

hurry and speed, and (my favorite) an

antonym, mosey.

By and large, the thesaurus works

well. It has a generous vocabulary

and locates word lists quickly, even

from a floppy disk. One warning: the

version I tested, dated September 27,

1987, has a particularly virulent bug

infecting its View Doc option. View

Doc is supposed to allow you to

examine your document for context

while in the Thesaurus. However, by

repeated testing, I found that clicking

the mouse pointer in the document

window and pressing the cursor keys

a few times caused a full system crash.

By the time this article is printed, a fix

should be available—registered owners

are advised to call WordPerfect's Cus

tomer Support hotline for more

information.

Hard Copy

WordPerfect handles document

printing as a separate "task"—it even

has a separate "Print" icon on the

main system disk, which may be used

apart from the main WordPerfect

program.

The biggest advantage to this ap

proach is, once you tell WordPerfect to

print a document, you can resume

writing without waiting for it to finish;

you can return to your document im

mediately. That's nice. WordPerfect

automatically spools multiple print

jobs into a queue and allows you to

temporarily suspend, cancel, or "rush"

jobs within the queue.

WordPerfect allows you to print an

entire document, a selected page, or

any range of text identified within a

block.

WordPerfect takes a radical departure

from previous Amiga programs in its

printer handling. While Amiga

WordPerfect uses the Preferences

printer driver definitions if you insist,

its full power is realized by selecting

one of the 250 custom drivers con

tained on the Print disk. You may

select up to six different printers,

configuring each to suit specialized

needs: number of copies, print to a

DOS text file or other device, binding

width offset, continuous-form or cut-

sheet paper. WordPerfect also sup

ports sheet-feeders.

In the unlikely event that your printer

is not among those listed on the Print

disk, the disk contains a PrintDef pro

gram, whereby you may define new

printer drivers or modify old ones.

The Print disk also contains a 30-page

WordPerfect-format document explain

ing use of the PrintDef program in

detail. It's a rather strange Catch-22

that this document is not provided in

hard copy form, considering a good

portion of those who will need it the

most are those having trouble getting

WordPerfect to work with their

printers!

Most people will not have problems

with WordPerfect's printer drivers.

One phenomena—printers offering

multiple emulations—has given the

customer support specialists a real

workout. The Star SG-10, for instance,

supports either IBM printer codes or

its own quasi-Epson "Star" mode.

None of the drivers included with

WordPerfect adequately support "Star"

mode—the printer's out-of-the-box

default! Star SG-10 owners are

advised to flip their printers' dip

switches to the IBM position.
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Unlike the MS-DOS WordPerfect, the

Amiga version docs not support the

PostScript printer language that has

become popular with many laser

printers. Postscript support is planned

for a future update.

Advanced Features

If WordPerfect offered only the func

tions described so far, it would still be

a strong contender—but those arc just

the warm-up. Advanced features help

WordPerfect really outdistance the

pack. There isn't room to do much

more than touch lightly in each of the

advanced areas, but even that should

give you an idea of the program's

capability.

Tables Of Contents And Indices

If you have ever been through the

painful experience of manually assem

bling a table of contents or an index

(extra credit if you did it on a type

writer), you will probably walk away

muttering the first time you see how

easy WordPerfect makes these two

most hated and feared word process

ing tasks. The process is nearly

identical for tables of contents and

indices. In addition, WordPerfect

allows you to define up to five lists

which may be used to show directo

ries of figures or graphs.

The first step in creating a table of

contents, index, or list involves mark

ing each occurrence of the word or

phrase you want to include. This may

be done as the document is written, or

on the final draft. Automating the

process with a well-construeted macro

saves a lot of time. Tables of contents

and indices may be designed on mul

tiple levels; for instance, under the

contents subheading "GOVERNMENT

REGULATIONS," you could include

separate subheadings for Safety,

Health, and so forth.

Next, you must tell WordPerfect where

to put the table of contents, index or

list, and which of several formatting

options you want to use.

ATTENTION!

PROGRAMMERS & DEVELOPERS

The GS*1000
Graphics Library

• A full featured INTERACTIVE Graphics Library

maximizing the Amiga's'™ powerful graphics capabiiiLies!

• One word commands eliminate hours and hours of

programming time!

■* A complete library at your disposal, extensively

documented and ready to use!

■* Built-in features include:

Device Independent Graphics • Multiple Coordinate

Representations • Multiple Viewports and Screens • Zoom

• Panning • Axial Scaling and Rotation • Rays •

Palettes • Undo System WGet Slate - Put Slate features

• Color Mixing • Polymarkers • Brushes • Linestyles •

Clipping* Interactive Text I/O • Debug Reporting facilities

• Copy • Area Fills • Pattern Fills • PLUS standard

features Loo extensive to list — over 90 commands in all "

PLUS A full featured Paint Program w/source to

demonstrate the power of the Interactive Library.

Programmed in C, requires 512K memory.

"Amiga is ;i registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc."

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

ON I Y Rittinghouse Software

Development Co.

5 P.O. Box 1272, Sioux Falls, SD 57101
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED.

The last step is the easiest: GENER

ATE. When you select the Generate

option from the Mark Text menu,

WordPerfect scans the document for

marked words, sorts as necessary,

formats the tables, and inserts them in

the document. It's pretty impressive—

the first time I saw the process I could

only shako my head in disbelief.

If the changes affect page numbering

or table headings, selecting Generate

again reformats a fresh, updated table

of contents and index.

Automatic Outlining

WordPerfect's outlining ability is so

intuitive, it borders on artificial intelli

gence. All you need to do is decide at

what level each outline item appears

by pressing the Tab or Indent keys;

WordPerfect numbers each item appro

priately—Roman numeral capitals (I.,

II., III.) for the first level, capital letters

(A., B., C.) for the second level,

numbers (1., 2., 3.) for the third level

and so on. Should you get part of the

way through an outline and realize

you left out an item half a page back,

no problem—WordPerfect renumbers

your outline to accommodate the new

entry.

You are not limited to the "standard"

outlining format described in the

previous paragraph. WordPerfect also

outlines in "paragraph" notation (1., a.,

i.) and legal notation (1.1, 2.1.1). If its

built-in outline formats don't suit your

needs, WordPerfect allows you to

create your own customized notation

format for up to seven levels. Best of

all, you can change notation on a

completed outline from one style to

another with just a couple of key

strokes.

(continued on page 66)
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(continued from page 63)

Multiple Columns

Multiple column format is another

area where WordPerfect simplifies

what has typically been an exercise in

frustration. You may define up to five

columns across a page. Depending on

how many columns you select,

WordPerfect suggests the individual

column margins, or you may supply

your own.

Two types of columns arc available.

"Newspaper" format is commonly

used in newsletters where text contin

ues from the bottom of one column to

the top of the next. The "parallel"

format is used for information that

must be aligned across columns. The

WordPerfect tutorial uses an example

of an address list containing names in

column I, associated addresses in

column 2, and phone numbers in

column 3 to illustrate this format.

The best thing I can say about

WordPerfect's handling of multiple

columns is that it frees you from con

centrating on the how's of formatting,

allowing you to concentrate on

writing, instead of keeping two sets of

margins straight.

The Miracle Of Automation

WordPerfect's Macro abilities offer un

precedented flexibility and power,

allowing you to automate frequently

used functions. WordPerfect's Macro

Define allows you to you easily (yes,

easily) create macros to format docu

ments, insert text, save and print docu

ments, and even call other macros. In

fact, WordPerfect macros can automate

any scries of tasks that can be exe

cuted sequentially. My personal

favorite macro, designed by Rhyder

McClure, a columnist for PC Magazine,

uses WordPerfect's math functions to

calculate and print invoices to a laser

printer! We're talking serious power

here.

We're also talking accessible power

here. WordPerfect's Macro Define

function can be compared to a "key

stroke recorder"; once activated, it

remembers every keystroke entered

(commands as well as text) until you

tell it you're through. Running the

macro simply plays the keystrokes

back.

You may name a macro using any

valid filename, though one-letter

macro names allow you to execute the

macro by simply pressing an Amiga

key and the letter—for instance,

executing a PRINT macro with Amiga-

P. You may define as many macros as

you like—WordPerfect saves them as

permanent files. Once defined, you

may use a macro in subsequent

sessions.

Lessons 16 through 20 in the

documentation's tutorial section offer

stcp-by-step examples of the power of

WordPerfect macros, guiding new

users through the creation of both

simple and complex macros. The

examples are practical as well—by the

time you get through the four lessons,

you will have created a two-keystroke

macro to save and print files, another

macro to add a closing salutation to

correspondence, and a third macro to

further automate the creation of

indices.

WordPerfect macros may repeat, chain

to other macros, and oven branch

based on what they encounter at run

time. Once a macro has been created,

though, there is no way to return to

either examine the macro for its

function (short of executing it) or edit

it. This a drawback. A Macro Editor

was such a popular feature of the MS-

DOS WordPerfect Library (a collection

of add-on utilities), that WordPerfect

Corporation recently began marketing

it separately. WordPerfect Corporation

plans to demonstrate an Amiga

version of the WordPerfect Library at

this fall's COMDEX—unfortunately,

they are not currently planning to

include the Macro Editor in the Amiga

version. Unlike document files, macro

files are not compatible across machine

systems.

Some standard Amiga key conventions

forced the programmers of Amiga

WordPerfect to make a departure from

the standard WordPerfect method of

using the ALT key to call one-letter

macros. Standard Amiga key conven

tions reserve the ALT key for over-

struck characters needed for some

foreign alphabets. Considering that

approximately half of Amiga

WordPerfect's sales to date have been

in European markets, leaving that

function intact was probably wise.

Fixing one problem created another,

though—the Amiga has key conven

tions for its "Amiga" keys, too!

Amiga-N and Amiga-M, for instance,

may be used to toggle between

screens. The designers fixed this

problem by assigning certain Amiga-

key combinations as Amiga-keys, and

others as keys as WordPerfect macros.

1 found this out when my copy of

WordPerfect stubbornly refused to let

me name a macro "Amiga-S." I

thought I had a major bug on my

hands, but that was not the case.

Keys may be assigned as standard

Amiga keys or as macros through

Screen (CTRL-F3) option 2, Ctrl/

Amiga Keys. To change an Amiga

key from "Amiga" to "Macro," click

on the window next to the letter you

want to change, enter the number "1,"

and press return. You read it here

first—it's not in the manual.

Mail Merge

WordPerfect's mail merge facility

allows you to generate hordes of "per

sonalized" form letters just like the big

boys. To perform a mail merge,

WordPerfect requires you create a

primary file, containing the document

which will have the information

inserted at sc: points, and a secondary

file containing the information to be

merged with the document.
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Like many database programs,

WordPerfect inserts fields in the

secondary file into predefined points

in the primary file. Unlike most

database programs, WordPerfect

maintains the document's format

through diverse field lengths, and

wrapping words when necessary, just

as if the document had been typed by

hand. In one merge example included

in the documentation, one field ranges

in length from two lines in one record,

to six lines in another.

The finished merge may be sent to the

editing screen for review, or directly to

the printer. Besides the codes entered

from the secondary file, you may also

configure WordPerfect to accept

keyboard input during the merge

process. You may even execute

macros during the merge.

Overall Impressions

WordPerfect Corporation did what it

set out to do—redefine the standard of

Amiga word processing. Love it or

hate it, WordPerfect will be the

standard against which all others will

be measured for years to come.

This compatibility isn't one hundred

percent; Amiga WordPerfect does not

support sorts, and its "border draw"

function is anemic compared to the

MS-DOS version's Line Draw. Amiga

WordPerfect's requesters are also a bit

more sluggish than you might expect

from a product written totally in 68000

assembly language. Finally, if you

require options specific to WordPerfect

4.2, you should know that the Amiga

version is written at level 4.1.

Even with these shortcomings, the

Amiga version essentially retains all

the power of other machines' versions,

while adding extra measures of

capability and ease of use. Overall, I

think the Amiga version comes out on

top.

Is WordPerfect for everyone? Proba

bly not. If you are contemplating a

word processor strictly for home use,

you will be happy with WordPerfect—

though it'll be a little like driving a

Maserati to the corner store. And

there's that Maserati price tag, too—

even with WordPerfect's suggested list

price of S395 discounted as heavily as

50% in some areas, most people will

have to think twice before making

such an investment.

Then again, when you buy WordPer

fect, you aren't just investing in the

product—you're investing in the

company. Their customer support is

the best in the business: a toll-free 800

number is available Monday through

Friday on an unlimited basis to all

registered users. If you find a bug,

you won't have to wait for a major

upgrade—WordPerfect Corporation is

ruthless about bugs, and not shy about

upgrading software. You can expect a

fast replacement, free of charge, with

no hassles.

For serious word processing on the

Amiga, WordPerfect is the #1 choice.

And when compared fcature-for-

feature against its competition, there is

no #2.

WordPerfect for the Amiga

Suggested list price: $395

Not Copy-Protected

WordPerfect Corporation

288 West Center Street

Orem, Utah 84057

(801) 225-5000
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M. A. Z I N G REVIEWS

The Insider and KwikStart
from Michigan Software

by Ernest P. Viveiros, Sr.

Hardware Editor

The Insider™ is a state-of-the-art RAM

expansion board for the Amiga. The

unit is mounted inside the main

Amiga™ console—hence the name

"Insider." There are both pros and

cons to any interfacing scheme, and

every system designer is certain of

only one fact: You can never please

everyone.

There are only three options available

when it comes to expanding the

available RAM in the Amiga 1000.

You can expand the original 256K

system to 512K using the Commo

dore™ 256K RAM expansion unit or a

similar expansion unit from an

independent developer. This stage of

expansion is relatively easy to accom

plish since RAM expansion boards

simply plug into the RAM expansion

port on the front of the Amiga system

console—a simple, five-minute installa

tion.

However, this is the maximum

memory (256K) that can be added by

the expansion port. 512K is very

respectable by early 1980s standards,

but, with today's relatively low-cost

RAM chips and the sophistication of

existing memory-intensive software, it

simply does not cut the icing on the

cake:—not for me anyhow.

Your second option involves the

expansion bus located on the right

side of the Amiga console. Although

Commodore does not currently use the

Amiga expansion bus, several inde

pendents offer RAM expansion units

which can take the Amiga to its

current maximum address space of 8

megabytes. There is only one disad

vantage that comes along with these

super megabyte RAM expansion units.

Simply put, they are substantially

more expensive than the Insider. The

difference in cost is justifiable, how

ever, simply because a 2, 4, or 8

megabyte RAM expansion is vastly

more complicated (and costly) to

produce.

Your final option is to hack the RAM

expansion yourself. A simple 512K

RAM expansion was presented in

Amazing Computing V2.1.

Michigan Software has put together a

combination of hardware and software

sure to please most Amiga users. The

specifications of the Insider RAM

expansion board are as follows:

1. One megabyte of expansion RAM.

2. No forced wait states.

3. Transparent refresh.

4. Only 600 ma draw from power

supply.

5. Real-time clock with 10-year lithium

battery back-up.

6. Auto-configuration under 1.2.

7. Software which includes:

a. Addmem program.

b. Memory test program.

c. Real-time clock program.

d. Ram on/off program.

A comprehensive installation manual

and a one-year warranty are also

included with the Insider RAM expan

sion unit. The warranty does not

include damage incurred during

installation. The Commodore war

ranty does not cover any damage you

cause cither. You're on your own,

but, if you follow the instructions

closely, little can go wrong.

The Insider does not fall into any of

the original RAM expansion options

described earlier. It falls somewhere

between the hack and expansion bus

options. I use the term hack simply

because the Amiga must be disas

sembled to install the Insider. The

Insider is a professionally designed,

high quality product that uses state-of-

the-art components and technology.

This advanced technology, including

the LSI RAM controller, clock module,

and PALs, allows the Insider to exist

in its current configuration and fit

easily into an area where no system

expansion was planned.

The Insider is well thought-out and

designed for installation by anyone,

even those without electronic knowl

edge. Three screw drivers are re

quired—a Phillips head, a small flat

blade, and a medium flat blade. A

pair of long needle nose pliers will

also save you a lot of aggravation.

The installation manual takes you

step-by-step through the entire

installation procedure. The manual is

excellent; nothing seems to be missing.

The folks at Michigan Software have

even provided a small box at the

beginning of each instruction, so you

can check off the steps as you com

plete them. This may seem trivial, but

it shows that much thought went into

easy installation.

The following is a general description

of how to install the Insider. (You

should know the steps involved before

you spend your hard-earned money

on a project you may not want to

complete.)
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1. Remove all cables that are

externally attached to the Amiga.

2. Remove 256K RAM expansion card

(if used).

3. Remove all hardware holding the

Amiga case closed.

4. Open the Amiga case.

5. Remove all hardware and bend all

tabs securing the RF shield to the

Amiga mother board. Remove shield.

6. Remove mounting hardware for the

disk drive and remove the cables

attached to the drive. Remove the

drive from the Amiga. (The Insider

can be installed without removing the

disk drive unit; it just takes a little

more time and patience.)

7. The MC68000 microprocessor must

now be removed from its socket. Be

very careful here because you're dead

in the water if you break it. It doesn't

cost much, but you can't get one at

Radio Shack™.

8. Plug the MC68000 microprocessor

into the socket provided on the Insider

expansion board.

9. Plug the provided MC68000

extension socket into the Amiga

mother board.

10. Plug the Insider into the extension

socket.

11. Attach four jumper wires to the

Amiga using test clips. (No soldering

is required, but you can solder if you

have the required expertise.)

CAUTION: It takes considerable force to

insert the MC68000 extension socket into

the Amiga microprocessor socket. This

pressure must be exerted again to insert

the Insider into the extension socket.

Commodore did not design the mechanical

supports for the mother board for any

internal system expansion, so there are no

support posts beneath the microprocessor

socket. Excessive flexing of the printed

wiring board can break the circuitry.

Well, that's all there is to the installa

tion. It seems complicated, but it's a

piece of cake, and the results are just

as sweet. Before you close your

system, test the RAM expansion—after

all, we've all heard of Murphy's law.

The exact steps for testing the system

depend on the version of Kickstart™

you use. Kickstart version 1.2 causes

the Insider to auto-configure if the

default switch settings are used. The

Insider has a four-position dip switch

used to set the address range of the

expansion RAM. The corresponding

address ranges for the possible switch

settings are:

Although the Insider RAM can be

installed at any usable address range,

it will most often be installed at the

auto-configuration default setting of

cOOOOO cFFFFF (since most users are

currently running the latest version of

Kickstart).

If the Insider is configured at any

address other than cOOOOO cFFFFF, or if

the Amiga is running version 1.1 of

Dipi switch

]

off

on

off

on

off

on

off

on

off

on

off

on

off

on

off

on

2

off

off

on

on

off

off

on

on

off

off

on

on

off

off

on

on

settings

3

off

off

off

off

on

on

on

on

off

off

off

off

on

on

on

on

4

off

off

off

off

off

off

off

off

on

on

on

on

on

on

on

on

Range (notes)

do no! use

do not use

2013000 2FFFFF

300000 3FFFFF

400000 4FFFFF

500000 5FFFFF

600000 6FFFFF

700000 7FFFFF

800000 8FFFFF

900000 9FFFFF

do not use

do not use

cOOOOO cFFFFF

do not use

do not use

do not use

from the CLI each time you boot the

Amiga or modify the start-up se

quence. This way it's done automati

cally.

Several other utility programs arc

provided on the disk. Insider's real

time clock is running when you

receive it, but there must be a way of

setting the clock and transferring the

time and date information to the

Amiga system software. This function

is provided by the RTclock program

which can be run from the CLI, or,

preferably, by modifying the system

start-up sequence. The program

provides a basic instruction set which

can both set and query the Insider

clock. Once the clock is set, you'll

never have to type the time or date

again.

The software also includes a memory

test program, Memtest, and the RAM

on\off software which allows the user

to turn the extra RAM on\off from the

Workbench. Not all software is

created equal. Many early programs

were not designed to run outside the

Amiga's original 512K of RAM. If you

have such a program,

a simple click on the

RAM on\off icon in

the Workbench™

allows you to run the

program without

problem.

With the Insider, 256K

systems increase

system RAM to ap

proximately 1.2 meg.,

and 512K systems peak

at 1.44 meg. These

figures will vary some

what, according to

variations in start-up

sequences.

(continued)

Kickstart, you must use the ADDMEM

utility to inform the system of the

added memory. Run the program
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I have had my Insider for over a

month, and I have not experienced

any hardware or software problems.

Is it worth it? In my opinion, it's

worth every penny.

KWIKSTART

I had just closed my Amiga after

installing the Insider RAM expansion

board when, lo and behold, the UPS™

truck delivered Michigan Software's

new, exciting Kwikstart.

Kwikstart is a ROM add-on board for

the Amiga 1000. Since some readers

may not be familiar with the term

ROM, a brief explanation is in order.

ROM is read only memory. ROM, just

like RAM (random access memory),

can be programmed. The big differ

ence is, once programmed, the infor

mation stored on ROM cannot be

changed by the user. Additionally,

unlike RAM, ROM does not require

any power to maintain the stored

information.

Information stored on ROM also

executes (runs) at a much higher

speed, because ROM memory is

directly connected to the microproces

sor bus. Intervention is not required

by hardware (disk access) or software

conversion routines. ROM memory

appears to be the ideal form of

information storage with one possible

exception: It is permanent, and no

alterations are possible.

When Commodore released Ihe 1000

and its system operating software,

certain bugs existed; other problems

were uncovered during initial use.

Therefore, they decided against

committing the operating system

software to ROM upon the release of

the Amiga 1000. As with everything

else, change is inevitable. Version 1.2

of the system software has been

released by Commodore as the de facto

standard.

The ROM installed on the Kwikstart

expansion board contains version 1.2

of the Commodore Amiga system op

erating software.

Installation of Kwikstart is similar to

installation of Insider (although

Kwikstart does require more hands-on

ability). The main difference is the

removal of one component (PAL) from

the Amiga Kickstart board. Otherwise,

the installations are nearly identical.

The steps required to install the

Kwikstart ROM board into the Amiga

main console are:

1. Remove all cables connected to the

Amiga's main console.

2. Remove the 256K RAM expansion

board installed at the front of the

Amiga main console (if used).

3. Remove all hardware holding the

Amiga case together.

4. Remove the RF shield.

5. Remove the daughter (Kickstart)

board from the Amiga mother board.

6. Remove (unsolder) the PAL at

location 6J on the Amiga daughter

board.

7. Solder the provided socket into

place at location 6J on the daughter

board.

8. Assemble the new PAL into the

socket on the daughter board.

9. Re-install the daughter board onto

the Amiga mother board.

10. Remove the disk drive. (Note: The

Kwikstart board can be installed without

removing the disk drive; it just takes more

time.)

11. Remove the MC68000 micropro

cessor from its socket.

12. Install the MC68000 micro

processor into the socket on the

Kwikstart board.

13. Press the Kwikstart board into the

microprocessor socket.

14. Re-mount the disk drive.

15. Solder the two wires attached to

the Kwikstart board to the Amiga

mother board.

Before closing up the Amiga, test the

installation.

Kwikstart is shipped from the factory

configured to power-up under the

Kickstart™ 1.2 ROM version. In that

case, you are almost immediately

greeted by the INSERT WORKBENCH

screen. If you want the Amiga to

power up normally under the disk-

based version of Kickstart, you must

switch a jumper on the Kwikstart

board. The jumper is a simple press-

on type device—no soldering required.

Why would anyone want the Amiga

to request the disk-based version? The

answer is complicated, but simple.

When a system manufacturer comes

out with a new product, he issues

guidelines to hardware and software

developers. These guidelines provide

a path for both hardware and software

to be upwardly compatible with future

versions of the system software.

Compatibility becomes an issue

because these guidelines may not

always be followed.

Many Amiga software packages do not

run, or are hampered by bugs when

run under Kickstart 1.2. Most current

Amiga users are likely to own at least

one of these packages, so Michigan

Software had the forethought to offer

the ROM/DISK Kickstart option. The

goodies do not end here.
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To make the Kwikstart board as

flexible as possible, Michigan Software

also offers a way to switch, mid

stream, between the disk-based and

ROM-based Kickstart. A brief example

is the simplest

way to explain

this option. Let's

assume the

Kwikstart ROM

board is config

ured so the

Amiga powers

up under the

ROM version of

Kickstart.

It took me ten minutes to unsolder the

PAL and solder in the socket, but I

have pretty good equipment and more

years of experience than I care to

admit. If you are a complete novice, I

Cut leads flush

to board

■ ": ■ ■■;::: ■■-:":: :;: ..

PAL Cut

OCkickstart board location 6J wSvVO

Approximately

two seconds after

the power has

been turned on,

you see the

INSERT WORK

BENCH screen; that's pretty fast when

compared to the disk-based version. If

you reboot the system by pressing the

Control Amiga/Amiga keys for less

than three seconds, you again see the

INSERT WORKBENCH screen.

However, if you do a system reboot

by pressing Control Amiga/Amiga for

more than three seconds, you see the

Insert Kickstart greeting. This same

sequence of events also holds true for

a Kwikstart board configured to bring

the Amiga up under the normal

Kickstart environment. In effect, you

can toggle between the ROM and disk-

based Kickstart.

To install Kwikstart, you must remove

a PAL device from a printed wiring

board and solder a socket onto the

board. Removing the old PAL is quite

difficult, but soldering the socket is

relatively easy. Be careful, though.

Removing anything from a printed

wiring board involves a certain

amount of risk, even for someone with

experience. Michigan Software's

concern is evident in the installation

manual—several pages are devoted to

removing the required PAL device.

FIGURE 1

have only four words of advice for

you: Do not do it. Instead, get help

from a friend who has experience

removing components from printed

wiring boards or pay a professional to

do it for you. I'm not trying to scare

you off; it's really a simple job, but

why take a chance? The Kwikstart

board is worth what you may have to

pay to have the PAL removed.

You have one other option available,

although I am somewhat hesitant to

recommend it because it will probably

void Michigan Software's warranty.

Using a fine-pointed pair of diagonal

wire cutters, cut through all leads of

the PAL at location 6J on the

Kwikstart board. Trim the leads as

close as possible to the Kickstart

board, but be careful not to cut into

the traces or pads on the Kickstart

board (see Figure 1).

Next, prepare the new PAL for mount

ing, using the following alternate

method. The leads on all integrated

circuits are shipped from the manufac

turer bent at a slight angle from the

body of the IC. These leads must be

made parallel to the IC's body prior

to installation onto the board (see

Figure 2). That relatively easy task

can be accomplished by using either

the instructions provided in the

installation manual or by individually

forming each lead. Next, the leads

must be formed at a 90-degree angle

to the main IC body (see Figure 3).

The leads must also be trimmed to the

approximate dimensions shown.

This alternate assembly method

requires that the leads on the new

PAL and the termination points to

which it is to be soldered both be pro-

tinned prior to soldering. Tinning is

simply the application of a fine coating

of solder to a terminating lead or wire.

When you tin the pads at location 6J,

try to produce solder joints which are

smooth, flat, and approximately the

same height above the printed wiring

board surface.

The new PAL can now be directly

soldered into place. Orient the PAL to

the proper position and place it

directly onto the solder pads at

location 6J. Visually verify that all the

component leads are making full

contact with their terminating points.

(continued)
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You may have to reform some of the

leads to get proper alignment. Once

you are sure of the alignment, solder

the four corner leads of the PAL to the

board to hold the device in position.

If you have tinned both the PAL and

the board properly, no additional

solder is required; simply reheat the

existing solder so it melts and flows

together. Solder the remaining leads

to the board.

What do you get

for your money by

installing

Kwikstart?

The combined installation is approved

by Michigan Software. In fact, it was

originally part of the design concept

for the two units. Michigan Software

has added the necessary instructions

for dual installation to the manuals

shipped with current Insider and

Kwikstart. If you have already

purchased the Insider or Kwikstart,

your manual may not include the new

instructions. In that case, note the

following steps:

Tin leads

1. Increased system

performance—an

almost instantane

ous Workbench

Screen.

2. System flexibil

ity—the disk-based

versions of Kick-

start can be called

up. This could be

an invaluable com

modity if a higher

revision Kickstart

or other system

operating software becomes available

in the future.

3. Approximately 256K of additional

memory is available when the ROM

based Kickstart is used.

4. The satisfaction of knowing that you

have not spent your hard-earned

dollars fruitlessly on an antiquated

system (The Amiga 500 and 2000 both

have Kickstart installed in ROM.).

Dual Installation

The Insider RAM expansion board and

Kwikstart ROM board by Michigan

Software are completely compatible

and can be simultaneously installed

into the Amiga system console.

PAL Tin leads

ckstart board locatio"n 6J V\vv
\ \ \ \\\\N

FIGURE 3

The combined installation should

begin with installation of Kwikstart.

The Kwikstart board should be

installed directly into the MC68000

socket on the Amiga mother board per

Michigan Software's instructions as

outlined in this article. Do not use the

extension socket provided with the

Insider installation kit to install the

Kwikstart ROM board. The extension

socket can cause mechanical fit

problems with the RF shield after the

combined installation is complete and

the Amiga is reassembled. Why, you

ask? Early Insider expansion boards

had the clock module mounted in a

socket. When this extra height is

added, only a marginal fit exists (by

my calculations anyway—since my

Insider has the clock module mounted

directly onto the board, I cannot be

sure).

After installing the Kwikstart ROM

board, test it thoroughly before install

ing the Insider. Unfortunately, testing

Kwikstart requires partial reassembly

of the Amiga, but it's essential for

troubleshooting the installation. The

installation manual describes the

testing procedure.

Once you arc sure the Kwikstart board

is functioning properly, you can install

the Insider expansion board. Begin by

following the instructions for disas

sembling the Amiga to the point

where it is safe to work on—be sure

the power cord is removed.

Remove the MC68000 microprocessor

installed on the Kwikstart ROM

expansion board; again, follow all

prescribed precautions. The remainder

of the installation is relatively easy.

Press the Insider into the socket on the

Kwikstart ROM board by alternately

applying pressure to each end of the

microprocessor socket mounted on the

Insider until the pins are fully seated

into the Kwikstart board. If you have

not already done so, mount the micro

processor ir.to the socket on the

Insider and attach the required wires

to both the Kickstart and Amiga

mother boards. Don't forget to install

the jumper which ties together the

Kickstart and the mother boards.

The installation is complete! Test the

combined expansion boards before

closing up the Amiga ... and wipe the

perspiration from your brow.

The old adage—you can't have your

cake and eat it too—doesn't apply

when it comes the Insider and

Kwikstart expansion boards. You

don't have to choose between them—

you can have both.

•AC-
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D
byJon Bryan

Translate the RKM DumpRPort example

from C into Multi-Forth

This month, I have several useful additions to your Multi-

Forth toolbox. A member of the Forth forum on Compu

Serve was having difficulty with the DumpRPort example

that begins on page 423 of the ROM Kernel Manual: Libraries

and Devices. This problem struck me as an excellent exer

cise, so I translated the C source into Multi-Forth.

Aside from providing a good example of a straight C-to-

Forth translation, the program also includes the definition of

the IntuitionBase structure and examples of the procedures

for opening libraries and using the printer device.

DumpRPort is essentially equivalent to the GraphicDump

utility in the Workbench System drawer. After a delay of a

few seconds to allow you to arrange the display to your

liking, DumpRPort dumps the screen to the printer.

The first thing you'll see in the example is the phrase

"SYMTABLE DEFINITIONS." Creative Solutions' conven

tionally places structure definitions (symbols) in the

Symtable vocabulary. If you are unfamiliar with the

concept, a vocabulary in Forth is a mechanism for structur

ing the dictionary similarly to the subdirectories on a floppy

or hard disk. The vocab mechanism allows words with the

same spellings to have different meanings, depending on the

context. It also subdivides the words in the dictionary into

groups according to their function, as this case indicates.

SYMTABLE DEFINITIONS links new words into the

Symtable vocabulary.

The data structures needed to dump the screen are then

defined. Structures located in other files are compiled if

they aren't yet in the dictionary. Each C include file has a

counterpart in Multi-Forth (translated by yours truly). Each

file begins with a null definition which is used as a flag.

For instance, the word EXEC_TYPES_F indicates that the

types.f file in the Exec subdirectory has already been

compiled. After the exec/types.f, intuition/intuition.f, and

dcviccs/printcr.f files are compiled, we arrive at the

definition of the IntuitionBaso structure.

IntuitionBase provides access to certain information which is

not available anywhere else. In this case, it is used to

retrieve the address of the frontmost screen. It also contains

pointers to the currently active Window and Screen, the X

and Y coordinates of the mouse, and other pieces of infor

mation which can be extremely useful.

The IntuitionBase structure defined in this example program

is actually a subset of the complete IntuitionBase area. If

you want to extend the structure, you are directed to the

intuitionbase.h file in the C includes. Be warned, however,

that the structure will change from one release of the

operating system to the next. This structure contains much

potentially useful information (including the pointer to the

Preferences structure), but the information may not be in the

same location when AmigaDOS 1.3 is released. Polite ways

to use or change those sorts of things are available to make

your operating system much happier.

The "printerlO" structure is a multiform (called a union in

C) which is as large as its largest member. After it is

defined, you'll notice that we switch back to the Forth

vocabulary and make DECIMAL our current base. You will

also note definitions for the Exec calls OpenLibrary and

CloseLibrary, and translations of the C procedures

"CreatcExtIO" and "DeleteExtlO."

The source for the C functions is included in Appendix B of

RKM: Exec. A number of other C "macros" are included in

the Exec manual might be worth translating. You should

read through at least Appendix B to familiarize yourself

with these others.

Three string constants for the calls are available to open the

intuition library, printer port, and printer device. For

instance, the "OpenLibrary" call gets the pointer to the base

of Intuition. The zero-terminated string "intuition.library"

then must be passed to the pointer. The string is compiled

into the dictionary with the required null at the end using

(continued)
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the Forth word "0." This action parses the string (delimited

by a closing quote symbol), lays it down in memory, and

returns a pointer to the first character in the string. That

pointer has simply been turned into a constant.

The latest revision of Multi-Forth includes several enhance

ments and bug fixes. Notable additions include the "global"

variables. Globals have quite a bit in common with "local"

variables. For example, they are self-fetching, values are

stored in them using the word TO, and ADDR.OF is used to

get a pointer to them. The hybrid behavior of the globals

puts them somewhere between standard Forth variables and

constants. That behavior can come in handy at times, as in

this example, where I use the globals to hold the pointers to

IntuitionBase, the printer message port, and the printer

lORcquest. The behavior is appropriate with this type of

pointer, since, once established, they won't change. You

might think of them as run-time constants.

The definition of DumpRPort is unusual (for Forth) because

it expects eleven items on the stack. Don't misunderstand.

There's nothing wrong with passing so many parameters on

the stack; it's more a matter personal style. I usually try to

avoid passing more than three or four parameters to a word

because it is much loss confusing. The stack manipulations

for more items can become very convoluted. Since we're

doing a translation of a C program, though, we're stuck

with someone else's decisions.

Translating the C version of DumpRPort to Forth using the

same order for the arguments presents a problem. We must

use the IORequest pointer, and it's deeply buried under ten

other items. I hated the idea of doing an "11 ROLL" to get

the IORoquost pointer up to the top of the stack where it

could be manipulated, so 1 changed the definition to expect

the IORequest pointer on top. This alteration seemed

appropriate in this case. If we preserve the temporal order

of the C example, the lORcquest is the last argument

retrieved before the call is made to DumpRPort. If you

prefer to keep the order consistent with the C function,

you'll also want to change the order of "SetupDRP' and

"OpenPrinter" in the DumpScrecn word.

"CctlntuiBase" obtains the pointer to IntuitionBase. The

OpcnLibrary call returns the address of the Intuition library

if possible. If the library can't be opened, an error is

generated. Once the library is open, the IntuitionBase

structure provides the offsets to the necessary information.

The IntuitionBase structure is never actually used to create a

data structure. Its only real function is to provide the

offsets into the Intuition library after the library has been

opened, since the IntuitionBase structure already exists. It is

interesting to note that calls to Intuition functions jump

through 68000 jump instructions, located at negative offsets

from IntuitionBase.

Ten of the eleven parameters expected by DumpRPort are

placed on the stack by the word SctupDRP. The address of

the Screen structure, associated with the screen currently in

front, obtains the address of that screen's ViewPort. The

two pointers then get all the parameters needed by

DumpRPort and place them on the stack.

"CleanUp" returns the "printerRcqucst" and "printorPort"

memory to the system and closes the Intuition library once

wo have finished. Well-behaved applications should not

drain any free memory from the system (a rule often

violated by early Amiga software).

The printer device must be opened before the screen dump

can be sent to it. Likewise, the device must bo closed after

the dump is complete. In the definition for "OpenPrinter,"

you may notice that the address of tho printer message port

is saved in the global variable pr.nterPort, and the printer 1/

O request pointer is saved in the global printcrRcquest. If

OpcnDcvico is unsuccessful, the screen cannot be dumped

and an error is generated. The error informs the user that

the attempt to open the printer device failed.

CleanUp returns tho unused printerRequest and printcrPort

structures to the heap and closes the Intuition library.

CloscPrintcr simply passes the printer I/O request pointer to

the ClosoDovice system function.

Finally, "DumpScreen" puts everything together. A delay

of six seconds (300*20 milliseconds) gives you time to sot up

the screen. Next, the Intuition library is opened. SetupDRP

places its ten parameters on the stack, the printer is opened,

and DumpRPort sends the screen to the printer. When the

dump is complete, the printer is closed and the memory

which was temporarily allocated is returned to tho system.

That's all there is to it.

DumpRPort accomplishes precisely the same thing that the

C example does, but (as you will see, if you compare the

two) in Forth fashion. I think that the Forth version is

easier to read than the C example ... but I'm prejudiced.

Happy Forthing!

Next Installment

Do you want well-behaved sprites? My latest revision of

the sprite compiling tools, along with a change in Multi-

Forth, corrects a few of the previous version's problems.

Hardware sprites now work just as they should on a

machine with more than 512K. The earlier version places

sprites in FAST memory where they can't be displayed (I

had a 512K machine when I created the tools.). The latest

enhancement works together with a change in Multi-Forth to

automatically place the images in CHIP memory where they

belong, and return the memory to the system when your

application exits.
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\ DumpScreen

\ Thi3 is a translation of the HKH: Libraries and Devices

\ example program on pages $2^-4.27.

\ IntuitionBase is an extremely handy structure.

\ DunpRPort should be useful, and a Tew other goodies,

\ lite CreatoExtIO and DeleteExtIO, aro also Included.

\ Since the RKM example is freely distributable, so i» this.

\ I'll take credit for tho translation, though.

\ J. Bryan:8-9-87

5YMTABLE DEFINITIONS

find EXEC_TYPE5_F not

IFTRUE include exec/types.C IFEND

find INTUIT IDN_1NTU I TION_F not

IFTRUE include intuition/intuit Ion.f IFEND

find DEVICESJ>RINTER_F not

IFTRUE include devices/printer.f IFEND

\ A word of warning: There is MUCH more to IntuitionBase than

\ the members presented here. Almost all of it is forbidden:

\ if you want to know why, read the Horn Kernel Manual.

\ These are the only members "guaranteed" to stay the same across

\ revisions of the Amiga operating system.

structure IntuitionBase

Library struct: +ibl»ibNnde

View struct: +ibViewLord

ptr: -tibActiveWindou

ptr: *ibActiveScreen

ptr: +ibFirstScreen

long: -ibFlags

short: +ibM0U9eY

short: t-ibMouscX

long: +ibSeconds

long: 'ibHicros

structure.end

structure printerlO

one.of: lOStdRequest struct: + ios

or.of: IOORPReq struct: »lodrp

or.of: IOPrtCmdReg struct: *iopc ;go.on

structure.end

FORTH DEFINITIONS

DECIMAL

: OpenLlbrary I libName\version - error ) !dO !al exec? 92 :

: CloseLibrary [ library - ) !al exec 69 :

\ The C source for crnateExtlO and DeleteExtIO cin be found

\ in RKM:Exec B-9. The translations are straight forward.

: CreateExtIO < ioReplyPort\size - lORequest if successful or 0 )

LOCALSI sile ioReplyPort I

ioReplyPort

IF siie HEMFCLEAR MEMF_PUBLIC or AilocMem

dup IF ) leaves the dup' ed zero on tho stack if no memory

)

KT_MESSAGE over 'ioMessage 'mnNode 'lnType cl

size over +ioMessage +iwiLength Hj

ioReplyPort over tioMessage +ronReplyPort J

THEN

ELSE 0 < if ioReplyPort is null )

THEN ;

: DoleteExtIO ( ioExt - )

?dup IF \ "just in case the user did not check thing*

properly..."

255 over -ioMessage tmnKode •lnType c:

-1 over -ioDevice ;

-1 over tioUnit j

dup -tioMessage *mnL*ngth w? FreeMera

THEN ;

0" intuition.library" constant intuition.library

0" my.print.port" constant my.print.port

0" printer.device" constant printer.device

\ These could just as well be normal variables, but globals

\ work well here so I threw them in as an example.

global IntuiBase

global printerPort

global printerRequest

\ DurapRPort is changed from HOI and expects "request" or. top.

\ I hate having to reference the 11th lten on the stack;

: DumpRPort (rastPort\colorMap\modes\sx\sy\sw\sh\dc\dr\s\request —

error)

dup +iodrp LOCALS I reg + iodrp request I

PRD DUMPRPORT

VIDEO FONTS
by JDK Images

High Resolution Fonts (or desk top video Use with DeluxePaint

II, T*V Text, Deluxe Video and other Amiga software accessing

disk based fonts. Excellent fonts for desk top publishing. These

fonts have been individually bit mapped to virtually eliminate

jaggies and give you bold, eyecatching banners and headlines.

VIDEO FONTS contains 11 type styles; each in 3 font sizes.

30Pt. 44 pt. 7Z

$49.95 See your local dealer

PVSPublishing • 3800 Botticelli • Suite 40

Lake Oswego • OR • 97035

(503) 636-8677

Amiga is a trademark of Commordore-Amiga, Inc. DeluxePaint and

Deluxe- Video are trademarks ol Electronic Arts, Inc., TV-Text is a

trademark of Zuma Group, Inc. Video Fonts are not compatible with

Pro Video CGI, ask for CGI Font Library Set 1 & 2.

req+lodrp -tioCommand w!

req+iodrp +iodSpocial wl

req+iodrp -tiodDestRows j

reqtiodrp *iodDestCol* 1

req+iodrp 'iodsrcHeight wl

req+iodrp *iodSrcWidth w!

req+iodrp *IodSrcY w;

req+iodrp *lodSrcX w;

req+iodrp +lodHodB» !

req+iodrp tiodColorMap |

req+iodrp +iodRastPort '.

request EoIO j

GetlntulBase [ - )

intuition.library D OpenLibrary dup to IntuiBase

0- error" Intuition won't open!" i

SetupDRP ( - rastPort\colorMap\modes\sx\sy\sw\sh\dc\dr\s )

IntuiBase +ibFirstScreen 6

dup +scViewPort

LOCALS I vp screen |

screen +scRastPort \ get screen's RastPort

vp +vpColorMap t \ pointer to ColorMap

vp +vpH0des vt \ nodes variable

\ x and y offsets into rastport

screen +scWidth vt \ source size

screen tscHeight ug \ source size

0 0 \ dest size 0 because of Special

SPECIAL_FULLCOLS SPECIAL_ASPECT or :\print maxwldth w/prop height

Cleanup [ - )

\ The RKM example passes a size to DelcteExtIO (a bug) .

\ Left over, I believe, from a much earlier version.

printerRequest DeleteExtIO

printerPort DeletePort

IntuiBase CloseLibrary ;

ClosePrinter ( - ) pr.interRequo»t CloseDevice .-

OpenPrinter I - request )

my.print.port 0 CreatePort ( — port ) dup to printerPort

printerlO CreateExtIO [ - request ) dup to printerRequest

printer.device over 0 swap 0 OpenDevlce (- request\O-successful )

IF cleanup abort" Couldn't open printer!" THEN ;

□urcpScreen ( - )

300 Delay

QstlntulBaH
SetupDRP

OpenPrinter

DumpRPort drop

ClosePrinter «p

Cleanup .- *AO'
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Modula-2 Programming

on the Amiga™

Parti

CALC: Command Line Calculator

by Steve Faiwiszewski

In the following few articles, I will present CALC, a calculator

utility, and some interesting derivations of it. CALC has 26

memory variables and various mathematical functions. All

this fits into about 24K of executable code; not bad in compari

son to the 28K, four-function calculator supplied with the

Workbench. Keyboard use alone seems quite sufficient for this

simple tool, so no gadgets, menus, or graphics are used here.

The concept for this tool was originated by Richie Bielak and

implemented as a four-function integer calculator a few years

ago in Pascal running on a PDP-11. In addition to enhancing

the original program to work with real numbers, I've also

introduced other capabilities, and ported the utility to TDI

Modula-2 and the Amiga.

How to Use CALC

Using CALC is quite simple; you can run it from the Work

bench or the CLI. From the CLI, you can open the CALC

window by typing "CALC" on the command line. With the

CALC window open, you can enter many calculations and use

the 26 temporary storage variables. To do a calculation

without opening the CALC window, type "CALC" and the

expression to be evaluated. CALC prints the result in the CLI

window and terminates. For example, typing "CALC 3*15"

causes CALC to print "45" and return to CLI.

You enter an expression to be calculated just as you would

write it. For example, "CALC5> SIN(LOC(50)*3)+SQR(345)/

3" is a valid expression. (In case you're curious, the answer is

6.28023.)

The 5 in CALC's prompt requires that a five-decimal answer

be displayed. You can change the precision of the output by

specifying "/Dn," where n is the number of decimals to be

displayed (1 through 7).

You can assign values to the variables by entering the variable

name (A through Z), an equal sign, and the expression. For

example, "CALC5> d=5A3" sets the variable d equal to 5

cubed. To examine the value of a variable, simply enter its

name. You can even use variables which have been assigned

values previously. For example, after you type "d=5A3" and

"d*2," d equals 250.

Enter "?" to display a help screen. Enter "/E" to exit the

program.

The Program

The program is written in Modula-2 and is made up of four

main modules; each module contains procedures that (more or

less) logically belong to the same group. The main modules

are described below.

The WBStart module determines whether the program was

launched from CLI or the Workbench. Before the main routine

in CALC runs, the initialization code of WDStart executes. This

code first obtains a pointer to its process record and examines

the prCLI field. If this field is null, then the program was

launched from the Workbench; otherwise, the program was

run from CLI. When the Workbench launches a program, it

sends it a "Workbench Startup Message," which the program

must receive before it does anything else. So if CALC was

launched from the Workbench, the WBStart code waits until it

receives the Workbench Startup Message. The WBStart

module also provides a procedure which replies to the

Workbench, to be done just before CALC exits.

The Interpreter module is the heart of the calculator. CALC

evaluates the input after analyzing, checking, and converting

the expression to some internal representation (which makes it

easier to evaluate). More about this module a bit later.

The InterpretcrO module contains miscellaneous routines

which could not fit into the Interpreter module, and grew too

large to be compiled with version 2.00 of the TDI compiler.

The CALC module (main module) first decides whether to

open its own window or to get the input from the command

line. If the program was run from the Workbench or from CLI

without command line input, CALC opens its own window.

This is done very simply with a call to OpenlnputOutput. All

input is obtained from, and output sent to, this new window.

At this point, the module goes into a loop, reading input from

the user and processing it appropriately until the exit com

mand is given.
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There arc two other modules, WriteReal and ReadString,

which contain substitutes for certain procedures in the support

module library. I didn't like the procedures provided by TDI,

so I rolled my own.

The Interpreter

The mechanism for evaluating expression consists of three

logical parts:

1. Lexical Analysis (also known as scanning). The expression

is broken down to its building blocks, called tokens. For

example, the expression "3*(2+4)" consists of the following

tokens: 3, multiply-operator, open-paren, 2, add-operator, 4,

closo-parcn. The procedure called nextoken returns successive

tokens.

2. Syntax Analysis (also known as parsing). An expression in

its original form is not easily evaluated by the computer.

Therefore, it must first be analyzed (as well as checked for

correctness) and converted into a format the computer can

digest. The internal format used here is a binary tree, where

each node is an operator that operates on its two leaves. For

example, "2+3" is converted to:

/ \

2 3

Each leaf can also be an operator with two leaves to operate on.

The previous example "3*(2+4)" is stored as:

/ \

3 +

/ \

2 4

Functions such as SIN, COS, and SQRT are special; they take

only one operand, so they have only one leaf. COS(45) is

stored as:

45

The procedure which builds the binary tree (GrowTree) knows

operator precedence (e.g., multiplication comes before addi

tion) and builds the tree accordingly.

3. Eva luation. The binary tree is evaluated by recursively

traversing all its nodes. The Evaluate procedure is smart; it

docs not allow invalid operations, such as dividing by zero or

finding the log of negative numbers.

(continued)

MODULA-2
the successor to Pascal

i FULL interface to ROW Kernel

Intuition. Workbench and AmigaDo

i Smart linker lor greatly 'educed

Intuition. Workbench and Amig

i Smart linker lor greatly 'educed

code size

i True natiwe code implementation

(Ndi UCSD p.Code or M-code)
i Sophisticated multi-pass compiler

allows forward references and code

optimization

i ReallnOut. LonglnOut. InOut.

Strings. Storage. Terminal
i Streams. MathLinO ana all standard

modules

i Works with single floppy 512K RAM

Supports real numbers and

transcendental functons ie sin. cos,

tan. arclan. e*p. In. log power, sqft

3d graphics and multi-tasking

demos

CODE slatemon! for assembly code

Error lister will locate and identity all

errors in source code

Single cn.iracter I O supported

No royalties or cop/ protection

Phone and network Customer

support provided

350-page manual

Pasca and Moduta>2source coda ara nearly identical Modula-2 stiouid bethought
of .is .in enhanced superset of Pascal Proiessoi Niklaus Wirth itho creator oi

P.iscaii designer] Moduli-? lo replace Pascal

Added leatures ol Modula-2 not found in Pascal

CASE has an ELSE and may contain

s li oranges

Programs may be broken up into

Modules for separate compilation

Machine level interface

Sit-wise operators

Direct port and Memory access

Absolute addressing

Interrupt structure

Dynamic sitings tn.it may be any

sae

Viulti-tasking is supported

Procedure variables

Module version control

•Programmer definable scope ol

oojaots
Open array parameters (VAF r

ARRAV OF REALS.)

Elegant type transfer functions

Ramdisk

Benchmarks (sees)

Sieve ol Eratosthenes

Float

Calc

Null program

61
67

57

48

4.9

7.2

4.8

Eiccute

4.2

86

36

Optomized

Size

1257 bytes

3944 bytes

1736 bytes

1100 bytes

MODULE Sieve;

CONST Size 8190.

TYPE FiagHange - (0 .Size],

FlagSet ■ SET OF FlagRange.

VAR Flags FlagSet.
i FlagRange.
Prime, k. Couni, Iter CARDINAL

BEGIN CSS-.SR-.SA- '1

FORIter 1 TO 10 DO

Count 0.

Flags FlagSeit), (' empty set "1

FOR i 0 TO Size DO

IF n IN Flagsi THEN

Prime » (I ' 2) ' 3: k ■ ■ Prime
WHILE k <- Si/eDO

INCL (Flags, kj.

k = k • Prime.
END

Count Count • 1

END.

END,

END.

END Sieve

MODULE Floal.

FROM M.ithLibO IMPORT sin, in. tixp.

sqrt. arctan.

VAR x.y REAL, i CARDINAL.
BEGIN rST-.SA-.SS--)

*.- 1.0.

FOR i - 1 TO 1000 DO

y sin fxJ.y - ln(X), y- expii).

y sqrt |x). y arctan (x);

a i ■ 001.

END.

■.; ■ it

MODULE calc.
VAR a.b.c. REAL, n, i CARDINAL.

BEGIN CST-.SA-.SS--1

n 5000.

a Z71B28.b-3U159 c - 1 0.

FOR i- I TO n DO

C - C'rl. C c"b. C C ii. C C b.

END.

END calc

Product History

Tne TDI Modula-2 compi e' has been running on the Pinnacle supermicro (Aug

'84). Atari ST |Aug 85) and will soon appear on the Macintosh and UNIX in the 4th

Qtr. 86

Regular Version SB9.95 Developers Version S149.95 Commercial Version S299.95

The regular veision contains all the features listed above The developers version

contains additional Amiga modules, macros and demonstration programs - a

symbol file decoder - link and load file disassemblers - a source file cross referencer

- the kermit tile transfer uMity - a Modula-2 ClI - modules for IFF and ILBM The

commercial version contains all of the Amiga module source tiles

Other Modula-2 Products

Kermit - Contains full source plus S15 connect time to CompuServe S2995

Examples - Many ot trie C programs from ROM Kernel and Intuition
translated into Modula-2. S24 95

GRID - Sophisticated mulli-key file access method with over
30 procedures to access variable length records S49 95

TDI
10410 Markison Road

Telex. 888442

SOFTWARE, INC.
Dallas, Texas 75238 ■ (214) 340-4942

CompuServe Number. 75026.1331
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Prospect Software presents:

QEDit
The most powerful Amiga Programmer's Editor.

ALL THE FEATURES

A SERIOUS PROGRAMMER DEMANDS:

Full Undo/Redo capability. Undo any rnmmnnd.

Redo undoes the Undo!

Multi-tasking, muhi-window Intuition interface.

No limitations except memory on number of files,

number of windows, or file size.

Invoke your compiler, assembler, Linker orMAKE from within QED.

Powerful pattern search.

Edit one lilt1 while s.wiiif; or compiling iinother,

Menu-driven or keyboard driven.

Horizontal scroll. Fast screen update.

Define keyboard macros, assign macros to keys

and save definitions lo disk.

Read and write any type of file.

Optional file backup.

Only $30.

Also includes WINDOVVKEY5 Mouse Eliminator. Allows you lo

manipulate windows without touching ihe mouse.

AVAILABLE NOW!!! AVAILABLE NOW!!!

1-217-373-2071

Prospect Software

P. O. Box 343

Champaign, IL 61820-0343

Also: PLATO ACCESS DISK for CDC Plato Systems.. .$30

Points of Interest

Before CALC exits, it docs three important things:

1. It calls the procedure FinishUp, which calls DestroyHeap.

DcstroyHeap frees up the memory the initialization code of the

Storage module allocated to the 20K heap.

2. If the CALC window was opened, it closes it.

3. If CALC was launched from the Workbench, it calls the

procedure RcturnToWB, which replies to the message the

Workbench sent it upon start-up. If CALC failed to reply, the

memory allocated to the message would be lost until a reboot.

When a procedure in the Interpreter module encounters an

error, it calls a general purpose error routine which is provided

through the procedure variable HandleError. The nice thing

about this arrangement is that HandleError can be several

different procedures, depending on which program imports

from the Interpreter module, yet the Interpreter doesn't have

to concern itself with these details. This is another example of

Modula-2's flexibility.

The Evaluate procedure does not always avoid invalid or out-

of-range conditions successfully. An out-of-range or invalid

condition causes a run-time error, which then causes CALC

(and often the Amiga) to crash. The TDI implementation

solves this problem: You can trap and handle run-time errors

yourself (This works properly only under version 3.00 of the

compiler.). One of the first things CALC does is point the

procedure variable ErrorProcessor (imported from AMIGAX)

to a procedure which will shut things down and exit in an

orderly fashion. When a run-time error occurs, procedure

ErrorTrapper gets called, and it closes everything down and

exits.

Compiling the Program

You should have no problems if you first compile all the

definition modules (the ".Def" files) in this order:

1. MylnOut

2. MyRealOut

3. InterpretcrO

4. Interpreter

5. WBStart

After all the definition modules are compiled, you can compile

the six ".Mod" files.

All the modules should compile cleanly using version 3.00 of

the TDI compiler. Compiled under version 3.00, CALC should

work correctly under AmigaDOS 1.1 and 1.2. If you use

version 2.00 of the compiler, you might have problems running

CALC under AmigaDOS 1.2.

A Word About Style

My prime objective in porting this program to Modula-2 was

to get it to work, not to make it look pretty. Also, I had to

make the source fit into the 60-column width restriction

imposed by typesetting requirements. Please keep that in

mind if you come across a segment of code you consider

hideous, or if you spot a blatant case of Tascal-ism' (a piece of

code, obviously written for Pascal, which doesn't take advan

tage of the more advanced features of Modula-2). I apologize

in advance.

About the Listings

I wanted to present the program already tailored to the new

Benchmark Modula-2 compiler, but I ran into some unex

pected problems (bugs) in the ported code. Therefore, the

accompanying listings are for the TDI package only. In the

future, however, I will present more and more programs for

the Benchmark package, as I find it easier and faster to use.

The accompanying listings include only some of CALC's

modules; the rest will appear next month.
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Suggested Reading

You can find out more about scanning and parsing in any good

book on compiler construction, such as Compilers: Principles,

Techniques, and Tools By Aho, Sethi & Ullman. Publisher:

Addison Wesley.

More information on binary trees and recursion can be found

in books dealing with data structures and algorithms, such as:

Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs By N. Wirth.

Publisher: Prentice-Hall.

Data Structures Using Pascal By Tencnbaum & Augenstcin.

Publisher: Prentice-Hall.

Programming in Modula-2 By N. Wirth. Publisher: Springcr-

Vcrlag.

Some Late Breaking News

The Amiga Modula-2 compiler market keeps getting more and

more interesting. Another contender joined the race: Interface

Technology has a fast, one-pass compiler which has some

interesting features (like handling run-time errors in a civilized

manner). It lists for $199. I hope to have more to say about it

next month. For more information, contact: Interface Technol

ogy, 3336 Richmond, Suite 323, Houston, Tx 77098(713)523-

8422.

...measures your stress level through innovative hardware. And golly

gosh, do we have software! From a full-featured arcade game with

sampled sound, to bar and analog graphs for your WorkBench, the

five included programs will knock your socks and dry your eyes! On

the serious side, the People Meter allows you to fully explore the realm

of stress management.

Requires an Amiga 500, 1000, or 2000 with at least 512K and

Kickstart 1.2. Available from your Amiga dealer or order direct for

$59.95 plus S3.50 shipping. CA residents please add 6.5% state tax.

Aminetics P.O. Box 982-205, Whittier CA 90608, (213) 698-6170

Amiga is a registered traitmark^of' Commodort-^jrvga, Inc.

DEFINITION MODULE MyRealOut;

(• (c) Copyright 19B6, 1987 *}

t* by Steve Faiwiszewski *)

<* •}

{* For non-comnercial, non-profit use only. *)

PROCEDURE WriteReal(r : REAL; decimal: CARDINAL);

(* r : The REAL to print *)

(* decimal : the number of digits printed after the *)

(* decimal point. ■)

END MyRealOut.

DEFINITION MODULE InterpreterO;

(c) Copyright 1986, 1987 by

Steve Faiwiszewski & Richie Bielak

For non-commercial, non-profit use only.

CONST

DEFINITION MODULE MylnOut;

PROCEDURE ReadString(VAR s: ARRAY OF CHAR);

(• Read a string of any characters, including blank *)

(• Reading is terminated when 's' is filled or EOL ')

{* is encountered. *}

END MylnOut.

maxtree

rcaxoper

nodep ■

node =

- 40;

= 40;

POINTER

RECORD

lson

val

oper

rson

TO node;

: nodep;

: REAL;

: CHAR;

: r.odep

END;

treestack : ARRAY[1..maxtree] OF nodep;

operscack : ARRAY[1..maxoper] OF nodep;

PROCEDURE WriteLine(VAR line: ARRAY OF CHAR);

(• A WriteString followed by a WriteLn ■)

PROCEDURE Trim(VAR sss: ARRAY OF CHAR);

(* Remove trailing blanks from a string *)

PROCEDURE FreeNodes(VAR t: nodep);

(* Dispose of the binary tree *)

END InterpreterO.

(continued)
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DEFINITION MODULE Interpreter;

Original concept implemented in Pascal on a PDP-11

by Richie Bielak

(CIS: 75716,352. PLink: RICHIEB).

Enhanced and adapted to work with TDI Modula-2

compiler by Steve Faiwiszewski

(CIS: 74106,425. PLink: THE INTERN).

(c) Copyright 1986, 1987 by

Steve Faiwiszewski s Richie Bielak

For non-commercial, non-profit use only.

FROM CommandLine IMPORT CLStrings;

FROM Interpreter!) IMPORT nodep;

CharSet = SET OF CHAR;

tokentype = (func,operator,number,endofline,oops)

tokenset = SET OF tokentype;

exptype = (assg,expr);

ErrorType = (MissingValueError,

MisslngOperatorError,

MissingOperandError,

MissingOpenParenError,

MissingCloseParenError,

IllegalValueForTanError,

IIlegalValueForLogError,

UlegalValueForSqrtError,

IIlegalValueForExpError,

DivideByZeroError,

GeneralError);

tstack : CARDINAL;

ostack : CARDINAL;

whatwas,

what : tokentype;

symbtable : ARRAY[0..26] OF REAL;

valdef : ARRAY[0..26] OF BOOLEAN;

HandleError : PROCEDURE (ErrorType,CARDINAL};

PROCEDURE GrowTreefVAR line: CLStrings;

VAR Linelndex: CARDINAL);

(* Build the binary tree representing the expression *)

PROCEDURE Evaluate(Root: nodep; VAR sue: BOOLEAN): REAL;

(* Evaluate the binary tree •)

PROCEDURE InitStack;

PROCEDURE FinishUp;

END Interpreter.

■AC-

NOT JUST ANOTHER DISK

MAGAZINE,

and not just another magazine. Get the best

of both worlds, AmigoTimes is a full-color

magazine containing reviews and updates on

upcoming and existing soft and hardware

products. It will also include several

programming utilities, examples, and

tutorials aimed at both begining and advanced

programmers. Each issue will be accompanied by a

3.5" micro-disk packed with the latest public

domain software, listings from the magazine,

programs written by our staff, and demo versions

of commercial software. We will cover the

Commodore Amigatni A-1000, A-500, and A-2000.

(DEALER AND ADVERTISING INQUIRIES INVITED)

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Please send me....

I—I The current issue of AmigoTimes.

□

NAME

USS7.95 CDN $9.95. (Foreign USS9.70)

6 issue subscription, half a year

USS39.00 CDN $49.00. (Foreign USS49.5O)

12 issue subscription, one year

US S66.00 CDN $8(5.00. (Foreign US$87.00)

ADDRESS,

CITY

ZIP

STATE

Send Money Order to:

AmigoTimes, Sama Software Inc.

P.O.B. 1576, Villc Sic. Catherine, Quebec

JOL 1E0, CANADA.
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LIFE PART I: The Beginning

by Gerald Hull

People Link: DRJERRY

In 1970 mathematician John Horton

Conway came up with a mathematical

recreation based upon cellular auto

mata theory he called 'The Came of

Life." It generates a special universe

of objects which exhibit complex,

unpredictable behaviors. In addition,

the objects illustrate principles being

applied today to fields as diverse as

cosmology, particle physics, and

thermodynamics.

As you will see, the Amiga is unique

among all popular microcomputers in

its ability to play Life. In the early

days of the Game, it often took

months, or even years, to uncover the

properties of certain configurations,

and to confirm or deny theories

concerning their behaviors. Today,

with the Amiga, it is possible to

achieve the same results in under a

minute.

Another von Neumann Archi

tecture

John von Neumann is usually associ

ated with the serial, stored program,

single CPU architecture found in most

of today's computers. In consequence,

HyperCubes, neural nets, and other

special parallel processing systems are

often lumped together as "non-Von

Neumann architectures."

This categorization is ironic because

von Neumann was also one of the first

to investigate the properties of a par

ticularly rich approach to parallel proc

essing. This "cellular automata theory"

studies the properties of systems

composed of arrays of processors (or

cells) representing independent finite

state automata. Although each cell

operates according to the same set of

rules, they reach their own separate

conclusions, based upon input.

Usually that input consists of the

states of the other cells in the neigh

borhood.

Von Neumann's interest was in the

"self-healing" robustness of such

systems of the multiple, independent

units of such systems, and in the

possibility of using them to demon

strate the mechanisms underlying self-

reproduction. He was able to show

that a cellular automaton consisting of

200,000 cells, each of which could be

in one of twenty-nine different states,

could reproduce itself. His proof

anticipated the DNA mechanism of

reproduction, discovered a few years

later by Watson and Crick.

Conway's Game of Life uses much

simpler automata. Its cells can be

imagined as the squares of an infinite

checkerboard. The neighborhood of

each square consists of the eight

squares immediately surrounding it.

The rules governing these cells are

deceptively simple. At any particular

time, each cell is in one of two states:

"alive" or "dead." In the next suc

ceeding generation (or "tick"), a living

cell remains alive only if it has two or

three living neighbors, and a dead cell

changes to living ("is born") only if it

has exactly three living neighbors.

So this is not a "game" in the same

sense as Chess or Marble Madness.

There are no winners or losers, nor

any special goal or payoff. The point,

rather, is to see how the repeated

application of this simple set of rules

can produce an amazing, unpredictable

universe of objects and behaviors.

For example, the following are five of

the more common Life objects.

o o o

o o o

Of the five objects, one will disappear

completely in six generations. One

will go through a four tick cycle that

results in the same pattern, but shifted

one square diagonally (so that it

"glides" across the screen).

After sixteen generations, another

pattern will settle down into a sym

metrical "still life," or unchanging

pattern. One of the objects is an

"oscillator" with a period of two: it

repetitiously cycles between two

separate configurations. Finally, one

will explode into an incredible profu

sion of different objects and debris that

won't settle down until 1,103 genera

tions have passed. Which is which?

The only way to find out is to apply

Conway's rules over and over again—

"recursive reiteration"—and to see

what happens.

(continued)
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Life on the Amiga

I don't intend to go any deeper here

into the phenomenon of the Game of

Life. There are a number of excellent

articles and books on the subject, some

of which are listed in the bibliography

accompanying this article. What I'd

like to turn to is the excellent advan

tage of exploring the Life universe

with an Amiga.

The first substantive program I wrote

in C was an implementation of Life

that I sent off to John Foust for the

AM1CUS public domain disks. He

seemed unimpressed by my Life

program. I found out why when I

learned of a package called the

"Cizmoz Productivity Set." It had a

Superlife program with a 320-by-180

cell mode that raced along at more

than four generations a second. This

represented a 300 fold improvement

over my poor version!

I knew that somehow the Amiga's

special chip set was involved, but

didn't learn the details until I joined

the PeopleLink (PLink) network. A

programmer named Scott Everndcn

had uploaded source code that showed

how to use the Amiga's blitter to

implement the Game of Life. His

algorithm was derived from a Byte

magazine article by Mark Nicmiec (see

bibliography).

Another PLink user named Alonzo

Gariepy soon uploaded a version of

the Game which galloped a 320-by-200

cell array along at seventeen genera

tions per second! It had taken

Everndon 39 blits to calculate a single

Life generation, and Gariepy did the

job in just 10! With justifiable pride,

he stated, "As of this writing, I believe

this is the fastest micro implementa

tion of Life." Alas, Gariepy did not

post his source code.

I tried to figure out Garicpy's solution

for a number of months, but I couldn't

seem to reduce the Life algorithm to

only ten btits; the best I could do was

eleven. Finally, I chanced yet another

version of the Game of Life by Tomas

Rokicki on Fred Fish Disk #31. There

it was at last—the ten blit solution.

Astonishingly, I realized that the trick

1 had overlooked would simplify my

approach by two more blits.

More by stubbornness than ingenuity,

I had done Gariepy one better. I had

a nine blit solution to the Game of

Life! In Part II of this article, I will

publish the complete source to this

nine blit version. Until then, readers

who enjoy mathematical puzzles can

see if they can figure it out on their

own. Shortly, I will describe the

features of the blitter that are relevant

to the solution.

Using the Blitter for Graphics

First, let's see why a computer

designed for special graphics capabili

ties has a fantastic talent for cellular

automata. The chart I have included

shows that Amiga versions of the

Game of Life are more than 300 times

faster than highly optimized IBM PC

programs. I am tempted to suggest

that this simply reflects the relative

worth of the two machines, but a more

detailed answer is possible.

Most Amigans know about the blitter

in connection with "bobs," or blitter

objects. Although bobs are slower and

tend to use more memory than sprites,

they can be any size and can have as

many colors as the screen. By giving

the blitter maximum flexibility for ma

nipulating bobs, its designers created a

chip with much broader powers.

The basic function of the blitter is to

move a block of data from one area of

memory to another. Let's see how this

can be used for graphics animation.

Suppose you have a game in which

you want to move a foreground object,

say a car, across a background of road

and houses (Any resemblance between

this description and material in

Chapter Six of the AMIGA HARD

WARE REFERENCE MANUAL is

hardly coincidental.).

Here's one way to do it. You start

with a screen that has just the back

ground on it (call it A) and another

with just the car (B). These screens

can consist of one to five bitplanes, but

it's simplest to think of them as one

bitplane deep. Now make make a

third stencil screen (C) with l's

everywhere the car screen has a 0, and

0's everywhere it has a non-0 value.

We can create a new screen by

logically ANDing the background

screen with the stencil screen. This

action creates a screen with a hole in it

the shape and size of the car. Next,

OR this screen with the car screen,

and voila, you have the car set against

its background. Or, symbolically:

D := A and C;

D := D or 3;

To make the car move, all you need to

do is shift both the car and car stencil

screens in the appropriate direction by

an appropriate amount, and repeat the

process. The result is a car moving

against a backdrop of road and

houses.

The Amiga blitter has the ability to

perform all these operations in a single

step, or "blit." It will work with up to

three source bitplanes (A, B, and C)

for each destination bitplane (D), and

two of the three (A and B) can be

shifted by any arbitrary amount. In

addition, the blitter can render the

destination as any logical function of

the three source bitplanes.

Operations that produce an object-on-

background, like our car-and-road

example, arc used so often that they

have acquired a special name. Here's

such a "cookie cut" blit for the above:

D := (A and C) or B;

which is logically equivalent to:

D := (A and B and C)

or (A and B and not-C)

or (A and not-B and C)

or (not-A and B and C)

or (not-A and B and not-C):
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The latter version of the formula—

something that logicians call "disjunc

tive normal form"—tells us how to

encode this particular logical function

for the blitter. A special eight-bit

value codes which of the possible

states of the three source bitplanes will

produce a pixel in the destination

bitplane. To perform our particular

cookie-cut, we use the code OxEC =

11101100.

ABC

0 1

0 0

1 1 1

1 1 0

1

1

0 1 1

0 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

compare with special hardware

designed specifically for cellular

automata? Here's an instance of the

latter.

"The Cellular Logic Image Processor

number 4 (CLIP4) ... is an array of

9216 one-bit CPUs .... When conduct

ing more complex nearest- neighbor

operations, its speed is equivalent to

over ten billion instructions per

second. This makes CLIP4 one of the

fastest computers in the world .... It

will be produced by commercial

manufacturers in 1984 at a price of

only 100 thousand dollars." (MODERN

CELLULAR AUTOMATA; see biblio

graphy.)

Cellular Automata

with Blits
The same blitter functions that

make the Amiga such a facile

manipulator of graphics also

give it a formidable capacity

for cellular automation. Many

readers will recall the task of

building a one- or two-bit

adder from simple logic

circuits. Now think of a

bitplane as a big sheet of

registers; two bitplanes give

you two-bit registers (tum

them sideways in your imagi

nation), and so forth.

Instead of logic chips, you simply use

blitter operations in the appropriate

sequence. For example, the result, in

low resolution mode, is a big sheet

containing 320 x 200 separate sums.

This is the blitter's strength for simu

lating cellular automata. It can

perform the same calculation simulta

neously on as many separate cells as

there are pixels in a bitplane, all at

DMA rates.

Thus, though the blitter is not "really"

a parallel processor (It doesn't consist

of a number of separate CPUs.), it can

be programmed so that it functions

like such a processor. How does it

iiiiiiiimiiiii-A

limiiiiiiiiiii

111111111111111100

111111111111111100

111111111111111100

111111111111111100

111111111111111100

111111111111111100

111111111111111100

oooooooooooooooo

0000000000000000

1

B

Two 16 x B

bitplanes

become 128

(16 x 8)

two-bit

registers

(in ->

profile}.

A

\

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 0

0

\

B

By comparison, it takes the Amiga

about 5 milliseconds to blit a lo-res

destination from three source

bitplanes. Counting each bitplane

separately, we get 3 * 200 * 320 * 200 =

38 million operations per second on a

computer than can be bought for

under S1000. I wonder if there are

any good games for the CLIP4?

Let's see how the Amiga blitter

enables us to calculate a generation of

the Game of Life. A low resolution,

monochromatic Amiga screen (just one

bitplane) is generated from an 8000

(320 * 200 / 8) byte block in chip

memory—each bit equals one pixel.

For Life, a value of one in that bit

represents a living cell, and zero

means a dead cell.

In order to make the calculations, you

allocate some additional bitplanes to

serve as registers for our calculations.

By using the right shifts and offsets,

you can use the display screen as

source A, the same screen shifted one

pixel to the left as source B, and now

shifted one pixel to the right as source

C.

For destination, you can use one

bitplane register to hold the first bit of

the sum, and another to hold the

carry. With repeated applications of

this procedure, you simply add up the

number of "on" pixels in the "neigh

borhood" of any given pixel. In virtue

of the blitter, the same calculation is

performed on all the pixels on the

screen at the same time.

Next, apply the Life rules to

those sums, and generate a

new bitplane in which a

pixel is on—that is, its bit is

set—if, and only if, it: (a)

was on during the previous

generation and had two

neighbors; or (b) had three

neighbors. This solution

bitplane becomes the new

display screen. The

Amiga's blitter has calcu

lated the next Life genera

tion.

The Meaning of Life

That should be enough information for

anyone who wants to figure out how

one generation can be calculated in

just nine blits. The concluding article

in the Life pair will discuss that

algorithm in detail, along with proce

dures for manipulating the Amiga

blitter to perform such tasks. Not

everyone is fascinated by mathematical

puzzles and games, though. So let me

finish with a few remarks on the

broader implications of Life.

One of the problems of cosmogony—

the scientific study of the beginning of

the universe—is explaining how the

lavish diversity of existence could arise

(continued)
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LIFE PROGRAMS ON THE AMIGA AND IBM PC

POUNDSTONECb)

HULL

POUNDSTONECb)

GEMOZ(c)

EVERNDEN

GARIEPY

ROKICKI

HULL

Cd)

MICRO

IBM PC

Amiga

IBCPC

Amiga

Amiga

Amiga

Amiga

Amiga

Amiga

LANG

BASIC

C/Asm

Asm

C?

C

c

c

C/Asm

MODE

B

B

W

W

B

W

B

W

B

ARRAY

20x38

38x38

50x80

320x180

314x187

320x200

318x198

320x200

318x198

GEN/SEC

1/15

1/2

1.1

4.3

5.3

17.2

19.8

19.9

23.2

CELL-GEN/SEC

51

800

4400

247680

311205

1100800

1246687

1273600

1460765

'IBM (a)

0.01

0.18

1.00

56.29

70.73

250.18

283.34

289.45

331.99

(a) The iwo different modes are bordered and wrap-around (or "toroidal"). With a wrap-around screen, a glider sailing off the top of the screen

appears at the bottom. The same holds true for right and left.

(b) WiEiam Poundstone's programs can be found in his book The Recursive Universe (see bibliography.).

(c) Gizmoz's SupcrLife, very useful for exploring the Life universe, allows the user to control the speed of execution.

(d) This is the current hypothetical maximum for the Amiga—a nine-blit version without the elegant, but bli[-consuming wrap-around feature.

from a simple beginning, like the Big

Bang. Was it all somehow encoded

right from the start? The Game of Life

suggests an alternative explanation. It

shows how complex and varied results

can emerge from simple beginnings

governed by simple rules.

The science of thermodynamics has

problems of its own. According to the

famous Second Law, the amount of

disorder—"entropy"—in the universe

must steadily increase. How can one

explain the emergence of structures of

ever-increasing complexity? The Game

of Life shows a way out of this

dilemma by providing a model in

which structures arc inevitable by

products of random reactions.

If you are puzzled by claims that

particles like protons and neutrons are

made up of even more fundamental

particles called quarks, you might find

a helpful analogy in the way a

peculiar arrangement of Life cells can

come together as a "glider," which

thereupon takes on a "life" of its own.

Have you ever wondered how a brain

composed of vast numbers of largely

identical neurons can be a repository

for profound and trivial thoughts of

every conceivable variety? Once you

become familiar with the odd and

intricate objects that populate the Life

universe, you will acquire a great

respect for the potential conglomera

tions of independent processing units.

What's Life? You've read the maga

zine, now play the Game! With your

Amiga computer you have an "unpar

alleled" opportunity for investigating

the curious and fascinating universe of

the Game of Life. Happy exploring!

A Brief Bibliography for the Game of Life

P.W. Atkins, The Second law, Chapter 9.

Scientific American Books, 1984.

A very accessible discussion of the light shed

upon the mysteries of thermodynamics by

the Game of Life.

Arthur W. Burks, ed.. Essays On Cellular

Automata. University of Illinois Press, 1970.

Not for the faint of heart or weak of mind;

don't look at me, I haven't read it!

Martin Gardner, Wheels, Life And Other

Mathematical Amusements, Chapters 20-22.

W.I 1. Freeman and Company, 1983.

This work, by Scientific American's legendary

Mathematical Games columnist, includes the

articles that first introduced the Game to the

public at large.

Mark D. Niemac, "Life's Algorithms."

Byte, January 1979.

A nice survey of different algorithms for the

Game of Life and some of its more common

variations.

Kendall Preston, Jr., and Michael J.B. Duff,

Modern Cellular Automata. Plenum Press,

1984.

If you really want to fry your brain with the

mathematics of cellular automata theory and

some of its practical applications, you might

check this one out.

William Poundstone, The Recursive Universe.

William Morrow and Company, 1985.

This is perhaps the best general introduction

to the Life universe in all its glorious detail.

The Game's significance, not just for

thermodynamics and cosmology, but also for

particle physics and the ongoing search for a

Grand Unified Theory (GUT) is outlined.

•AC-
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AmigaNotes
Music on the New Amigas

As I write this (mid-October), the

Amiga 500 has been selling for some

time and the 2000 is just becoming

consistently available in computer

stores. With this in mind, it might be

worthwhile to take a look at making

music with the new machines. As you

might expect from the level of com

patibility between the new entries and

the 1000, there are only two significant

differences at this time.

The New Anti-Aliasing Filter
Many people aren't aware that the

output filter on the new machines can

be bypassed. This filter, which is

always active on the 1000, has a corner

frequency of about 4 KHz and a cutoff

slope of perhaps 40 db per octave. In

audiophile terms (where frequency

response is normally quoted at the 3

db points), the Amiga has a top end of

considerably less than 5 KHz. Even if

you stretch to the limit, 7 KHz would

have to be the maximum. Anyone

who knows audio will readily admit

that this limitation doesn't do much

for sound quality: It's akin to turning

your amplifier's treble control all the

way down.

A few hardware hacks opened their

machines and bypassed this filter, but

most of us just lived with it. With the

500 and 2000, however, this change is

no longer necessary. Commodore has

added control circuitry that allows the

filter to be bypassed, by software!

by Rick Rae

CIS# 76703,4253

Whenever new circuitry is added to an

upward-compatible system, there's

always the question of where to put it.

Commodore found a tidy solution:

The control line for the Power LED

also switches the filter. This duality

means the system comes up with a

bright Power indicator and the filter

enabled. Turn on bit PA1 of CIA A

(the same 8250 whose other port

drives the parallel interface), and the

Power indicator goes to half intensity

as the filter opens up. Not only does

this scheme avoid any incompatibility

problems, it even indicates the state of

the filter.

(A note of caution: I am told that the

new circuitry is included in the "Fat

Agnes" custom chip. If this is the case,

the German version of the 2000 doesn't

have the switchable filter.)

It would be fairly simple to cobble up

a small program to toggle this bit, but

if you're not a programmer, don't

despair; it's already been done for you.

Gregg Tavares [70275,627] has written

a program called FILT, which is

available from CompuServe's

AmigaForum under the name

DL15:FILT.ARC. This is a handy little

mouse-driven utility with its own

window—handy, since you can lay

FILT's small window over your Pro

MIDI or DMCS or whatever screen,

and have instant access to the controls

without flipping screens.

Don't expect elimination of the filter to

make your Amiga sound like a S10,000

dedicated sampler. For one thing,

we're still limited by the 8 bit S/N

ratio; for another, bypassing the filter

means aliasing can occur on the

output, resulting in all sorts of buzzes

and whines and tweety birds if you're

playing back a sample with lots of

high frequency information. Still, it's

a step in the right direction and opens

up some new possibilities. If you

have a 500 or 2000, grab a copy of

FILT and play with it.

Problems with MIDI Interfaces
Barry Massoni [73260,1413] brought

this problem to my attention. His

MIDI interface would not run on his

Amiga 500. I knew the gender of the

serial port had been changed to match

the IBM PC, but Barry already had a

gender bender, so that wasn't his

problem. Through Barry's research

and the help of others on the forum, it

soon became obvious that owners of

the new machines have a problem.

The original 1000 serial port provided

+/- 12 and +/- 5 volts, with the latter

pair normally used to power MIDI

interfaces. With the new models,

Commodore not only switched the

gender of the DB25 connector, but

they also disconnected the 5-volt

supply pins.

So the problem involves figuring how

to provide the +/- 5 volts to the MIDI

interface. One approach uses an

external power supply, but most small

calculator-type adapters only provide

one voltage at a time; dual supplies

are a bit scarce and more expensive.

Barry did some calling around and

thinking, and came up with a reason

able alternative: Regulate the 12 volt

(continued)
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lines down to 5 volts and drive the

MIDI interface with that. (See Barry's

instructions on page 109.) The original

instructions are available from the

AmigaForum as DL15:MIDIAD.TXT.

Although it was designed specifically

for the Mimetics unit, it should work

with any MIDI interface which doesn't

draw too much current. 1 haven't

tried it, but Barry says his solution

works quite well.

Another approach saves you some

money if you have a 2000. Jeff Arnold

of Golden Hawk Technology tells me

that the 26-pin header, located imme

diately behind the serial plug, contains

all the signals, including the five volt

lines. If you don't mind running a

ribbon cable into the 2000, you could

conceivably make up a custom cable to

connect your older MIDI interface.

If you're not a hardware hacker, there

arc other alternatives. Once ! was

aware of the problem, I called various

interface manufacturers to find out

what options are available. Here's

what I found:

ECE R&D CORPORATION

Chuck Sanders informed me that ECE

is finalizing a new MIDI interface

called the "MIDI 500," designed

specifically for the 500 and 2000. It

will look exactly like the current

model. The price will be the same as

the original. If you have the old

interface, you can exchange it for a

brand new unit for 525.00.

GOLDEN HAWK TECHNOLOGY

Jeff Arnold notes that Coldon Hawk is

working on a completely new MIDI

interface for the 500, but that it's a bit

too early to quote a price or talk about

upgrade policy. I'm not supposed to

divulge the details I do have, so I'll

just say it sounds like this new

product will be the typically excellent

Golden Hawk effort. They also have

some interesting plans for the 2000

which, if they pan out, could save you

quite a bit of money over buying a

new interface. I'll pass along details

as they firm up.

MIMETICS

Dave Rasmussen says the new Mimet

ics interface is already in production.

Like the 1000 version (model HMC-1),

it's built into the adapter cable. The

only physical difference is the gender

of the plug and the lack of a THRU

port. The new model, HMC-2, can be

used on a 1000 if you use the appro

priate gender bender. Price remains

the same and upgrade plans were not

finalized at press time.

J. MICHAELS COMPANY

I was unable to contact J. Michaels

Company to inquire about their

interfaces. The original phone number

has been disconnected, and I haven't

been able to track down a new one. If

anyone knows where I can contact

them or what the situation is, I'd

appreciate hearing from you.

SKYLES ELECTRIC WORKS
These folks managed to miss out on

my first MIDI interface roundup, but

they do have a 1000 unit available, so

I'll take a moment to give you a brief

overview.

The unit from Skylcs Electric Works

provides one IN port, one THRU port,

and two OUT ports. Rather than

being mounted in an enclosure, the

entire interface is built on a two-by-

three inch printed circuit board, with

strategically placed blocks of epoxy

encasing the components. The DB25

connector is mounted on one side of

the board, and the MIDI jacks are on

the other side, so it's almost like

having a built-in MIDI interface.

Unfortunately, this is not the best

approach. Not only is it impossible to

perform any sort of repair if the

interface fails, but you have to reach

around the back of the computer to

swap MIDI cables. Anyone who has

dealt with more than a minimal

system knows that quite a bit of cable

swapping goes on. This interface

makes it more difficult than need be.

The interface instructions are so

detailed that you could almost see

them as a joke. Two folded sheets

explain how you plug the interface

module into the serial port. These

instructions are prefaced with com

ments such as, "If you are concerned

about 'getting your fingers into' your

AMIGA computer, please have your

local dealer install the MIDI For

AMIGA." Plugging a device into the

serial port is getting your fingers into

your computer?!

Actually I shouldn't poke fun at this

effort, even if it might be overkill.

The instructions include annotated

photographs and in-depth instructions,

and anyone should be able to install

the interface. If you are all thumbs,

this could very well be the perfect

interface for you.

I spoke with Bob Skyles about their

new interfaces, which are already

shipping. "MIDI for Amiga 500" and

"MIDI for Amiga 2000" are similar to

the original 1000 model, except that

the module plugs into the Amiga

horizontally instead of vertically

(better for visibility). Rubber feet

support the board when the MIDI

cables arc plugged in. The two new

interfaces are identical except for the

height of 'he rubber feet, which varies

to match the machine. Retail price

remains the same. No upgrade details

were available, but Bob invites

interested owners to call for further

information.

THE AMAZING MIDI INTERFACE
What about our own interface ("Ami-

gaNotes," V2.2)? Since the 6N138 is

limited to an absolute maximum of

seven volts, there really isn't any way

to use the 12 volt lines. Probably the

best approach would be to simply

build Barry's circuit right into the box.

If you do this, you can substitute

straight wire for his 1N914 diodes.

Theoretically, the 6N138 could be
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MIDI Interface Comparison Chart

NOTES MANUFACTURER RETAIL SIZE (HxWxD) IN OUT THRU

Do-lt-Yourself As you please! 2 2 1

Serial Passthrough ECE R&D Corp. S59.95 1.75x3.25x5.25 1 1 1

Serial Passthrough Golden Hawk S79.95' 1.40x5.70x3.25" 1 2 0

Sync Output J. Michaels Co. S49.95 1.50x3.75x4.20 1 1 1

Mimetics $49.95 Cable assembly 1 1 T"

Skyles Electric S49.95 3.00x2.10x1.20" 1 2

These specifications for the 1000 models apply to the 500/2000 versions as well, except as noted:

"Retail price has not been established. "Form factor has changed. '"No THRUjack available.

replaced with a 6N139, which is good You might want to refer to the earlier

up to 18 volts. In practice, however, a article ("AmigaNotes," V2.1) for

complete redesign of the circuit would detailed information, but please ignore

be required and would probably be the original chart; some errors crept in

more trouble than it's worth. during printing.

That's going to do it for now. I'm

The New Interface Review g°ing to turn the rest of the column
Since the Skyles Electric interface over to Barry Massoni (See page 109.).

didn't make it into the first roundup, As for me ... See you next month!

I've included a new table for those of 'AC*

you shopping for a MIDI interface.

ECE Research and

Development Corporation j
1651 North Monroe Street

Tallahassee, FL 32303

904-681-0786

Golden Hawk Technology

427-3 Amherst Street Suite 1
389 Nashua. NH 03061

603-882-7198

J. Michaels Company

2232 Summit Street

Columbus, OH 43201

(Status unknown)

Mimetics, Inc.

PO Box 60238. Station A

Palo Alto. CA 94306

408-741-0117

Skyles Electric Works

231-E South Whisman Road ]
Mountain View, CA 94041 §

800-227-9998

415-965-1735

COMPUTER MART
Your Texas Amiga Source

Immediate Access to over 400 Amiga Titles.

Prices too low to print!

We stock Amiga Software and Peripherals

For A500, A1000, & A2000.

Mon. thru Fri. 10:00 AM-7:00 PM, Sat. 12:00-5:00 PM

CALL TOLL FREE

800-443-8236

CUSTOMER SERVICE

409-560-2826

Computer Mart. 105 Lynn Street. Nacogdoches, TX 75961
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Isn't it time you got the

most from your Amiga?

Now. "WBExtras" is here and is

specifically designed to enhance

operation of the Amiga by the 'New

User" as well as the "Seasoned

Programmer".

For the Amiga User . ..

Use of New Workbench Menus. "RAM Disk" and "WBExtras"

provide access to ANY Workbench Tool from the Workbench
Menu and allow "Multiple Icon Selection" without the use of the

"SHIFT Key". Also. "New Execution Modes" permit a "Single
Loading" of Workbench Tools for Multiple Task Execution. This

results m "Oplomized Memory Allocation" and "Reduced Disk

Thrashing". For FULL System Memory, WBExtras will "Politely

Retire" and RELEASE ALLOCATED MEMORY WITHOUT RE

BOOT. As a BONUS, several New Workbench Tools are

included (See Menu).

For the Amiga Programmer . . .

WSExtras includes SOURCE CODE IN "G" and "AmigaBASIC"

for Workbench Tools using a New Programming Technique

which provides "Optomized Memory Utilization", "Inter-

Program Communication", and "Disk Access Queing".

Lynn's Luna C
P. 0. Box 1308 p,,

Canon City, CO 81212

303 275-5858

Amiga & AmigaBasic TM of Commodore — Amiga, Inc.

'"Dealer Inquiries Invited"

Announcing ... ARexx

The REXX Language for the Amiga

ARcxx is a multitasking implementation of the REXX

language, an elegant high-level language designed for

macro-processing and general programming tasks. Its

clean, simple syntax makes REXX easy to learn ... an

ideal "first language." And the powerful language fea

tures will appeal to experienced programmers as well!

• Interactive, interpreted operation

• Exceptional string-handling facilities

• Built-in source-level debugger

• Built-in function library

• Supports external function libraries

• Compact code — less than 32K!

Special Low Price ... Only $49.95!

Send check or money order (plus $2.00 shipping) to:

William S. Hawes

P.O. Box 308

Maynard, MA 01754

(Massachusetts residents please include 5% sales tax)

Software Developers! Need a powerful macro language

for your Amiga product? The interface to ARexx is

easy to implement ... write for further information.

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

5 Reasons Why You're Ready For

MacroModem
1. You love telecom, but not memorization. MacroModem's user-

wriiten macro libraries and companion help screens (36 macros

per file) store log on procedures, remote system menus and

commands

2. You've always wanted 10 use the mouse after you're connected,

loo. Write macros that mimic remote system commands and menus,

tlien execute them with the mouse or keyboard.

3. You like automation, but not script languages. Our macros use

normal commands from MacroModem. remote systems, and

AmigaDOS. as well as text and control codes. A multi-windowed

MacroEditor is included. No new programming language to learn.

4. You want to do other things while downloading a file,

MacroModem is truly multi-tasking, with a XewCLI available
anytime, even during file transfers- And MacroModcm's error

checking won't stop downloads unless you tell it to.

5. Of course MacroModem includes sjandaid telecom software

features, too. Teach MacroModem what you want, and it will
remember for you.

MacroModem - the better way to do telecommunications. S69.95

Kent Engineering & Design

P.O. Box 178, Motrville. NY 13119

(315)685-8237

Conflict SecreatinnB, 3nc.

PRESENTS

AGE OF SAIL

Age of Sail is the first of Its kind in warfare simulation. Centered

around 17-19th century sail powered warships, true renditions of classic
naval battles will be roanacled.

Age ol Sail Is a multlplayer game that allows up to 40 ship captains

to play via electronic bulletin boards (BBS), direct connect modem, or us

ing one computer. Designed for play on differing computers, ASC II tiles

with Qame data can be sent to anyone, anywhere via modem.

Age of Sail faithfully recreates sailing allowing one degree turns and

speed changes of one knot. Positions a*e calculated with W bit accuracy

to ensure ship moverrent even when drifting in low velocity winds.

Grapple up to four snips, assigr boarding parties, and capture

enemy snips, direct your gun captains In loadouls for tiring shot. Give

Iham their targets anO let the broadside commence.

For 2-40 players.

Requires workbench 1.2, klckstart 1.2, and 512k.

Simulations for serious gamers.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE COMMODORE-AMIGA A-1000

COMING SOON FOR THE APPLE MACINTOSH AND THE ATARI ST.

PRICE 839.95 + J3.00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING.
CONNECTICUT RESIDENTS INCLUDE SALES TAX

ALLOW * to 6 WEEKS fOP DELIVERY.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO.

(Conflict tSecreatiuns. 3lnc.
P.O Box 272

Oakdale, CT 06370

WE SUPPORT ON-LINE GAMING VIA-

COMPUSERVE: 72375. 225 PUNK: SILVER MAC BIX- GMcLEAN

DEALER INQUIRIES ACCEPTED.
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TM

ATLAST!

Now Shipping.

To order call toll-free anytime:

Nationwide: 800-452-4445, ext. 1156

California: 800-6269541, ext. 1156

For more information, contact:

A-Squared Distributions Inc
6114 La Salle Avenue, Suite 326

Oakland, California 94611

415-339-0339



Part III

Animation for C Rookies
Double Buffered Animation Objects

by Michael Swinger

In the first two articles of this scries, I

have shown some relatively simple

ways of using bobs to do traditional

eel animation on the Amiga. The first

program illustrated the routines

necessary to display bobs. The second

program used the system animation

routines to turn the bobs into Anima

tion Objects. This last article ad

dresses the problem of double-

buffering, which is necessary for any

elaborate animation.

Double-buffering involves creating 2

BitMaps for your screen and display

ing them alternately. This operation is

a little more cumbersome, and your

programs will run more slowly

because of the time used by the

RcthinkDisplayO routine. Double-

buffering also uses more precious Chip

memory because you not only have to

use 2 BitMaps for a screen, but you

also must create a second SaveBuffcr

to save the background for the bobs in

the second BitMap.

Double-buffering has not been very

well documented by Amiga literature.

The RKM mentions what you need to

do, but the sample animation program

at the end of the chapter on graphics

does not use this information. A

double-buffered sample program based

on the RKM example is in the public

domain, but it suffers from the

"developer turgidity" that is so

frustrating to beginning programmers.

Other Commodore sample programs

have used the idea of swapping

multiple BitMaps in and out (such as

in the Dual Playfield examples). I

have borrowed a few ideas from these

programs.

The clearest and most concisely

written C code I have seen appears in

a public domain program called "3D-

Arm" by Bob Laughlin. It is on a Fish

disk and I encourage you to marvel

not only at the program, but at the

clean and logical source code. Mr.

Laughlin uses double-buffering, and,

as he says, "It is simple, but not

obvious."

For the benefit of those who are

typing these programs, I have included

the bob data in all examples. As your

programs become more elaborate and

the data becomes longer, you will

probably want to put your data in a

separate file, compile it separately

from the main program, and then link

the files later.

if you are using the gi program to

create bob data, you can strip out

much of the commented information

and use the AmigaDOS JOIN com

mand to join all your files. JOIN

involves a lot of noisy disk grinding

(especially if you have an early Amiga

with the Vegematic drives), so you

will probably want to join all the files

in RAM: and then write them to a

disk.

A typical data file would look like the

following:

#include <Exec/tvpes.h>

WORD !moge^dotal(130} = {

" data here for bob #1 "};

WORD lmage_data2C130) = {

" etc. " };

In place of the bob data at the begin

ning of your program, you would

have statements like the following:

EXTERN WORD lmage_dotal();

EXTERN WORD lmage_data2G; etc.

Be sure to write down the sizes of

your bobs; as you edit the data files. If

you do this, you don't have to search

a separate source file for the informa

tion of the buffers and VSprite

structures. You could also include the

data for the colormap in this file, as

this data is unlikely to change.

Program #3

Double Buffered

Animation Objects

/-•■ NOTE There is a close gadget

on the window to end the progra.ii,

but it must be wiped out with the

SetRast call. Just keep clicking

in the upper left corner where you

think the gadget should be.

Some of the variable names have

changed from earlier programs. We

are now uidng the Screen's RastPort

and Viewport, rather than the

Window's structures. • *•/

•include <Eunctions.h> /• For

Manx only •/

• include <intuition/intuition.h>

•include <graphics/gels.h>

struct IntuitlonBase 'Intuitionaase;

struct GfxBase "GfxBase;

struct Screen •Screenl;

struct Window "Windowl;

struct Viewport *VP1;

struct Rast Port «RP1 ;

struct AnlmOb Objl, •animKey;

struct Anirr.Comp compl, comp2;

struct Gelslnfo gelsinfo;

struct VSprite si, s2;

struct collTable Ctable;

VOID DrawitO;

(*** NOTE 1 '■•/

struct BitMap BM[2];

SHORT TOGGLE - 0;

PIANEPTR rastptr-NULL;
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WORD Image_datal[130) - (

/• Width": IS (pixels)
Height: 13 (pixels)

Depth: 5 (planes)'/

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0080,

0x0000,0x0080,0x0000,0x0080, 0x0000,

0x0080,0x0000,0x0080,0x0000, 0x0080,

0x0000,OxOOBO,0x0000,0x0080, 0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000, 0x0000,

0x0000,Oxffff,0x8000,Oxffff, 0x8000,

Oxfclf,0x8000,Oxfelf,0x6000, Oxfelf,

0x8000,Oxfclf,0x8000,Oxfelf, 0x8000,

Oxfclf,0x8000,Oxfclf,0x8000, Oxfclf,

0x8000,Oxffff,0x8000,Oxffff, OxBOOO,

Oxffff,0x8000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x03e0,0x0000,Ox03eO, 0x0000,

0x03e0,0x0000,0xO3eO,0x0000, 0x03e0,

0x0000,OxO3e0,0x0000,0x03eC,0x0000,

0x03e0,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0360,OxOOOC,0x0360,

0x0000,0x0360,0x0000,0x0360,0x0000,

0x0360,0x0000,0x0360,0x0000,0x0360,

0x0000,0x0360,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,OxOOOC,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

CxOOOO,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000

WORD ImaQe_data2[130] - f

/" Width: 18

Height: 13

Dept h: 5 */

0x0000, 0x0000,0x0000,OxOOOC,0x0000,

0x0000, 0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,OxOOOC,0x0000,

0x0000, 0x0000, 0x0000,OxOOOC,0x0000,

0x0000, Qx0000,0xffff,0x8000,0xffff,

0x8000, Oxffff,OxBOOO,Oxfc7f,0x8000,

Oxfbbf,0x8000,Oxf7df,0x8000,Oxffbf,

0x8000, 0xf£7f,0x8000,Oxfeff,0x8000,

Oxfdff,OxBOOO,Oxfbff,0x8000,OxfOOf,

0x8000,Oxffff,0x8000,Oxffff,0x8000,

Oxffff,0x8000,0x0000,0x0000, 0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000, 0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000, Oxffff,

0x8000,Oxffff,OxBOOO,0x0000, 0x0000,

0x0380,0x0000,0x0440,0x0000,0x0820,

0x0000,0x0040,0x0000,0x0080,0x0000,

CxOlOO,0x0000,0x0200,0x0000,0x0400,

CxOOOO,OxOffO,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

Oxffff,0x8000,Oxffff,0x6000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000, 0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,

0x0000,Oxffff,0x8000,Oxffff,OxBOOO

WORD

WORD

WORD

/-**

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

Sbufferl[2*13*51,

Cmaskl[2*13];

Blinel[2);

NOTE 2 **•/

Dbufferl[2'13*5],

Sbuffer2[2»13*5],

Cmask2[2*13];

Bline2[2];

Dbuffer2[2'13*5],

USHOST colormap

OxOccd,0x0685,

0x0f90,0x0eb5,

OxOccc,OxOaaa,

0x0ea9,0x0e93,

0x0c75,0x0777,

0x0fed,0x07cl,

OxOfff,0x0000

[32J -

Ox0f79,

0x0fc8,

OxOfdc,

0x0d90,

0x0556,

Ox05aO,

1;

0x0f30,0x0f9b,

OxOeef,OxOddd,

OxOfcb,OxOlba,

Ox0c87,0x0a54,

0x0069,0x09el,

0x0270,OxOfdd,

FLICKER MASTER
Master the interlace flicker of your

Amiga.
The only anti-flicker screen you'll ever need.

Improves contrast in all resolutions.
Helps reduce eye-strain.

Special neutral pigment for less color alteration.
Greatly reduces interlace flicker.

10 1 /2 in. x 13 1 /2 in. size is custom designed to fit
Amiga 1050 and 2002 / Sony KV1311 /
Magnavox RGB 80 and others. (Check size)

See your Amiga dealer NOW!

Dealers: FLICKER MASTER is available from these
fine Amiga distributors:

Southern Technologies

Micro Pace

American Software Distributors
Comp'Rehend

Distributor inquiries invited.

T.S.R. Hutchinson Co.
110W. Arrowdale

Houston, Texas 77037-3801
(713)448-6143

FLICKER MASTER, Amiga, Sony, and Magnavox
are trademarks of TS.R. Hutchinson Co.,

Commodore/Amiga Inc., Sony Corp, and Magnavox Corp.

struct VSprite vl -{

NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,

OVERLAY [ SAVEBACK,

10,20,13,2,5,O,O,sImage_datal[O],

£31inel(0],tCmaskl[0],NULL,NULL,

OxOlf,0,NULL );

struct DBufPacket Dbl

NULL,fiDbufferl[0));

■{ NULL,NULL,

struct Bob bl-1

BOSISCOMP,ssbufferl[01,fiCmaskl[0].NULL,NULL,

svl,scompl,(Dbl,NULL);

struct VSprite v2 -(

NULL,NULL,NULL, NULL,NULL, NULL,

OVERLAY I SAVEBACK,

90,50,13,2,5,0,0,slmage_data2[0],

£Bline2[O],SCmas)c2[0], NULL, NULL,

Ox01f,0,NULL );

struct DBufPacket Db2 ={ NULL,NULL,

NULL,fiDbuffer2[0)1;

struct Bob b2-|

3OBISCOMF,fiSbuffer2[0],SQnask2[0], NULL, NULL,

£v2,£ccmp2,£Db2,NULLJ;

struct NewScreen NewScreenl -(

0,0,320,200,5,1,0,

NULL, CUSTOHSCREEN | CUSTOMBITMAP,

NULL,NULL,NULL, £BM[0] );

struct NewWindow NewWindowl -(

0,0,320,200,1,0,CLOSEWINDCW,

SMART_REFRESH I ACTIVATE |

BORDERLESS | WINDOWCLOSE,

NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,0, 0, 0,

0,CUSTOMSCREEN );

main{)

I
SHORT x;

Open^Libraries 0;

Open_Screens 0;

Init_Bobs [) ;

for (x-0; x<500; ++x)

i DrawitO;

I

Cleanup!) ."

) /**■ end main •*■/

Open_Libraries ()

(

IntuitionBase - (struct

IntuitlonBase *)

OpenLibrary("intuition.library", 0);

GfxBase - (struct GfxBase ■)

OpenLibrary("graphics.library",0);

return () ;

)

(continued)
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GET THE MOST

FROM YOUR AMIGA

WD DELUXXJ'AlNT II

WITH YOUR OHH TUTOR'

« BECOME A IKUE POWER USER '

USE CUR EXCLUSIVE

Qeluxelnstructor Interface

CnarratorO included
e:= basic & advanced lessons ="

perspective -■ stencil--multicycle ~etc.

257-1 PGA BLVD. SUITE 104

PALM BEACH GAHDEHS. FLORIDA 33410

:s it mt'EMfiRi: of ccmmcdqre-amxsr, ltd.

IS II TRRIiCMHR): O.r ELECTRONIC RFIT5

Open Screens()

1

SHORT j;

/•"NOTE 3 ***/

InitBitMap{sBM[0],5,320,200);

InltBitMap(SBM[1J,5,320,200);

for (j-0; 3<5;j-+)

1 BM[0].Planes[3] - (PLANEPTR)

AllocRaster(320,200);

BM[ll.Planes[j] - (PLANEPTR)

AllocRaster(320, 200) ;

1

Screenl»OpenScreen(SNewScreenl} ;

NewWindowl.Screen-Screenl;

WIndowl=OpenWlndow(SNewWindowl);

RP1 - sScreenl->RastPort;

VP1- sScreenl->ViewPort;

»define RI VPl->RasInfo

Screenl->RastPort.Flags-DBUFFER;

LoadRGB4(VPl,tcolormap,32);

■'• NOTE 4 •**/

RPl->BItMap=6BM[0];

SetRast(sScreenl->RastPort,0};

RPl->BitMap=sBM[l];

SetRast (SScreenl->RastPort,0);

RPl->BitHap-sBM[0];

return();

Inlt_Bobs{)

Objl.NextOb-NULL;

Objl.PrevOb-NULL;

Objl.AnY-64'20;

Objl.AnX=64*10;

fflajl.YVel-O;

Objl.XVel-Oj

Objl.YAccel-0;

Objl.XAccel-0;

Objl.RlngYTrans-3'64;

Objl.RlngXTrans-2'64;

Obj1.Headcranp-4compl;

compl.Flags-RINGTRIGGER;

ccmpl.Tlraer-50;

corapl.TimeSet"10;

compl.Next comp=NULL;

compl.Prevcomp^NULL;

compl.Next Seq=s comp2;

compl.PrevSeq-Scomp2;

compi.AnlmCRoutine-NULL;

compl.YTrans-0;

compl.XTrans»D;

compl.HeadOb-fiObjl;

compl.AnlmBob-Sbl,■

comp2.Flags-RINGTRIGGER;

comp2.Tliner-50;

comp2.TimeSet=10;

comp2.Next comp=NULL;

comp2.Prevcomp=NULL;

comp2.Next Seq-S compl ;

comp2.PrevSeq=ficompl;

comp2.AnimCRoiJtlne-NULL;

comp2.YTrans-0;

comp2.XTrans-0;

comp2.HeadOb-fiObjl;

comp2.AnlmBob-Sb2;

gelsinto.nextLine - NULL;

gelsinfo.lastColor - NULL;

gelsinfo.collHandler -NULL;

Screenl->BastPort.GelsInfo -

igelsinfo;

vl.VSBob-Sbl;

v2.VSBob-ib2;

InitGelsftsl, fis2, figelsinfo);

GetGBuffers(40bjl, RP1, TRUE) ;

InitGMasks(sObjl);

InitArlmate(sanimKey);

AddAnimOb(fiObJl,tanimKey,RP1);

ret urn ();

1
Cleanup ()

I

SHORT j;

Wait <l«Windowl->

UserPort->mp_SigBit);

If (rastptr) FreeRaster

(rastptr, 320,200);

FreeGBuffers(sOb]l,RPl,TRUE);

CloseWlndow(Windowl);

CloseScreen{Scr-eenl) ;

lor (j-0; )<5; ++j)

if (BMlO).Planes[j] ) FreeRaster

(BM[0).Planes{j], 320, 200) ;

if (BM[ll.Planes[Jl) FreeRaster

{BMID.Planes[j1,320,200);

I

CloseLibrary(GfxBase);

CloseLibrary(IntuitionBase);

return ();

)

VOID Drawitf)

/•■' NOTE 5 •**/

( RPl->BitMap =SBM[TOGGLE);

RI->BltMap - iBMETOGGLEJ;

Animate(SanimKey, RP1) ;

SortGList(RP1) ;

WaitTOFO;

DrawGList(RP1.VP1)

MakeScreen(Screenl);

RethinkDisplay ();

TOGGLE *-l;

NOTE 1

These are new declarations. We are

setting up an array of 2 bitmaps, and,

as we will see later, the TOGGLE

alternates between BitMapfO] and

BitMaptl].

NOTE 2

This buffer saves the background for

the second BitMap. If you are not

using the system animation routines,

and you are using simple bobs,

remember that you will have to call

RcmBobO or RemlBobO for each of the

BitMaps in order to remove the bob

from the gel list.

NOTE 3

The order of these statements is im

portant. Several spectacular crashes

occurred when I was first running the

program, even though it would

compile. You must initialize and

allocate the bitmaps before opening

any screens or windows, since you

have already told the screen to expect

a CUSTOMBITMAP.

NOTE 4

The SctRast calls clear the screens to

whatever color you specify—in this

case, it is color 0. This is what is

wiping out the window's close gadget.

If you really want to preserve the

borders and gadgets, you can use

GIMMEZEROZERO.

NOTE 5

Since the TOGGLE has previously

been set to 0, we are writing into the

first BitMap. When we reach the end

of this function, the TOGGLE is

bitwise EORed, which sets it to 1. It

will then continue to alternate between

0 and 1 each time this function is

called.

In the Intuition Reference Manual,

Robert Mical warns us against using

RethinkDisplayO in too cavalier a

fashion ... but nothing else works.

RemakeDisplayO is an even more

potent and ominous statement that

calls MakeScrcenO for every screen. I

prefer to limit its scope and call it for

just my one screen.

•AC-
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WARNING: A New Computer Virus May Be

Hazardous To Your Amiga.

So far, Amiga public domain

software has been free of a phe

nomena common to other com

puters—a class of programs

known as 'Trojan horses" or

"viruses." When run on your

computer, these programs cause

some form of insidious damage.

The Amiga now has a virus. This

type of program is called a

"virus" because of the way it

replicates and transfers itself to

other disks, like the way a cold is

spread by shaking hands.

A European group called SCA

claims responsibility. It is yet

unknown what the virus does, but

an examination of the virus code

shows the message "Something

wonderful has happened. Your

AMIGA is alive! And, even

better, some of your disks are

infected by a VIRUS!" There

have been one or two reports of

this message being printed at

random times, but no confirmed

reports of any damage done to

disks.

[Ed note: The Amiga 2000 is most

susceptible to attack, according to

early reports. A major software

company attributes major losses to

the virus' work on the 2000. Amiga

500s and 1000s seem unaffected thus

far.)

/ N j

The virus is spread from com- / \ # x'-'~"\

puter to computer by an infected / \& * / \

Workbench boot disk. If you start / f*l ■■, \_

your Amiga with an infected disk, /

then the virus is transfered into

memory. The virus survives a

warm boot—that is, a restart of

the Amiga by the "Vulcan nerve

pinch," also known as CTRL-

Amiga-Amiga. Any Workbench

disk used to boot an infected

Amiga will "catch" the virus if

the write-protect tab is closed.

If you warm-boot with any

Workbench after your computer

has been "infected," then the

virus will be copied to that new

disk. Of course, booting with that

disk at a later time will infect the

machine again, and so on.

The virus code hides in the first

block on a disk. Normally, this

area holds the "boot block," or

the very first piece of code loaded

into the Amiga. The disk contin

ues to work as usual. You can

view the virus code with a disk

editor, such as the public domain

program "Sectorama."

There is a way to eradicate the

virus from infected disks. The

standard AmigaDOS INSTALL

== i ~ —"

a

* *

ft

* ft

tt *

* * * i
* * J

* s J
* jUi

J&SBSm ,

command rewrites a uninfected ** JUPy

boot block to disk. By running ^5^

INSTALL on all infected disks,

then turning your machine off,

you can eradicate the virus.

•AC*
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Advanced 68000 Assembler Language Programming

The Big Picture
by Warren Ring

'How do you do a goodjob of writing a program?

What do you keep in mind?"

I have always believed that assembly, on any machine, is

the best language. By definition, it is the most efficient and

fastest language. A good macro assembler, tuned with

macros the programmer is comfortable with, can be used

with as much ease and reliability as most high-level

compilers, and with initial coding nearly as fast as a high-

level language.

The element of assembly programming I like best is that you

biow exactly what you have. You can call your object code

into RAM with a debugger, look at the disassembled object

code, and match it with your source code. If necessary, you

can even step through your program one instruction at a

time.

Now, I know all your C friends are snickering, but when

integration and debug time rolls around, and they're

decorating their source code with "printf's and wondering

whether or not 00C07327 really points to a valid record,

we'll see who has the last laugh. There are times when you

have a really exotic bug, and you need to examine

disassembled code to see where the misunderstanding,

wrong language documentation, unwritten rule, or incorrect

code generation lies, regardless of the source language.

In this first article on 68000 programming, we're going to

talk about good general programming practices that apply

not only to 68000 assembler programs, but to all other

programs as well. We're going to discuss: (1) how to

effectively comment programs; and (2) how to make

assembly programs portable between machines incorporating

the same or different microprocessors. You didn't know

that assembly language programs can be portable between

different microprocessors? Boy, are you green! They can be

ported if they arc set up correctly. I'll show you how this is

done.

Before discussing 68000 assembly programming specifically,

let's talk about programming principles in general, in any

language. How do you do a good job of writing a pro

gram? What do you keep in mind? How should you

approach it? What is the big picture? I once attended a

two-day seminar put on by the Yourdon people. They had

a great answer to this question. Studies have shown that

over the life of a program, two thirds of the total effort that

goes into writing done in the maintenance phase. Therefore,

when you write a program, you should keep ease of

maintenance in mind.

Ease of maintenance. What does that mean? It means you

put in a little more effort at the beginning to save your hide

later on. It means that you assume that two years from

now, when you're called back to make a change, you can

pull it out of your drawer and dust off the source listing

without fear that essential pieces of information about the

program have been long forgotten. You also do things

uniformly. Don't use some procedures in one place and

other procedures in other places to perform the same

function. No quick-and-dirty procedures are allowed.

Exercise the self-discipline it takes to do it right the first

time, even if it means delaying introduction of the product.

Ease of maintenance also means anticipating the kinds of

changes that may be needed later on. Put some hooks in

for them, like array sizes and validity limits. My rule on

this issue states that every value that is not a zero or one

must be called out symbolically in the program and defined

in a pool of equate (define) statements. No exceptions. (I

don't always measure up on this one, but it's an ideal I

always strive for.)

Comments

Now, let's talk about comments. I've been programming for

15 years, and I've discovered one thing—most programmers

don't know much about commenting. Each time I get

involved in a new programming situation, I notice the same

mistakes. These mistakes occur because of a lack of

planning. Lack of planning occurs because of inexperience.

How do you get experience? I know, by making mistakes!

After a losing season, famed Green Bay Packers coach Vince

Lombardi once said , "Men, THIS is a FOOTBALL." Like
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Lombardi, we're also going to cover some basics. We're

going to talk about commenting in a style you may never

have seen.

Let's talk specifically about comments. Ease of maintenance

requires functional, but not physical, coupling of comments

and source statements. In other words, a comment cannot

reference a register, a cryptic variable name, or anything else

that is machine or implementation dependent. How can

that be? Comments should define functions, not machine

attributes. Look at the following example; many of you will

recognize this function. The routine converts a hex nybble

to an ASCII character for display. The comments without

the source code are:

DSP1HEX /Display 1 hex character* routine

;(Push registers)

;Strip off all but bits 3-0

;lf the value is less than 10,

; then jump to DSP1HEX1

;Add 7 to the value DSP1HEX1

;Add '0' to the value

.■Display the character

;(Pop registers)

.•Return

You must add the value of an ASCII zero to the value to

convert a 4-bit nybble to a printable character. If the value

started out between SOA and SOF, add 7 to put the value in

the range of ASCII "A" through "F," since, on an ASCII

conversion chart, there are 7 characters that reside between

"9" and "A."

The "DSP1HEX1" is a label. Notice that there are no

references to registers or variable names; there are references

only to functions. Of course, there are no variables referred

to here. If there were, I would require that they be referred

to descriptively, rather than by their cryptic variable names.

Let's assume we are programming on a 68000. The source

code and comments should look like this:

DSP 1 HEX

MOVE.L D0.-CA7)

ANDI.L #S0F.D0

CMPI.L #10,00

BMI DSP1HEX1

ADDI.L #7,D0

DSP 1 HEX1

ADDI.L #'0'.D0

JSR DisplayChar

MOVE.L (A7)+,D0

RTS

.■"Display 1 hex character" routine

;ln: <D0> bits 3-0 = the value to display

.(Push registers)

;Strip off ail but bits 3-0

;lf the value is less than 10,

; then jump to DSP1HEX1

;Add 7 to the value

;Add '0' to the value

;Display the character

.(Pop registers)

.■Return

D - Five

Associates I
19 Crosby Drive

Bedford, MA

01730-0523

(617) 275-8892

Tired of the high cost of computer repairs?

-► FLAT Labor charges

-►FREE Estimates

-►Warranty work

Also:

1764 to 512K:

Amiga 1000

* plus fins nilj ftlei isi

Commodore PC-ID

NEW: C=1902 conversion to

Authorized

Commodore

Service

Center c=

If you are programming an 8080 under CP/M, your source

code and comments should look something like this:

DSP 1 HEX .-"Display 1 hex character" routine

;ln: <A> bits 3-0 = the value to display
PUSH PSW ;(Push registers)

ANI OFH .-Strip off all but bits 3-0

CPI 10 ;lf the value is less than 10,
JM DSP1HEX1 ; then jump to DSP1HEX1

ADI 7 ;Add 7 to the value

DSP1HEX1

ADI '0' ;Add '0' to the value

CALL DSP1CHR .'Display the character
POP PSW ;(Pop registers)

RET ;Return

If you happen to be programming an M-5, then the ingram

programming would look like this:

DSP1 HEX

MZ3>22A

73/Z.DO

©000009QJ

JJSCZQ/DSP1HEX1)

D0++++++++

DSP1 HEX1

ADD'07/DO

GORETDisplayChar

MZ3<22A

RQGETRAPOPGOTO

;" Display 1 hex character" routine

;Args are passed in the usual manner

; described in 1672-820-443-2323.

;(Push registers)

;Strip off all but bits 3-0

;lf the value is less than 10,

; then jump to DSP1HEX1

;Add 7 to the value

;Add '0' to the value

^Display the character

;(Pop registers)

.■Return

These comments are descriptions of functions, as they

should be. Two years from now, when I'm looking through

the source listings for a certain location in this program, I

really won't care what registers are used. Rather, I'll care

about which function is being carried out and where.

Did you notice that each comment is actually a complete

sentence? Such construction should always be the case. The

following examples should never be used as comments:

(continued)
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No.

Is the loop done yet?

Get the next data value

Yes.

I consider the following examples acceptable:

Read the next disk record into the buffer

If the record type is invalid, then jump to GORF5

Wait here until a key is pressed

Display "Enter a value: "

If there was a read error, then jump to ERR003

Portability Between Machines

With Different Microprocessors

Did you also notice that the comments in the above ex

amples are machine independent? This structure leaves the

door to portability wide open! You can move your source

code to the new machine and go down the listing, adjusting

the assembler source statements to match the comments'

description. I have done this with great success, migrating

lino drawing routines from 8080-based CP/M machines to

6502-bascd Apple 2s.

The method used for commenting your assembler programs

can have a dramatic impact on the maintainability of your

programs. Now let's discuss portability of code between

68000 systems.

68000 Portability

We need to discuss one more aspect of portability specific to

68000 systems—the handling of system calls. Let's say

you've written the world's greatest Amiga program. Since

you know that other 68000 machines also have windows

and graphic screens, theoretically, you should be able to run

your program on any machine with a 68000 processor

without too much conversion hassle. Well, yes—if you

structure your program properly when writing it.

My rules go like this: Divide your program into three

sections: (1) machine-independent read-only (application code

and constants); (2) machine-dependent read-only (interface

code and constants); and (3) read-write (uninitialized data).

Section one, containing your application code, will probably

be the largest. System calls are not allowed in this section.

If you want to make a system call, you must place that

system call in a short subroutine in section two, and then

call that subroutine from section one. Code and data in

section one cannot be changed or written over at run-time.

Section two contains a series of short routines that make the

actual calls into the system. Their only function is to

insulate the application code in section one from making

assumptions about the system. You may find, for example,

that sending a character out to the console requires a

slightly different calling procedure on the Amiga than on a

Mac, an ST, a Sun, or an Apollo. By structuring your

program to make system calls only through section two, you

can rest assured that this section is the only area of your

program that requires modification to perform migration.

For disk files, there should ideally be only one subroutine to

open a given file, one to close it, one to read a record from

it, one to write a record into it, one to create it, one to

delete it, and, perhaps, one to append records to it.

Section three contains your scratchpad variables. This

section should contain your writable data and your stack.

When you start up your program, initialize your stack

pointer to the top of your stack +1. You should also be

careful not directly address data in this section. Rather, you

should place the location of this section in one of the

address registers (like A5), and then access the data as an

offset from this section's address. This procedure sounds a

little strange at first, but it can buy you an incredible bonus:

time-sharing. You can have multiple copies of the same

program running (such as a bulletin board), using only a

single copy of sections one and two, and a copy of section

three for each user (modem).

This arrangement means you can have a bulletin board

program with a 250K section one, a 2K section two, and a

20K section three. If you want to add another user (mo

dem), the 20K for the additional section three is the only

additional memory consumed! You can support many

modems before you run out of RAM because you are

running all users from the same copy of the object code.

There are a few small considerations, of course. For

instance, there must be a way for each section three to know

with which user (modem) he is supposed to be comm

unicating (i.e., a modem number (0..n)). There must also be

only one modem character-output routine in section two,

and you must pass the modem number to that routine along

with the character you want output. Every other routine

that interfaces with a modem must also have a modem

number passed to it as an argument.

What power! I know of no high-level language that can do

that!

In case you are wondering what kind of high-powered, real

time executive is needed to do the switching among the

different sections three, it is a surprisingly small one—about

one page. I'll show you what it does next month.

Next month, I will cover some of the actual system calls you

can use to get characters in and out of the CLI, and,

perhaps, some disk I/O calling examples.

■AC-
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Roomers
by the Bandito

A special high-resolution graphics board for the Amiga 2000?

From the cover of Newsweek to cancel

lation, in just a few months ... The

television series Max Headroom has

been cancelled, and with it go the use

of Amiga graphics on the show. A

day after the cancellation, dozens of

Amiga systems were removed from

the set. As one computer network

pundit said, "What? Couldn't they

use the Amigas on Knot's Landing?"

Commodore has extended the Amiga

1000 to 2000 trade-up offer until the

end of November. Reportedly, sales of

the 2000 are brisk, and Commodore

can't make them fast enough. Mean

while, rumors continue to surface

about problems with the 2000 as

developers test fully-tricked-out

machines, loaded with expansion

cards. Some combinations just don't

work, and there has been a lot of

finger-pointing between Commodore

and hardware developers. Sometimes

the finger points at Commodore,

sometimes at developers, sometimes

between developers.

Baseball hero Earl Weaver was inter

viewed on the ESPN sports network

recently and plugged his game from

Electronic Arts, Earl Weaver Baseball.

He pulled out a copy of the program

and told announcer Roy Firestone that

it runs on the Amiga. Thanks, Earl!

Commodore may be planning an

expansion chassis for the Amiga 500

that can accept Zorro standard cards.

Early guesses say the price will be so

high, you may as well buy an Amiga

2000. Hardware developers were quite

surprised at this revelation. By and

large, Commodore has stayed out of

the expansion hardware market.

Along with the rumor of the Commo

dore expansion box came word that

digitizer company New Tck may be

working on high-end video graphics

hardware. The first sight of it may be

at COMDEX in Las Vegas in early No

vember. Meanwhile, video digitizers

are coming out of the walls at Amiga

shows, and more are said to be on the

way from different developers.

Griffin Bacal, Commodore's advertis

ing agency, has hired director Peter

Wallach to do the Amiga 500 commer

cials. Wallach's previous credits

include a video for some song called

"Thriller."

Beta versions of the new Agnes

graphics chip with one megabyte

CHIP memory are being circulated to

key developers, according to insiders.

The latest word says the chips may be

at least three months away from

distribution.

Commodore may also be preparing a

special high-resolution graphics board

for the Amiga 2000. It will reportedly

have as many as 1024 pixels of hori

zontal resolution, and perhaps, a four-

color video mode at higher resolutions

than the Amiga currently boasts.

Some estimates say that the black-and-

white resolution may be as great at

12S0-by-800 pixels. The Workbench

software may be limited to a standard

1024 pixels wide, but custom software

could access the higher widths.

Commodore hopes to attract the

desktop publishing and computer-

aided drawing markets with this

graphics board. A monitor for these

higher resolutions would cost S300-400

for the monochrome display, and

about S1500 for color. The odds-on

bet is for the monochrome at those

resolutions. The price for such a

graphics board? About S500. Some

developers consider this area to be a

blind alley and wish Commodore

would work on the Amiga 3000

instead.

Another rumor says Commodore is

hot on promoting the Amiga in

educational markets with an emphasis

on CD ROM technology. The bearer

of this rumor says they are trying to

compete with a similar campaign

being carried out by Apple with the

Apple II GS computer. To the

Bandito, this makes a certain amount

of sense simply because it is so

crazy—after all, if Commodore has

completely ignored CD ROMs so far,

why not declare them to be the latest

and greatest thing for the Amiga?

Electronic Arts is dropping the Sierra

label from their distribution. Another

rumor says Microprose is not inter

ested in doing anymore Amiga stuff

and is shifting attention to the Atari

ST.

Rumors about the laser toaster keep

popping up. Some attendees at the

AmiExpo show saw someone walking

around with "Laser Toaster Designer"

on his show badge. A developer who

uses the Amiga to control laser light

shows confirmed that lasers can

indeed be used to toast bread. The

developer said he is thinking of using

the toast trick in a rock concert,

perhaps for a reunion concert of the

group Bread.

•AC-
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As I See It
Digi-Paint, Portal, and Videoscape 3D

by Eddie Churchill

Disclaimer The following article is a

composite affair made up of my own

opinions, some hard facts, and a

rumor or three. I am not ashamed of

my opinions. The rest you can take

for what it's worth.

Digi-Paint: When is a paint

program not a paint program?

Every once in a while, a program

comes along that I don't think about; I

just use it. What I mean is, usually in

the course of getting to know a

program, I'll say to myself "I wonder

how this works," and then proceed to

figure it out. Occasionally, though, a

program comes along that is sooo

tricky that I won't even hazard a

guess as to its inner workings. Digi-

Paint is such a program. It docs so

many unbelievable things, it's hard to

imagine how it works. The math

must be staggering! It makes my head

hurt just to think about it. So I don't.

I just use it ... and love it.

Digi-Paint does so many things, and

all so well; it's hard to know where to

start. The shading and tinting must be

seen to be believed. HAM brushes

shouldn't be possible, if you know

anything about Hold And Modify! A

pixel's color is determined by the color

of the previous pixel. So how do you

make a brush that is separate from the

main image? Don't ask. You can load

two images at once, then cut out a

section of one image to sec the other

image "behind" it. How does Digi-

Paint do that in HAM? Don't ask.

This is what I mean by headache-

inducing features. If you try to figure

out the magic, you get a headache.

If Digi-Paint has a serious flaw, it's

that it's being marketed incorrectly. It

is not a paint program, at least not in

the same sense that Deluxe Paint is a

paint program. I suppose if you are

ultra-talented, you can sit down and

paint with it. That strikes me as

overkill, and a clumsy way of accom

plishing your end. Digi-Paint is a

graphic-arts effects package. You load

a picture (either drawn with DP II or

digitized with Digi-View) and then

"finish" it with Digi-Paint. You can

even make a black and white picture

look like it was taken in color! This

area is where you really use the

program to its maximum potential.

Which is a lot, because Digi-Paint is

complicated and powerful. So don't

buy DigiPaint to use it only as a 4096-

color painting program—that would be

like buying a Cray XMP supercom

puter (a cool S4 million) to draw

pretty pictures. It can do sooo much

more.

Digi-Paint represents the second

generation of Amiga software, along

with Deluxe Paint II, VideoScapc 3D,

Word Perfect, Sonix, and Diga!. These

are products that are doing more than

anyone thought could be done on a

personal computer just four years ago.

More like them arc coming out every

week. This is an exciting time to own

an Amiga.

Portal:

When is a game not a game?

This product has been a favorite of

mine since I first saw it around last

Christmas. The problem is, it's not

selling as well as it should. I know

why. People don't know what it is.

They think it's a game. Nothing could

be further from the truth! The box

tells it like it is: "A computer novel."

That's exactly right. Portal is about as

much a game as hiking the Appala

chian Trail is a game. Most people

would think of a hike from Maine to

Georgia (if they thought of such things

at all) as a beautiful journey along a

predetermined path. That is exactly

what Portal is: a beautiful journey

along a predetermined path. You read

it like a book. You don't type any

thing (It's not a text-adventure.), you

don't kill anything (sorry, fantasy role-

playing fans), and you don't affect

anything along the way (It's not an

interactive adventure.).

So it's only a book? What's the big

deal about a book? Well, for one, this

book comes on three full 880K disks.

Over 2 and a half meg of book? A

typical novel would be about 400K.

This book creates an atmosphere of

which paper books can only dream. It

docs this by combining elements we

computer users all too often take for

granted. Elements like stereo sound,

program controlled timing, and text

from a computer that seems to be

talking to us. By doling out informa

tion at its own rate, and having

Homer (an AI computer construct

who's talking to you) talk about things

as if they were real, Portal creates a

sense of tension and realism that

you've previously had to see a movie

to experience. Not bad for "just a

book."
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A product rarely comes out that is so

original and radical that people don't

understand it. Portal is such a

program. I think Portal deserves a

second look by a lot of people. If you

love reading Science Fiction as much

as I do, you'll like Portal a lot—no

matter what you may have heard.

Videoscape 3D:

Animation for the Dedicated

One thing you must say about Aegis:

They believe in truth in advertising.

Their box for Videoscape 3D is the

most truthful thing I've seen in a long

time. Two separate items come to

mind. The first is a note on the back

of the box:

"Note: VidcoScapc 3D is a sophisti

cated script-file-based animation tool

designed for producing video effects.

It is intended for the professional or

advanced video hobbyist."

That's no lie! You know how you

learn to use most programs like this.

You slap it in the drive, boot it up,

and start playing around, right? Not

this baby. You'll be lost in 15 seconds

if you don't read the manual (Which is

written very well, by the way. It

starts out simple and builds on earlier

topics, just like instructional manuals

ought to do.).

The second bit of truth is on the side

of the box.

"Hardware Options - 1 Megabyte

RAM to create animation files."

They don't lie. If you don't have a

meg, don't bother trying to record an

animation to disk. It's a big no-go.

You may as well try to copy a stand

ard workbench disk to ram:. It won't

fit.

Not that these are faults! Far from it.

I salute Aegis for being honest enough

to tell you these things that might

limit sales upfront. If you qualify to

use VideoScape 3D, you will love it!

(If you were frustrated by the Anima

tor, with its lack of real tri-dimension-

ality, and you have at least 1 meg, you

qualify.) This package allows you to

get serious about animation. There

will be a lot of vertical market sales of

the A2000 and VideoScape 3D pack

aged together.

There arc already some spectacular

animations hitting the public domain

that have to be seen to be believed.

They are being broken into pieces for

uploading because they are so big, but

they really demonstrate what a tremen

dous graphics engine we have here. If

you get a chance, download the

ShowAnim player and any of the

videos you can find on your favorite

net or BBS. You won't be sorry. You

will probably be surprised.

EndRun

Well, that about wraps up another

edition of "As I See It." Before I fade

back into the bit-stream, however, I

must award the Public Domain

program of the month. This month's

winner isn't a single program, but the

first of a series of lifetime achievement

awards to programmers who consis

tently put up quality goodies. This

month, I salute Greg Cunningham.

His DirUtil VI or DiskMan 1.3 are

utilities that I'm willing to bet the vast

majority of Amiga users (at least those

who have access to any public domain

programs) arc using. They arc clean,

utilitarian, and simple. If you don't

have one of his utilities, your life is a

lot harder than it has to be. Thanx,

Greg. Keep up the good work.

Well, another month has slipped away,

and my time is up. Until next month,

remember: Piracy—Just Say No!

•AC

Digitized
Pictures

...created from your prints or slides for use

with IFF-compatible Amiga programs such

as DeluxePaint from Electronic Arts.

Photos will be digitized at 320 x 200 resolu

tion in color or black and white, OR at

640x400 resolution in black and white

(please specify). For best results send clear,
sharp photos.

Price: $2.20 per image, disk and shipping

included! (Minimum order 4 images.)

Send your photos with check or money

order to:

SCENICS
P.O. BOX 2106

MANASSAS.VA 22110

Karate Kid II review

(continued from page 8)

Overview

The game is very fun to play (espe

cially with two people), but docs have

a few bugs. At times, I've hit an

opponent at the right side of the

screen, and he's disappeared and

reappeared on the left side.

The graphics appear to have been

ported from another computer system,

but, for the most part, the animation is

quite well done. The little men on

the screen rub their heads when they

fall, and everything on the battle

screens moves smoothly.

The sound is good, too. Each time a

player kicks or throws a punch, he lets

out a yell or grunt. The sound really

adds a lot to the game.

This program is copy-protected, and

writes scores to the disk. I haven't

taken the write protect tab from its

"write protected" position, for fear that

the scores might ruin the diskette (I've

seen this happen with several other

games, and I didn't want to take a

chance!). Despite the minor problems

with this program, I've enjoyed

playing it. Karate Kid II isn't the

slickest game on the block, but it is

still very, very enjoyable.

•AC-
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Command Line Arguments in C

by Paul Castonguay

One advantage of the Amiga's disk resident command

system is the ease with which existing DOS commands can

be modified and new ones added. As a trivial example,

MS-DOS users who prefer to use the command name

"ERASE" rather than "DELETE" can simply change the

name of the erase program in the command directory with

this command:

Rename Workbench:c/de!ete as Workbench:c/ERASE

Creating new AmigaDOS commands is simple, too. You

just add a newly compiled program to the command

directory. This makes the program executable at any time,

just like any other AmigaDOS command, regardless of

where the current directory is or even whether or not the

Workbench disk is physically installed in a drive. The

Amiga takes care of everything, telling you to install your

system disk when it is needed.

Of course, not every program added to the command

directory should be considered a new AmigaDOS command.

An example is an arcade game like GALAXY-CRUNCH.

Why not? Well, I would not view an arcade game as a new

command because it is not a useful utility. It does not do

something we normally associate with the system commands

of a computer (The designer of GALAXY-CRUNCH, how

ever, might legitimately argue with me on that one.).

Would a calculator program like NUMBER-CRUNCH be a

valid command? Sure! A calculator that operates right in

the CLI window; I'd like that. You might enter NUMBER-

CRUNCH 345*894/TAN(43.7)+EXP(28.345) and AmigaDOS

would return ... uh ... -1059184.709 (argument of TAN in

radians). That might really help an engineering student.

And he could say he had added a NUMBER-CRUNCH

calculator command to his Amiga.

For this article, I have written a simpler program called

Roman which returns the Roman numeral of any Arabic

number you enter. Believe it or not, this command exists on

the computers made where I work (LISP programming

stations for artificial intelligence applications). That is where

I got the idea that I should add it as a new command to my

Amiga. You simply enter in the CLI window:

Roman 29

and the Amiga will return:

XXIX

But wait a minute. Typing "Roman 29" is more complicated

than simply typing the name of a program resident in the

command directory. Somehow the program must recognize

the number 29, or any other number of which I wanted to

find the Roman numeral. This is called "passing command

line arguments," and this is really the subject of this article.

Passing Command Line Arguments In C

Every time a program is executed from an AmigaDOS CLI

window, that program has an opportunity to find out:

1. How many words were entered by the user?

2. What are those words?

This information is passed to the function main() of your

program; to get this information, you must use two argu

ments. You might, in general, write:

main(x.y)

The information passed would be handed over to the

variables x and y. Well, don't forget that you have to

properly declare these variables according to some rules of

the C language.

First, let's use more informative variable names. Let's

declare our main() function of our program like this:

main(how_many, where_are_they)

I'm taking advantage of the fact that the implementation of

Lattice C on the Amiga lets me use variable names which

are 30 characters long. (This is an article about the Amiga

... isn't it?) As the name implies, the first argument receives

the number of words that have been passed to your pro

gram. If you had typed this from the CLI window,

Roman 35 42 8636
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The All New SS-20 Fixed Drive System for Amiga

500, 1000 and 2000 Computers

The Model SS-20 is fully compatible with all three

AMIGA Computers: Model 500, 1000, and 2000. It is a

3.5 inch MiniScribe Winchester drive with SCSI

interface housed in a small enclosure. The SS-20 comes

complete and ready for use: no additional hardware or

software is necessary for operation. The back of the SS-

20 chassis is fitted with a SCSI port connector so that as

many as six additional SCSI devices may be "daisy-

chained" to the SS-20. The Amiga's parallel port

provides the interface to the SS-20. An extension of the

parallel port is brought out to the rear of the SS-20

chassis for simultaneous use by other peripherals.

NEW FAST VERSION 2.4 SOFTWARE DRIVER*

The new SS-20 runs under Amiga Dos 1.2 or later. Easy to use startup utility to install the drive as a

DOS device. Diagnostic utilities Included to verify and test for correct operation of the unit. The

driver installs during startup sequence of Workbench to appear as a drive icon. The new version 2.4

Software is compatible with Amiga "Fast File System" and future releases.

To place orders or request additional information contact:

Epic Sales Inc., Garland, Texas, (214) 272-5724

Intercomputing, Inc., Grand Prairie, Texas, (214) 988-3500

*The software is licensedfrom Micro Botics Inc.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

501 Business Parkway

Richardson, TX 75081

(214) 680-8394

the system (AmigaDOS) would pass the number 4 to the

variable "how many." Did you think it would be 3? The

system passes the total number of words the user has

entered. The command Roman is itself considered a word.

And finally, since the system is passing an integer, I must

declare the variable "howjnany" as type integer;

main(how_many,where_are_they)

int howjmany;

Now your program can use the variable "how many" to

find out how many arguments were passed to your pro

gram. What you do with that information is, of course, up

to you. You could have your program respond to only one

argument if you wanted. You could have your program

issue a warning message if it received the wrong number of

arguments. How about; "Enter only one argument you

bean-brained human!" Maybe: "Hark! I perceive an over

abundance of formal parameters." Be creative!

Now, let's find out what was passed. You may have heard

that C is a language that likes pointers. Pointers are used to

find out where things are. In this case, our program knows

how many arguments have been passed, but it does not yet

know exactly what was passed. In fact, what happens to

the words entered on a CLI command line anyway? Sur

prise! They are conveniently stored in memory for you by

AmigaDOS. The location in memory where these arguments

are stored is passed to your program via the second variable

"where arethey," as a number representing their address.

An address is like a memory location number. We say that

the variable "wherearethcy" points to the character string

the user just entered in the CLI window. You don't have to

know exactly what number is. Your program can read it all

by itself by looking into the variable "where are they."

So, I must declare "where_are they" as a pointer. Yes, but

that's not all. You already know that AmigaDOS allows

you to receive more than one argument. Docs that mean

you need to declare many pointers? One for each argu

ment? Yes and no. Your program does need a separate

pointer for each argument passed, but fortunately, you do

not have to declare them individually. The system will help

you out on this one. All you have to do is declare an array

of pointers.

(continued)
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"We specialize in AMIGA and C64/128!"

Now In Stock!

Insider 1-meg board • w/ Clock-Calendar

Call For Our Low Pricing!
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SOFTWARE

3670 Delaware Ave.
Kenmore, N.Y. 14217

SUPERMARKET

(716)873-5321

An array is a collection of th-ngs which all use the same

variable name, except that each one is identified by its own

particular number, called an index number. The declaration:

int bozo (12);

This declares an array of integers bozo[0], bozofl],

bozo[2], bozo[ll]. That's 12 elements starting with 0 and

ending with 11. An array of pointers is a scries of numbers

representing addresses in the computer. They similarly use

the same variable name followed by a particular index

number. I might declare:

char *find_it(20);

This would represent 20 places where the addresses of char

acter strings could be stored. The * operator tells the

compiler that you have just declared a pointer. I might

store the computer address of my favorite girlfriend's name

in find_it[19].

find_it(l°) = &-MaTildcT;

The & is the address operator applied to the string "Ma

tilda." Since I don't know where in the computer my

compiler placed the name Matilda, I use the address

operator to find out. I could now write:

prlnrf("Malilda Is In my computer at memory location %u'.

flndjt(19));

Matilda's location in memory would be reported to the CLI

window! Wow! Matilda may not be very impressed but I

sure am. Finally, I could write:

printfC'My favorite gal Is %s\ flndjt(19));

The CLI window would respond by reminding me exactly

who it was that I should keep so dear to my heart. Matilda

will like that one. The printf command used the address

stored in find_it|19] to find and print to screen Matilda's

name.

Okay! Okay! Back to passing arguments in C.

I want to declare the variable "where_arejhey" as an array

of pointers. Here is how it is done:

maln(how_many. where_are_they)

int how_many;

char *where_are_theyO;

Don't I have to declare the size of the array? No. The

array is passed to my program as its beginning address.

That's the address of the first pointer variable

"where are_they|0]." The second pointer immediately

follows the first. AmigaDOS docs that for me. To find the

first word passed to my program from the CLI window, I

look at the address pointed to by the first clement of the

pointer array "where_are_they[O]." I could write:

printfCThe first word is: %s", where_are_they{0]);

The word Roman would appear on the screen. Why?

Because the first element of the pointer array

"where are_thcy[0]" points to the first word the user

entered in the CLI window. That's the name of the com

mand, Roman. The second element of the pointer array

"where_are_thoy[ll" points to the second word entered by

the user. That happens to be the first argument, a number

in character format, maybe 29 or 83 or just about anything.

The system separates each word by looking for blank

spaces. Anything separated by a blank space is treated as,

and reported to my program as, a character string address

in the pointer array "wherc_are_they[]." Yes, I did say

character string. If you were trying to pass a number like

29, the system would pass you the character string "29." If

you wanted to use that number in any calculations, you

would first have to convert to the integer 29. I had to do

this in my program "Roman," which is Listing Two of this

article.

(continued on page 106)
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The phrase above is not jusi empty words. The pages of Amazing Computing™ arc filled wilh articles on technical

operations and procedures, basic use, and just-plain-fun. The growing library of Amazing Back Issues contains articles

from building your own IBM Disk controller, to setting up your own startup sequence. Amazing Computing™ has re

peatedly been the first magazine to offer the Amiga users solid, indepth reviews and hands on articles for Lheir machines.

Amazing

Amazing

Amazing

Amazing

Amazing

Amazing

Amazing

Computing™

Computing™

Computing™

Computing™

Computing™

Computing™

Computing™

was the first magazine to document CLI

was the firs! to show Sidecar™ from COMDEX™ in full detail.

was the first to document a 5 1/4 drive connector

was the first with a I Meg Amiga upgrade hardware project!

was the first magazine to offer serious programming examples and help.

was the first magazine to offer Public Domain Software at reasonable prices.

was the first magazine with the user in mind!

From the Beginning

Since February 1986, Amazing Computing™ has been providing users wilh complete information for their Amiga. This

store house of programs and information is still available through our back issues. From the Premiere issue to the present,

there are insights into the Amiga that any user will find uscfull.

$4.00 each!

Our Back Issue price is still $4.00 per issue! (Foreign orders, please add Sl.00 per issue for Postage &

Handling. All payments must be made by check or money order in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. Bank.)

Limited Supply

Unforunalcly, nothing lasts forever, and the availabilty of some of our Back Issues is definitely limited. Please complete

your Amazing Computing™ library today, while these issues arc still available. Please complete the order form in the

rear of this issue and mail wilh check or money order to:

Back Issues, PiM Publications, Inc., P.O. Box 869, Fall River, MA 02722

(Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery)



BUTCHER
OK, so the name is a little strange. Butcher 2.0

Includes some strange utilities that you won't find in

paint programs. It also includes powerful features for

manipulating your pictures. Features like edge

detection, resolution changes, pixel counting, half

toning, bit-plane-slicing, sorting colors by pixel counts

or intensity, density slicing, and palette effects like

toning, positive-negative reversing, color separation,

complementing, and false colors. You can also change

a picture into a mosaic of colored shapes. Use the

shape editor to define the shape. Butcher does the

rest. Imagine a picture transformed into bricks,

diamonds, hearts, or even shredded wheat.

Butcher 2.0 suports color cycling, video overscan,

spare screens, and picture;; larger than the screen. It

requires 612K RAM and Kickstart 1.2. IFF compatible.

$37
Add $£ for shipping and handling

VA residents add 4.5% sales tax

Eagle Tree Software

P.O. Box 164

Hopewell. VA 23860

(804) 452-0623

Well, there you have it. You now know how to find out

how many arguments were typed, and where to find them

in memory so you can do something impressive with them.

You can pass any argument to a program right on the same

line you use to call the program. Install the program in the

command directory Workbcnchx. Who could argue that

you did not add that program as a new command in your

Amiga?

Try the example in Listing One first. It will let you try

what you have learned. The printf command will cause the

number of words entered by :he user to be primed on the

screen. Also, notice how the value found in the variable

"how many" is used in the condition part of the while loop.

It says to print as many words as the system reported

entered by the user. The index variable i increments from 0

to the value stored in "how many" and then causes the loop

to end. That's exactly what we want. Type the program

using ed (the resident Amiga editor). Compile and link it. I

used Lattice C version 3.03. Notice that I did not use any

^include "stdio.h." I did not have to. Everything needed to

link the printf command to my program is contained in

"lstartup.obj" which I must compile with my source code

anyway, as per Lattice C's instruction manual. When you

finally get your object code, run it from the CLI window.

Enter something like this:

<{\lename> hello out there in the country

Then press return.

Here's what I got:

The user has entered 7 words

Word #1 is dfl:Amazing_Examplel

Word #2 is hello

Word #3 is out

Word #4 is there

Word #5 is in

Word #6 is the

Word #7 is country

That's all folks.

Now, take a look at the program Roman.c (Listing Two).

This program uses exactly the same method to determine

how many arguments have been entered and also to process

each one. Naturally, it's a bit more complicated than only

printing the arguments to screen. It also has a conditional

statement which limits the maximum number of arguments

that the user can enter.

Try to apply what you have learned here to applications of

your own. How about a program to find the arithmetic

mean of a bunch of numbers? Or perhaps a program which

returns the size of a file by counting the characters in it?

The command could be called HowBig and the filename of

the file you want to tally up could be the argument. How

about a program which converts Roman numerals back to

Arabic?

For now, you can type in the source code, compile it, link it,

and install it in your command directory. Tell your friends

that you added it yourself as a new command to your

Amiga. You will notice numerous attempts to add humor

to the program. Try running it with foolish arguments to

see the various responses. Try running it to see if it docs

indeed work correctly. Above all, enjoy!

Listing One

main(how_many, where_are_they)

int howjnany:

char *whcro_are_Chey(1;

int i - 0; / * declate a counter */

print tCNnthe user has entered %d worda\n\n", hovjiuiny) ,-
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while ( i < how_many )

{

printf cword *ld is *s\n", i + 1, where are they [i] );

it+;

)
printf("\nThat's all folks.\n\n");

Listing Two

Roman.c ■/

♦ include "lattice/math.h"

main{argc,argv)

int argc;

char "argvH t

I
int length_3tring - 0;

int i - D;

int arg_nu»ber - If

int letter_flag - 0;

int deciraal__point - 0;

int negatlve_sign - 0;

Int U3er_entry - 0;

double pow() ;

/• needed by poufj function •/

/■ argc i» the number of arguments •/

/• argvl) Is the pointer array */

i

while I artj_number < argc tt argc ■" 10)

/• How long is the string? •/

length_»tring - strlenlargv[arg_nimb«r]);

/• check for decimal point •/

decimal_point - 0;

for (i - 0; i < length_string; i++)

if [•|argv|arg_number] +1) — 46)

deciraal_point - I:

)

/• check for negative sign */

negative_sign - 0:

for ll - 0; 1 < length_*tring; i++)

if |-(argvlarg_numberl+i) — 45)

negative sign - 1;

I

/• check for letters •/

letter_flag - 0;

for (i-0: i<length_string; l+»)

I
if U* Urgv(axg_number)+l)<4l | ■ (argv[arg_nuraber}+i)>57)

it {* [argv|arg_number]+i) I- 46) f( {• (argv [arg_number]+i) !- 45))

letter_flag - 1;

t

if ((decimal_j>oint — 1) tl (letter_riag — 0))

I

printf<-\n');

for (i - 0; i < length_»tring; !♦+)

printf("%c", • (argv [arg_niiraber] + i)l;

prlntf<~ is a decimal number. ");

prlntfCThe Romans weren't that smart;\n");

decimal_point - 0;

I

els* if [letter flag — 1)

I
printfC\n"):

for (i - 0; i < length_string; i*+)

printf("*c", * (argv (arg_number) + ill;

print!!" contains letters. ")i

printf("Enter only numbers you dumbo![\n");

letter flag - 0;

I

else if {(negative_sign — 1) tl (letter_flag — 0))

printf p\n") :

for li - 0; 1 < length_string; 1**)

printf(~lc", ■ (argv [arg_numb«r) + i));

prlntfl" is a negative number. The Romans didn't know

about there.\n");

negative sign - 0;

1

else

/• Convert to Kuraoric •/

user_entry - 0;

for (1-0; i<length_string; 1++)

user_entry +- [■ (argv[arg_nunber] + i)-

48)*pow(10.0, (float) (length string-1-i) ) ; , . ,,
- (continued)

ZINGISpell

Check and correct your

spelling as you type!

$ 79.95

MERIDIAN

SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 890408

Houston, TX. 77289-0408

(713)488-2144

Credit Cards and Dealer

Inquiries Welcome!

MOVING?

SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEMS?

Please don't forget to let us know.

If you are having a problem with your

subscription or if you are planning to

move, please write to;

Amazing Computing Subscription Questions

PiM Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722

Please remember, we cannot mail your magazine

to you If we do not know where you are.

Pt&a$e aBow four to six weeks for processing.
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["commodor

COMMODORE

COMPUTERS

617-237-68H6
The Memory Location
396 Washington 5t.
Wellesley, I1R 02181
Commodore Specialists

arabic-romanize (arabic, 9000 00, (_/,'M',ansl,ans2,l index);

)

arabic-romanlze(arable, 100000,*_','<;•,ansl,ans2,(index) ;

if (arable >- 90000)

I

ansl[Index] - '_';

ans2[lndex] - 'X';

index**;

arabic-ronanize(arable,90000,'_*,'C , ansl, ans2,£Index);

1

arabic-ronaniie (arable, 10000,'_/ , 'X',ansl,ans2, t index) ;

if (arable >- 9000)

1

ansl[index] - * %:

ana2[indox] - 'M' ;

index**;

arabic-roraanlzp (arable, 9000,' _', ' X', ana 1, ans2, iindex);

)

arabic-romanlze[arable,5000,' J ,•V,ansl,ans2,iindex);

if (arable >- 4000)

f

ansl[index] - * ';

ans2[lndex] - *M';

index**:

arabic-romanize(arabic,'1000,'_', 'V',anal,ans2, iindex) ;

)

arable - romanize(arable, 10(10, ' », 'K', anal, an32, sindex);

if (arable >- 900)

I

ansl |Index] - % *;

ans2 [ Index] - 'C ;

index* *;

arable - romanlzo [arable, 900, ' ', '«', anal, ans2, tindex Ii

arabic - romanlzeiarabic, 500, '

if (arabic >- 400)

(

ansl[index] - * ';

ans2[lndex] - *C;

index**:

arabic - romani ?o (arabic, 400,

1

arabic - romanizo(arabic, 100, '

if (arabic >- 90)

'D', ansl, ar.s2, tindex) :

*, *□', ansl, ans2, sindnx),

"C , ansl, ans2, sindexl:

ansl(index) - ' ' .-

ans2[index! - %X';

index+*;

arabic - romanize (arable, 90, % ', 'C, ansl, ana2, t index) ,-

if (user entry > 399)999)

1

printf(~\n-);

tor (i - 0: i < length_string; i*t)

printt("»c", * :arqv[arg number] » i));

printf 1" is higher than most Romans Icnew how to count. \n");

J

else if (user entry — 0)

f

printf("\n");

for li - 0,- i < length string; i + + )

printf("%c", * <argv[arg_number] * ij);

printf(" did not exist in Caesar's Rome.\n"J;
i

else

1

roman(uaerentry);

1

arg number**.-

j

if { argc > 9)

1

printf l"\nThat'a too rcuch! ; Maybe you'd better buy a bigger

computer.\n");

j

If [ argc — 1)
1

print f ("\nTORMAT: Roman x*x xxx xxx . . . where xxx - arabic

number ...you bozol\n"),-
i

1

Find the Roman numeral of any arabic number

Using Diane' s Special algorithm! I'.'.'. • i

roman(arable)

int arable;

char ansl[50],ans2[50];

int index - 0;

int question;

question - arable;

arablc-roraanize (arabic, 1000000,' ', 'M', ansl, ans2, (index):

if (arabic >- 900000)

ansl[index] - * ';

ar.s2 [index] - 'C ;

index**;

arabic - romanizo(arabic, 50, ' ', *L', ansl, ans2, (index) ;

if (arable >- 40)

I

ansl[index] - * ';

ans2Iindex) - *X';

index* *.-

arabic - romanize (arable, 4 0, * >, 'L', anal, ans2, (index) :

)

arabic - romanize (arabic, ID, ' *, »x', ansl, ans2, t index) .-

If (arabic >- 9)

i
ansl [index] - ' *:

ans2[index] - *I';

index**;

arabic - romanize [arable, 9, * ', 'X*, ansl, a:is2, * index);

arabic - romanize(arabic, 5, ' %, 'V , ansl, ans2, (index);

if (arabic >-4)
i

I

ansl[Index) - * *;

ans2Iindex] - T';

Index**;

arabic - romanize (arabic, 4, ' *, 'V, ansl, a_Ts2, (index) ;

)

roraanize (arabic, 1, ' ', lI', ansl, ans2, (index) .-

ansl[Index] - '\0';

«ns2[lnilex] - l\0';

printfl"*s\n", anal);

printfpls i3 the Roman numeral for *d\n", ans3, question);

)

/• Print the character c as many times as there are

• j's in the number i, then return i minus the j's.

romanizeli, j, cl, c2, al, a2, index address)

int 1, );

char cl, c2, all], a2[);

int 'index addreas;

while(i >- j)

1

al[*index addresa] - cl;

a2["indox addresi] - c2;

•index addresa - *lr.dex address - 1;

i - i - j:

return(1);

•AC-
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Barry Massoni's

MIDI Interface Adapter
for the Amiga 500 and 2000

The following is one method for

converting an Amiga 1000-type MIDI

interface to be used with the Amiga

500 or 2000. The conversion is not

difficult and does not make the

interface useless with the Amiga 1000

because all the modifications are made

inside a gender bender. Only 7

components are needed for the

conversion which can be done in

about an hour.

The serial port gender, pin assignment,

and available voltages have been

changed on the new Amigas. On the

Amiga 500 and 2000, the 5V and -5V

power pins from which most interfaces

draw their power are not supplied.

The conversion reroutes the 12V and

-12V power to the correct pins and

converts this power from 12V and

-12V to the correct 5V and -5V.

First, a few warnings. You must

follow the instructions exactly. Failure

to do so may severely damage the

interface or a connected synthesizer.

Proceed at your own risk! Either you,

I, or the component manufacturers

might make a mistake. If you build

this device, follow the testing proce

dures carefully. Testing is the only

way to be sure you will not damage

something.

If you don't know much about elec

tronics, you will need to know the

difference between the anode and

cathode of a diode. The band

identifies the cathode end (That wasn't

so hard ... was it?). Be sure that all

diodes are correctly placed.

Here arc the assembly instructions.

All modifications should be made

inside the gender bender. When

soldering, always use heat sinks to

prevent damage to the components.

1) Designate one side of the gender

bender as the Amiga side and one side

as the interface side. Mark which side

is which. The interface will not operate if

the gender bender is plugged in back

wards.

2) Open the gender bender. Once

inside, disconnect all wires from pins

1, 9, and 10 on the Amiga side. You

need not remove the wires; just trim

off any leads that might create a short

circuit.

3) Disconnect all wires from pins 21

and 14 on the MIDI side. Again, you

don't have to remove the wires

entirely, but rather trim the leads to

prevent short circuits.

4) On the Amiga side, connect one

680-ohm resistor to pin 9.

5) Connect the cathode of one of the

Zener diodes to the unconnected end

of the 680-ohm resistor.

6) Connect the anode of that Zener to

pin 1 on the Amiga side.

7) Connect the cathode of the 1N914

diode to pin 21 on the interface side.

8) Connect the anode of the 1N914 to

the junction of the Zener and the 680-

ohm resistor.

You have now completed a circuit that

converts the 12V to 5V and routes the

power to the correct pin. Next, you

will construct a circuit that converts

the -12V to -5V. It is not an exact

duplicate of the first circuit, but rather

more of a mirror image. Some parts

will seem to be backwards in compari

son to the first circuit, but this is okay.

9) On the Amiga side, connect the 680-

ohm resistor to pin 10.

10) Connect the anode of the 5.1V

Zener diode to the unconnected end of

the 680-ohm resistor.

11) Connect the cathode of the Zener

to pin 1 on the Amiga side. You will

notice that it is connected opposite to

the first Zener. That's just the way

you want it (Yes, both Zeners should

be connected to pin 1 on the Amiga

side.).

12) Connect the anode of the 1N914 to

pin 14 on the interface side. (Again,

this is the opposite of the way you

connected it on the other circuit.).

13) Connect the cathode of the 1N914

to the junction of the 680-ohm resistor

and the Zener anode.

14) Now, very carefully check all the

connections that you have made.

Look for cold solder joints and

reversed diodes. Also make sure there

arc no short circuits.

15) If you did not understand any of

the directions, stop right here and

leave me E-mail (Barry Massoni, CIS

73260,1413). I'll try to answer as soon

as possible.
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New Products for All AM/GAS

MAGICIAN'S DUNGEON

A Full Screen Graphic and Text Adventure Game

FEATURES:

• OVER 50 FULL SCREEN GRAPHICS.

• COLOR CYCLING AND ANIMATION.

• FULL USE OF MOUSE, MENUS &

KEYBOARD INPUT.

• MANY ROOMS TO EXPLORE TRAPS

& DIFFERENT CHARACTERS.

CAN YOU SEARCH THROUGH THE

MAGICIAN'S DUNGEON AND GET OUT ALIVE?

HOURS OF FUN ON TWO FUN FILLED DISKS!!!

»34.95
* 3.00

postage and handling

Visa/Mastercard/C.O.D.

Michigan residents add 4% sales tax

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Mystic Plain Software
P.O. Box 178

Rosevilie, MI 48066

313-296-7849

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore Business MachinesJ

Deluxe MIDI interface
Simply Ih* BEST i. i«a-. i : MIDI inUrlac* tuallabla lor Ihi AMIOA SOa/1000 Fully compaibla wm

all program) thai u>* |MI4l MIDI ilandard output. ONLY Ih* DELUXE MID! INTERFACE olltri you

SERIAL PORT Pill-thru. MIDI IN. MIDI THRU, and two SWITCHABLE THRUiOUTS I TKn li in*

optimum configuration lor inyont wllh moia than am lynth 01 othif MIDI davic* No TeHu on ,-.:■

■ , ii!'' Mo probltmi Simply Nip ■ iw.ieh on int DaUit MIDI Mlirfac*. and avoid colly THRU 5. <■•

i- i«i 1 fool ;n> 1 1 y*ai warranty

Miii. Sp*elfy moon S00/1000 199

TTL Hi-res Monitor Adapter
Far Ih* Amiga (00/ 1000/JOOO Plugi Inlo RQBI porl for ULTRACRISP Ihctar-lrti high Kiolul.on

monochroma vIOio outpul Ptrttcl lor HI-RES GRAPHICS, WORDPROCESSINC. CAD. DESKTOP

PUBLISHING, BUSINESS. ale. ANY application In ANY molullon It SHARPER and CLEARER wnh fti

TTL Hi - rtl Monilor Adipltr Parted lor ui* wltn tha low- cotl n n it 1100) Commodori 1(01 monitor

or Monitor BO Includai tuy in 11 ill limn milructioni. ■ an* With a tp*ci«i m-R*i Wortsinch lent in)

RGB port pan-thru (a 1010 RGB monitor miy b. uxd limuRarwouily) lyaarwanwity

8t KINO lo/oufSY^S1

(Monitor not >nciud*d) IS) 15

Light Pen
Dailgnad la work with ANV Amioi progiam. Ih* LIGHT PEN and OMVER aliovn ui* o< Boffi your mouie

and a pro-quality LIGHT PEN (or tht uil.mti* in praeiiion griphici Pirticl lot PAiNTlNa. DRAWING

ir ■■ hi:, - SKETCHING. CAD and virtually ALL Olhfr AMIGA program) Sottwar* l*alur*i Include

Slngl* : .(i ;■<-.% ..-.:■ itniltlvlty, ZOOM mod*, eution loggia, ate Includai kilwali Sjttorri'

in m* high quality Iwo button llghtpin «j» OftpfRSffCHL Whil* luppliti Hit w*'li tlio

Includi * handy PEN- HOOK that attach*! tailly to your monilor lo hold Iht AMIOA LIOHTPEN wtien

not In uitl

(S00/10007I0O0) 1128 SS

All product) art NOW SHIPPINOI Plan* man ch*qu* or monty ordM payabla lo

#120-1140 Austin Ave. Coquftlam, BC Canada V3K 3P5

Phone (604) 939-8235 Dealer Inquiries Invited.

All ord*n add 15 poikga and ViandWig. k pneai tn USt

Ordar by phonal VISA, Maittrcird. AMiX wtlcoma.

16) Turn off your Amiga and connect

the interface (still open) to the serial

port on your Amiga 500 or 2000.

17) You'll need a voltmeter for this

step. I've seen them for less than S10

at hardware stores. If you can't afford

one, borrow one. You should not test

with your interface and a synth. It's

just too expensive if a mistake has

been made. Connect the red lead to

pin 21 on the interface side and

connect the black lead to pin 1 on the

Amiga side.

18) Set the meter to read DC at a low

range (12 volts or so, but not less than

5 volts).

19) Turn on the Amiga while you are

watching the meter. It should almost

immediately read 4.5V. If it docs not,

turn the Amiga off and check all

connections again.

20) If it does read correctly, within

1/2V or so, turn off the Amiga.

21) Connect the red lead of the Volt

meter to pin 1 on the Amiga side.

Connect the black lead to pin 14 on

the interface side.

22) Again, turn on the Amiga. As

before, it should read within 1/2 volt

of 4.5V. If it doesn't read like this,

check the connections after turning off

the Amiga.

23) If everything reads properly, turn

off the Amiga and remove the

modified gender bender.

24) Very carefully close the case,

making sure no short circuits occur.

Be sure no solder joints break when

you are closing the case (The results

could be disastrous!). Also, make sure

the case is non-metallic. If it is

metallic, insulate all exposed wires and

leads with electrical tape.

25) You've done it! Connect the

gender bender to the Amiga and

connect the interface to the other end

(Be sure you don't have it back

wards.). Always make the connections

when the Amiga and your synthesizer

arc both off. Turn everything on and

you're ready to go! Have fun!

•AC-

PARTS LIST (Radio Shack Part #)

GENDER BENDER:

This device converts a male DB25 to a

female. Il is basically just two connected

female DB25s. Some are made in cable

form; you don't want this type. Try to

find the kind made like a small plastic box

with a DB25 on each end. The gender

bender must be the type you can open—

not the permanently-scaled variety.

Two 5.1 VOLT 2ENER DIODES

(276-565)

Two 1N914 DIODES (276-1620)

(1N4148 diodes may be used instead.)

Two 680 OHM RESISTORS (271-021)

(These are 1/2 watt or 1/4 wait.)

BLUE-CREY-BROWN-SILVER or GOLD)
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INSIDER RAM BOARD & CLOCK

The INSIDER is the "original" plug in, no solder, internal memory

expansion board. It gives you an additional One full Meg of

Memory to your Amiga 1000. The INSIDER features a Real Time

Clock/Calendar, true FAST Memory, works with Sidecar and auto

config's under 1.2. One Year Warranty! ONLY $349.95

KWIKSTART PLUS for Amiga 1000

KWIKSTART puts the new Amiga 1.2 Kickstart in ROM, this allows

faster startup time, but it doesn't lock you into 1.2. Switchable

feature lets you still use Disk Based Kickstart. Plugs into the

68000 processor and requires one PAL change on Daughter Board.

The PLUS gives you an additional 256K to use when running under

the 1.2 system. More features and less work than other 1.2 kits

and it's compatible with the INSIDER. ONLY $169.95

MULTI-START for Amiga 500 & 2000

Compatibility Enhancer for the A500 and A2000, MULTI-START lets

you run all the old Amiga programs like the Arctic Fox, Archon,

Skyfox, Public Domain Software and many more. MULTI-START puts

the Amiga 1.1 operating system in ROM, now you can enjoy the same

Software compatibility as all A1000 owners. It's user

installable, no soldering or trace cutting. Switch from 1.2 to

1.1 or 1.1 to 1.2 using Amiga keyboard, no software to run! Get

the most from your A500 or A2000. ONLY $129.95

3 FOOT disk drive cables, extend your external drives with ease,

for the A1000, A500 & A2000 ONLY $24.95

Hard to find parts, ROMS, Custom Chips, F series, DB23 connectors

and more. Call for help in getting the parts you need. Full

Repair Service available.

VISA, M/C, AMEX, COD (cash or M.O.) Sorry no P.O.'s

Order Today:

/w-^ Michigan Software

X//K 43345 Grand River
( i^vNOVI, Ml 48050

Or CALL: ) 313-348-4477 Amiga BBS 313-348-4479

Dealer Inquires on multiple orders Invited.
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Jay Miner, the former leader of Amiga Los Gatos and mastermind of the Amiga custom chip

set, started things off at the first AmiExpo as the premiere keynote speaker.
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The AMICUS Network
The Commodore Show and AmiEXPO

At Amiga shows, you can almost feel

the optimism and affection of software

developers. It is directed at customers

and dealers as usual, but a good share

of the devotion is aimed at the Amiga

500. Sales are good, and that means

software sales will do well over the

next few months. The Amiga 2000 is

making developers happy, too.

Hardware developers are moving their

products to the 2000-sized slots.

Software developers are considering

applications that take advantage of

hard disks and extra memory.

This month's column is a run-down of

the new products announced and dis

played at two recent Amiga shows, the

Commodore Show and AmiEXPO.

With this healthy enthusiasm, it is not

surprising to see good attendance at

Amiga shows. The Commodore Show

was held in Anaheim California at the

Disneyland Hotel October 3 and 4.

The Commodore 64 will live forever, it

seems. The Commodore Show is not

Amiga-specific. Vendors showed

hardware and software for the 64 and

128. Talking with 64 owners in the

crowd, I found that many admired the

Amiga, and realized they would need

to trade up in the next few months if

they wanted to catch the wave.

Early Sunday morning, the Los

Angeles area shook from a 5.5 magni

tude earthquake, an aftershock from

the larger quake several days earlier.

The earthquake was the first for many

of the vendors who live in other parts

of the country. Rumor had it that a

certain Amiga hardware company

from the Midwest decided not to come

to the show because of the recent

earthquake.

The First AmiExpo

The first AmiEXPO was held in the

Sheraton Centre hotel in Manhattan,

New York City. It was the first com

pletely Amiga-specific show of major

proportions. It was also the first major

show on the East Coast, so I know it

attracted Amigaphiles from as far cast

as Ohio and as far south as Virginia.

Being much closer to London, it also

attracted many people from Europe.

Each morning opened with a keynote

speaker. On Saturday, Jay Miner, the

former leader of Amiga Los Gatos and

mastermind of the Amiga custom chip

set, started things off. Sunday was RJ

Mical, the main programmer behind

the first version of Intuition. Monday

had Richard Mclntyre, Commodore's

senior vice-president of sales and

marketing.

AmiEXPO had as many as four semi

nars running simultaneously. The staff

did an excellent job of arranging

speakers. Many of the developers on

the show floor were represented in

speaking sessions, so if you couldn't

talk to them in their booths, you could

hear them speak to a crowd. The

panels on graphics and video were

most heavily attended. I participated

on several panels—one on entry-level

desktop publishing, one on animation

and modeling programs, and one on

computer journalism.

Digital Creations, the people who

made the Gizmos utilities, revealed

several new products at the Commo

dore Show. They showed a new

genlock called Super Gen. The

genlock functions can be controlled by

software in the Amiga. There is no

extra hardware connection to the

computer's serial or parallel ports.

Instead, they superimpose control

information on the video signal using

the Amiga custom chips. The video

signal is not distorted in any way

because the control information is

placed in a part of the video signal

that is not displayed. The price is

S749, and the product will be available

in November.

D-Buddy is Digital Creations" new

paint program. It edits all resolutions

of Amiga images, including HAM,

overscan, extra half-bright mode, and

pictures larger than the screen. It has

some features not found in either

Prism or Digi-Paint, the other two

HAM paint programs on the market

today. It looks good and sells for

S79.95.

PAR Software showed Express Paint, a

new paint program that supports

multiple active brushes, a number of

brush special effects, selective backup

of regions of the picture, and unlim

ited use of fonts. Express Paint also

supports the extra-half bright mode for

a palette of 32 colors and 32 more

colors that are half as bright as the

first 32 (Remember, not all Amiga

1000s support extra-half bright, but all

Amiga 500s and 2000s do.). Express

Paint sells for S79.95.

(continued)
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AMIGA DUAL 3 V2"

DISK DRIVES

100% Compatible with

Amiga 500, 1000 & 2000 Computers

Internal Power Supply

All Metal Chassis

Horizontal Layout

Vented Enclosure

On-Off Switch

6 foot 3-prong linecord

Primary Circuit Breaker Protected

Color Coordinated to Amiga Computers

ONLY $395.00

20 Meg Hani Drive (SCSI) with ControUer

ONLY $785.OO

Comp-U-Save
414 Maple Avenue, Wcstbury, NY I 1590

In NY State (516) 997-6707

Outside NY State (800) 356-9997

'Meeting the Needs ofPeople in the Electronic Age'

Perfect Vision is a new video digitizer

from the people who make the Perfect

Sound audio digitizer. It digitizes

video information with four bits of

resolution. With an additional

hardware device, it can create color

HAM pictures by taking three separate

digitizations of the same still video

image. It will sell for S219 and is

expected to be ready before January.

Perfect Vision connects to the parallel

port, so it will work on all Amiga

models.

At both the Commodore Show and

AmiEXPO, A Squared Systems showed

the Live! digitizer. It is really, really

shipping. No kidding. What more

can I say? Mimetics also showed their

frame grabber again, which is said to

be shipping soon.

Music

Hot Licks is Infinity Software's entry

into the music market. An early

version of the program was shown at

both the Commodore Show and

AmiEXPO. Infintiy will sell a plastic

overlay keyboard that makes the

Amiga keyboard look like a piano

(Infinity also showed a game of Go

that reportedly plays at the 18 kyu

level and can beat the leading Go

game on the IBM PC).

In Anaheim, The Other Guys pre

miered Synthia, a digital synthesizer,

priced at S99.95. It is a system for

creating synthesized sounds. Musical

sounds can be reproduced and

controlled mathematically. Existing or

sampled instruments can also be

modified with Synthia.

Microlllusions had a tremendously

large booth at the Commodore show.

They had thirteen Amigas and a rather

complete MIDI instrument setup to

demonstrate Music-X, an upcoming

MIDI music package.

In New York, Magnetic Music showed

the latest incarnation of Texture, a

MIDI recording and editing package

with special features for developing

melodies and rhythm tracks. Sound

Quest showed patch librarians for the

Yamaha DX-7 and Roland D-50.

Animation

Hash Enterprises, creators of Anima

tor: Apprentice, made their first show

appearance at the Commodore Show.

The animations produced by their

product are first-class. Animator:

Apprentice is a full-blown system for

creating cartoon-like characters and

choreographing them on a stage.

In Anaheim, InnoVision Systems

showed a preliminary version of Video

Effects 3D, a program that animates

IFF brushes in three-dimensions.

Given brushes or text in different

fonts, and a path of motion through

space, Video Effects 3D produces

animations that resemble the special

effects found on video production

systems costing much more than the

Amiga. The frames of animation take

a minute or two each to produce, but

the animation plays back at full video

speeds. It will sell for S249 when it

becomes available in December.

At both shows, Meridian Software,

makers of Zing!, showed the Demon

strator, a program that can record and

play back anything on the Amiga. It

can record keystrokes and mouse

movements within other programs.

The Demonstrator demonstration

showed the mouse movements of

someone drawing in Deluxe Paint, and

let the user interact with the demon

stration. Speech and text can be

added to the recording. The product

sells for S39.95.
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At AmiExpo, R&DL Productions

showed their Light Box software, a

program that assists in creating hand-

drawn animations. It shows the

previous and next frames of the

animation sequence. It works in

conjunction with a SummaSketch tablet

from Summagraphics and should ship

soon. R&DL showed a videotape of

animation created with this system

and animated with their page-flipping

routines.

Boing Jackets

If you've wanted one of the shiny

black Amiga Boing jackets seen on the

backs of former Amiga employees, you

can now get one of your own. A

company called Boing is taking orders

for the jackets at SI 25 each. You must

send a self-addressed, stamped

envelope to the address below for an

order form.

Ray-tracing Animation

A ray-tracing animation program

called Silver made its debut at

AmiEXPO. Silver comes from Im

pulse, the makers of the Prism HAM

paint program. Silver lets you build

objects from geometric primitives, such

as spheres, cubes, cones, and triangles.

Each object is assigned motion and

color characteristics. The program can

render frames of the animation in

minutes, building a twenty or thirty-

second animation overnight. The

results look very much like the Juggler

demo, which was done with similar

techniques. Impulse promises new

features and modules to expand the

abilities of Silver, including such

things as texture mapping, where the

image of an IFF brush is "painted" on

the surface of a geometric object in the

animation.

At AmiEXPO, Crystal Innovations

showed Mouse Trace, a very clever

Amiga product. Mouse Trace re

sembles a drafting aid that holds your

mouse in a brace on an extension arm.

The brace has a clear crosshair for

pinpointing locations on a drawing

^^^^BKM J+ C O M M O D O

T wR€flT AMIf7
toV€R-UPS ^^

R E

^
Protect your investment with opaque vinyl covers.

flmiga 5i Monitor (Stocked fllOOO)

flmigo & Monitor {Stacked R2000)

flmicja500

flmigQ 500 5 Monitor (2 piece)

flmiga CPU(R1000 or RBOOO)

flmigQ Keyboard (R1000 or R2000)

Disk Drive (3'/s " or 5Vi ")

flmiga Monitor (1080 5 2002)

Printer Covers Narrouj Carriage

UJide Carrige

Please Specify Model Number of your Panasonic

or Epson Printer

Please odd $1.00 per Item (Mox. $3.00) for

postage and handling.

Send Check or Money Order {U.S. funds only) to:

GR€RT COV€R-UPS (503) 655-0602

P.O. Box 751

Oregon City. OR 97045

Dealer inquiries invited.

$9.49

$9.79

$6.49

$13.95

$6.49

$3.49

$3.49

$7.49

$5.49

$6.49

placed on a drafting table. It works

wonderfully for tracing drawings or

entering precise information with the

mouse. It is a truly original product.

It made so much sense to me when I

saw it, and it was easy to use. Of

course, it works with all existing

software. I think this product could

substitute for a drawing tablet in

many applications. It sells for $59.95.

Gold Disk announced a product called

Comic Setter, a program for making

comics. !t works in sixteen colors and

has a library of clip art, as well as the

ability to handle both bitmap and line-

oriented graphics. It supports all

Preferences printers at a user-specified

resolution, so 24-pin printers should

yield much better output than 9-pin

Epson-style printers.

Very Vivid

The Very Vivid people were at

AmiEXPO. I think their booth won

the "ooo and ahh" award of the show.

Their software and hardware system,

called Mandala, incorporates a real

time video digitizer with sophisticated

software for detecting motion and

collision between the digitized images

and the graphics on the screen.

The system was up and running in

their booth. By standing before the

camera and moving your arms in

space around you, you interact with

the graphics on the screen. One part

of the demo was a paint program;

another interacted with musical

instruments. By touching dots on the

screen, you could pluck strings and

strike bells. It is very exciting to play

with.

I heard about Commodore chairman of

the board Irving Gould's visit to the

Very Vivid booth. Apparently, he

stood by very interested in the

interaction between the computer and

the person being digitized. Someone

(continued)
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INTERCHANGE
Share objects between Sculpt 3D and VideoScape 3D

Use Sculpt 3D as an editor to create objects for VideoScape 3D

Use Sculpt 3D to make HAM ray-traced Vldeoscapc 3D ■cherries

Pull Intuition interface for all functions

Interchange™ converts Sculpt 3D objects to WkoScape 3D objects and

back again. Save hcura of uork and tedious calculations by using Sculpt

3D to make VldcoScapc 3D objects. Share objects with others.

Price S49.95

Send check or momy order only. Hesse include S3.00 postage & han
dling. WI and MA residents add 5% sales tax. This product requires

Sculpt 3D and VldcoScape. It is not a stand-alone animation program.

Send a stamped, self-addressed envelope fcr a catalog of Syndesis prod

ucts. Dealer inquiries tnvftcd. Interchange is a trademark of Syndesis.

Sculpt 3D and WdooSapc 3D tire registered trademarks of Byte by Byte Cor

poration and Aegis DcvcJoomont, nspccuvdy

suggested he step in front of the

camera himself. He demurred and

suggested that one of his subordinates

step in instead.

Very Vivid also gave a live perform

ance at a local night spot called the

Tunnel. Unfortunately, I didn't make

it to this presentation. According to

one observer, it was a spectacular per

formance, but not everyone in attend

ance understood what was happening.

The Very Vivid people thought some

people obviously mistook it for a

choreographed presentation, where the

dancer had a prcmediated series of

movements synchronized to the

computer images. As soon as the

audience realized that the dancer was

truly interacting with the computer,

there were many more "ooos" and

"ahhhs."

Very Vivid planned to give their full

stage demonstration at the AmiEXPO

show on Monday; unfortunately,

arrangements did not work out and

the performance was cancelled.

That same night, Amiga artist Sandra

Filipucci, whose works have appeared

in Byte magazine, hosted an event at

Mission Graphics Support. The show

was titled Digital Monotypes.

C-64 emulators

Software Insight Systems showed the

GO-64! emulator for the first time at

AmiEXPO (see review in this issue).

A friend suggested an idea for an ad

for CO-64!—the headline would read

"A great step backward."

Another Commodore 64 emulator was

shown by Readysoft. It is supposedly

very near completion and should be

shipping soon. Like GO-64!, it is

somewhat slow and not quite a perfect

emulation. Until the new one ships, it

is difficult to compare the two emula

tors. The features listed for the

RcadySoft emulator look good. The

spec sheet says it will support all

Amiga disk drives and printers, and

that it has a monochrome mode for

extra speed.

Games
Discovery Software showed an Amiga

version of Arkanoid, a popular arcade

game from Taito. Discovery will be

producing Amiga versions of other

arcade games under an agreement

with Taito. MicroSearch, makers of

City Desk, showed Head Coach, a

football simulation. Psygnosis showed

two new games, Barbarian and

Terrorpods.

New C compilers

At AmiEXPO, Lattice was selling their

C compiler, version 4.0. Software Dis

tillery member John Toebes is manager

of the 68000 compiler development at

the SAS Institute, the parent company

of Lattice.

The new compiler has dozens of

exciting new features. Many of the

changes are direct results of requests

and suggestions from the Amiga

community, as well as from program

mers within the company. The code

size is down and the speed is up. The

BLink linker is improved and has

become an official Lattice product, so

future versions will not be freely

distributable. The new compiler more

closely meets the proposed ANSI

standard for C. Upgrades from

version 3.10 are S45 and well worth it.

A future article will discuss the

features of the new compiler.

Manx Software was also at AmiEXPO,

claiming that the new version (3.6) of

their Aztec C compiler will be ready

soon. The professional and commer

cial versions of the compiler will

include a source level debugger.

Manx reports that the next version of

the compiler, version 4.2, will be ready

early next year and will meet the

ANSI recommendations for C.
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A source level debugger lets you view

the human-readable program source

code while the program executes. The

debugger has two windows. The top

window shows the source code with

the next line to be executed high

lighted in a different color. The code

can be scrolled with an Amiga scroll

gadget. The lower area of the window

displays debugging information. The

source level debugger makes code de

velopment much easier. You can

check the values of variables without

inserting scads of "printf()s" to find

out what is happening in the program.

You can change the values of variables

on the fly. The debugger prints values

in the proper form for the variables'

types.

ARP

Microsmiths' Charlie Heath sold pre

liminary versions of the long-awaited

ARP library, a collection of replace

ment AmigaDOS commands for S5

(Microsmiths makes TxEd and

FastFonts.). These commands enhance,

as well as replace, the old commands.

This software will be freely distrib

utable and may make its way onto a

future distribution of AmigaDOS. It

will also be posted to bulletin boards

and a future Fish disk.

The ARP library will remove a layer of

the Amiga operating system that has

been a thorn in the side of Amiga

programmers from the very beginning.

Parts of the operating system rely on

data in a certain form, endemic to a

language called BCPL (It is more

popular in Europe than the United

States. Its detractors jokingly call it

the British Cruddy Programming Lan

guage.). BCPL coding conventions

make C programming too difficult.

The vagaries of BCPL have limited the

development of certain programs, such

as shells to replace the CL1.

APL

The Spencer Organization showed a

version of the APL language. It is

fully integrated into the Amiga

AMIGA HARD DISK BACKUP HARDHAT

Full/Incremental/Directory/Single File backup to microdisks.

Option list allows skipping of files by name with wildcards.

Catalog file provides display of backed up files by name with

size, location and datestamp. Double data compression re

duced disk space. Printer interface. Uses CLI or Workbench.

Multitasking provides background operation. — $69.95

AMIGA DISK FILE ORGANIZER ADFO

Having trouble finding that file somewhere in your stack of

floppys? Can't find ail the copies of a particular file? ADFO

maintains a database of directories and filenames from your

collection of disks. Fast response inquiries return location and

last update information. Printer interface. Uses CLI or Work

bench. 512K ram and 2 drives recommended — $59.95.

AMIGA SPELLING CHECKER SPEL-IT

Uses 40,000 word primary dictionary and optional second dic

tionary. Add/Delete words to both dictionaries. Includes

plurals. Text wordcount totals. Uses CLI or Workbench, Mouse

or keyboard. — $49.95

Include $3.50 S&H Mastercard/Visa Accepted

Calif. Residents Add 6Vfe% Sales Tax

3386 Floyd

Los Angeles, CA 90068 (213) 851-4868

Order phone 1 800 621-0849 Ext. 494

programming environment (It includes

windows and graphics) and sells for

$99. It comes with labels with the

APL character set for the front of the

keys on your keyboard. They have

ported this language to most popular

microcomputers, so there are bindings

to many other third-party software

developers for this APL.

Auto Boot

Comspec showed an autobooting hard

disk for the Amiga 1000. It is a SCSI

20 megabyte drive that will sell for

$1150 if you own a Comspec RAM

board, and S1495 otherwise. It uses

"black magic" to accomplish hard disk

booting within a few seconds of

power-up—without a Kickstart disk—

according to a company representative

with a finger on the Amiga power

switch. As he spoke, he flipped the

power switch to demonstrate how fast

the disk could boot.

A company called Designlab showed a

video digitizer box for the Amiga. It

worked in black-and-white in 256-by-

242 pixels, but future versions will

have higher resolutions and color. The

box is designed to accept more

memory expansion boards to increase

the amount of digitized video that can

be stored within the box itself. This

product is not aimed at the home

market, but instead is targeted at

video production houses and other

artists. Prices start at S2200.

Designlab also announced a print

program called FincPrint. FinePrint

uses an interesting technique to output

high quality black-and-white prints.

Using a worn-out dot-matrix printer

ribbon, FincPrint builds up a grey-

scale image with layers of light ink. It

also prints images at any size, from an

inch square to hundreds of feet,

according to Designlab's promotional

literature.

(continued)
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On a related subject, Wollncr Associ

ates showed the GIcnnLoc RM-2 sync

generator genlock system at the

Commodore Show. This is a profes

sional quality genlock that also does

fades and keying between video

sources and sells for $2995. Again,

this product isn't aimed at the home

market.

Central Coast Software, the makers of

Disk-2-Disk and Dos-2-Dos, announced

a WYSIWYG word processor called

Precisely and a hard disk backup

program called Quarterback that

works with all Amiga hard disks.

ASDG
Hardware

company

ASDG

showed

preliminary

boards for

their Satellite

Disk Proces

sor, a hard

disk control

ler that

promises to

be faster than

existing

Amiga

interfaces.

The card has

its own 68000

processor and

512K of

RAM. A

socket for a

68881

coprocessor is

also pro-

into reach of people who don't want

to give up their Amiga 1000s. It will

accept two Zorro cards of the old style

standard, five Zorro cards of the type

used in the Amiga 2000, a coprocessor

slot, three IBM AT style cards, two 3

1/2 inch drive bays, and a single

5 1/4 inch drive bay.

Byte by Byte showed the Byte Box, a

zero to two megabyte FAST memory

expansion for the Amiga 500. Byte by

Byte is no longer making the PAL Jr.

hard disk system, so their attention is

now focused on Sculpt 3D, their three-

dimensional modeling and ray-tracing

program.

Manx Software was among the many exhibitors displaying

products at the first AmiExpo in New York City.

vided. The card supports two ST-506

IBM-style hard disks and as many as

56 SCSI devices.

ASDG had promised to show their

2000-and-l box at the AmiEXPO, but

they decided to devote their time and

effort to bringing the device into

production, instead of completing the

prototype to be shown. The 2000-and-

1 is an upgrade path for Amiga 1000

owners. It brings much of the

expansion ability of the Amiga 2000

Two animations were shown to dem

onstrate their announced product, Ani

mate 3D, an extension of Sculpt 3D.

This new product should be out in late

November. One animation showed a

rotating Amiga logo passing through a

mirrored apple. The other showed

one of those executive toys with the

bouncing metal balls, sitting on a

desktop, complete with books and a

desk lamp. Interplay of the lights on

the balls and all the shadows were

rendered correctly. The frames of the

animation were produced with Sculpt

3D and compressed and animated

using code from Animate 3D.

Finally Technologies showed an

internal 68020 upgrade board for the

Amiga 1000 called the Hurricane Ac

celerator. It runs at 16 megahertz and

has a socket for the 68881 floating

point coprocessor. An optional board

can add up to two megabytes of 32-bit

memory. Without the 68020 or 68881

chips, the Hurricane sells for S495.

The unpopulated two megabyte

memory board sells for the same price.

Software runs

four to eight

times faster

with this

board in

stalled. A six-

hour Sculpt 3D

picture can be

rendered in

about 30

minutes, ac

cording to a

company rep

resentative.

Finally makes

several

software

products as

well, including

Dr. Xes and

Talker. B-

Paint is a paint

program

written

completely in

AmigaBasic

which loads and saves pictures in IFF

format. The source code and compiled

BASIC versions are included for

S39.95. This product would be a great

tutorial example for novice AmigaBasic

programmers.

At the Commodore Show, Pacific Pe

ripherals showed the SubSystem, an

expansion chassis for the Amiga 500

that sits under the computer. It has

room for two Zorro style cards and an

optional floppy drive and sells for

S249.
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For the first time, PiM Publications

had a booth at an Amiga show. The

current issue of Amazing Computing

was given away for a donation to the

Amcrcian Cancer Society.

A number of other Amiga magazines

had booths at the show, including two

from England, Enigma and Commodore

Computing International. North Ameri

can Amiga magazines included

AmigaWorld, Amiga Sentry, RoboCity

News, Money Machine and two disk

magazines, AMnews and jumpdisk .

Don Vande-

venter

publishes

Money

Machine

magazine

which focuses

on using

Commodore

computers in

business. At

these shows,

Vandeventcr

always gives

a talk on

using your

computer as a

business tool.

His magazine

reviews

Amiga

products and

is produced

completely

with Commo

dore equip

ment.

Net party

One night during AmiEXPO, national

computer network users from People

Link, CompuServe, Delphi, BIX, and

Usenet met at a local Irish bar. These

parties of network people are as fun as

costume parties. Everyone comes in

the "costume" of their real-world

bodies, which can seem very different

from the electronic personalities

broadcast on the national compuer

networks.

After the party gets rolling, there are

always people shaking their heads and

smiling at others. These people are

perplexed because the friend on the

toast to the network people who could

not be there. At that point, some

rushed back home to their modems

and screens to check their mail.

New AMICUS disk

AM1CUS disk 23 is a music disk. The

new entry contains twenty-four

sampled-sound instruments in the IFF

8SVX format. These are not copy

righted and they are freely distrib

utable. They can be used in Instant

Music, Deluxe Music Construction Set,

Deluxe Video, SoundScape, and Sonix.

The IFF file format for music is also

called SMUS. This disk has a public

domain SMUS

music player,

as well as

fourteen public

domain songs

in SMUS

format. There

are two

programs for

converting old

music formats

to SMUS, one

for Music

Studio and one

for MusicCraft.

Once converted

to SMUS, these

old format

songs can be

played or

modified with

most Amiga

music pro

grams.

At the AmiExpo, WordPerfect Corporarion showed their

eagerly awaited Amiga version of WordPerfect.

A company called Telegames had a

computer set up in the corner of the

Amazing Computing booth because they

needed a location distant from their

booth. They make two-player games

that are played over a modem link.

The games include including chess,

checkers, backgammon, and a strategic

war simulation.

network doesn't quite match the body

of the person in real lift;—especially if

the other person looks like a middle-

aged suburbanite or a little kid who

doesn't shave, and you were expecting

the opposite.

Electronic networks are wonderful

equalizers. When you read messages

from other people on a network, their

thoughts and personalities are all that

count, not age, race, or gender. As the

night drew to a close, there was a

ListlNSTR lists the instruments needed

to play a Deluxe Music song. A

Deluxe Music song file contains a list

of the instruments. This program lets

you get around the "cannot load all

the instruments" message. Also

included is a wonderful version of the

1812 Overture for Deluxe Music Con

struction set, right down to the

cannons. Special thanks to Rick Wirch

and my local Amiga user group,

CAMEO, for producing this disk.

■AC-
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ASDG, Inc

280 River Road

Suite 54 A

Piscataway, NJ 08854

(201) 540-9670

A-Squared Systems

10 Skyway Lane

Oakland, CA 94619

(415) 633-0703

Boing

1881 HIwell Drive

Milpitas, CA 95035

Byle By Byte

Product Source Listing

Hash Enterprises

14201 S.E. 16th Circle

Vancouver, Wash 98684

(206) 256-8567

Impulse, Inc

6870 Shingle Creek Parkway, Suite 112

Minneapolis, MN 55430

(800) 328-0184

InnoVision Systems

PO Box 743

Hayward, CA 94543

(415) 538-8355

InterActive Softworks

992 Capital of Texas Highway North 57 Post Street, Suite 811

Suite 150

Austin, TX 78759

(512) 343-4357

Central Coast Software

268 Bowie Drive

Los Osos, CA 93402

(805) 528-4906

Comspec

153 Bridgeland Ave, UrJt 5

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M6A 2Y6

(416) 787-0617

Crystal Innovations

2286 E. Steel Rd

St. Johns, MI

(517) 224-8683

Designlab

PO Box 419

Oswego, NY 13827

Digital Creations

530 Howe Avenue Suite 208

Sacramento, CA 95825

(916) 344-4825

Discovery Software

San Francisco, CA 94104

(415) 956-2660

Lattice Inc

PO Box 3072

Glen Ellyn, IL 60138

(312)858-7950

Manx Software Systems

PO Box 55

Shrewsbury, NJ 07701

(201) 542-2121

Meridian Software

PO Box 890408

Houston, Texas 77289-0408

(713) 488-2144

MicroIllusions

PO Box 3475

Granada Hills, California 91344

(818) 360-3715

Mimetics Corp

PO Box 60238 Station A

Palo Alto, CA 94306

(408)741-0117

Micro Magic

262 South 15th Street Sus te 300 Suite 320B

Philadelphia, PA 19102

(215) 242-4666

Finally Technologies

25 Van Ness, Suite 550

San Francisco, CA 94102

(415) 621-5670

Gold Disk

2179 Dunwin Drive #6

Missisauga, Ontario

Canada L5L 1X2

(416) 828-0913

261 Hamilton Avenue

Palo Alto, CA 94301

(415)327-9107

Money Machine

Box 2618

Ocala, FL 32678

PAR Software

PO Box 1089

Elevator Way, Terminal 2

Vancouver, WA 98666

(206) 694-1539

Pacific Peripherals

PO Box 14575

Fremont, CA 94539

(415) 651-1905

R&DL Productions

11-24 46th Avenue

Long Island City, NY 11101

(718)392-4090

ReadySoft

PO Box 1222

Lewiston NY 14092

(416) 731-4175

Software Terminal

3014 Alta Mere

Fort Worth, TX 76116

(817) 244-4150

Sound Quest

5 Glenaden Avenue East

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M84 2L2

(416) 234-0347

Spencer Organization

366 Kindermack Road

PO Box 248

Westwood, NJ 07675

(201)666-6011

Software Insight Systems

16 E International Drive

East Granby, CT 06026

(203) 653-4589

SunRize Industries

PO Box 1453

College Station, TX 77841

(409) 846-1311

Supra Corp

1133 Commercial Way

Albany, OR 97321

(503) 967-9075

The Other Guys

55 North Main Street

Suite 301-D

POBoxH

Logan, Utah 84321

(800) 942-9402

Very Vivid

302-1499 Queen Street West

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M6R 1A3

(416) 537-7222

Wollner Associates

3306 Horseman Lane

Falls Church, VA 22042

(703) 533-1236
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TheAMICUS & Fred Fish

Public Domain Software Library
This software is collected from user groups and electronic bulletin boards around the nation. Each Amicus disk is nearly full,

and is fully accessible from the Workbench. If source code is provided for any program, then the executable version is also

present. This means that you don't need the C compiler to run these programs. An exception is granted for those programs

only of use to people who own a C compiler.

The Fred Fish disk are collected by Mr. Fred Fish, a good and active friend of the Amiga.
Noto: Each description lino below may iticludo something ilko 'S-O-E-D", which slands lor 'source, object liki, executable and documentation'. Any combination ol these letters Indicates

what forms ol Ihe program are present. Basic programs are presented entirely in source code lormai.
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3D Chess

* P3 ci en

3D Checkers

3D Backgammon

TeleGames is what you've waited for.

The Future is here.
TeleGames allows you to use your computer and

modem to play Chess, Checkers and Backgammon with

a human opponent over the telephone. Only $34.95!

TeleGames Features
* Chess * Checkers * Backgammon
* Superb Graphic Game Simulations

* Smooth Depth Arranged Movement
* 4 angle 3D & 2D view perspectives

1 Digitized Sound Effects

* Compatible with any modem

* 300, 1200, 2400, 9600 Baud

* Call originate or answer

* Nul! Modem Connect option

* Save Game & Transmit Game options

* Opponent File Directories

* Send and Receive Typed Messages
* Easy to Use Menus & Requesters

* All Official Game Rules Supported

* Play Over the Phone or at Home

* Legal Moves Graphically enacted on

the TeleConnected computer

* Fully copyable to hard disks

* Upgrades available on our BBS

If you Enjoy Telecomputing,

You'll Love TeleGames!
Published by Software Terminal

3014 Alta Mere. Fort Worth. TX 76116

817-244-4150 Modem: 817-244-4151

Dealer Inquiries Invited

2D Chess

2D Checkers

2D Backgammon



Amaze Me
Please use this order form when subscribing to Amazing Computing™, ordering Back issues, or

ordering Amiga™ Public Domain Software

Name.

Street.

City St..

Amount Enclosed

Zip

Please circle the appropriate item: New Subscription Renewal

Please start my subscription to Amazing Computing™ with the next available issue or

renew my current subscription. I have enclosed S24.00 for 12 issues in the U.S. (S30.00

Canada ar.d Mexico, S35.00 overseas). All funds must be in U.S. Currency on a U.S. Bank

Back Issues: $4.00 each

(foreign orders add $1.00 each for Postage and Handling)

Please circle your Back issue choices below:

Voll.l Voll.2 Voll.3 Voll.4 Voll.5 Voll.6 Voll.7 Voll.8 Voll.9

VoI2.3 Vol2.4 Vol2.5 VoI2.6 Vol27 Vol2.8 Vol2.9 Vol2.10 Vol2.ll

Public Domain Software:

$6.00 each for subscribers (yes, even the new ones!)

$7.00 each for non subscribers

Vol2.1 Vol2.2

Please circle your Public Domain Software choices below:

Amicms:

Al A;: A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

All A12 A13 A14 A15 A16 A17

A22 A23

A8

A18

A9

A19

A10

A20

All

A21

Fnd

FFi

FFI 2

FF23

FF34

FF45

FF56

FF67

FF78

FF89

FFI 00

Fish:

FF2

FFI 3

FF24

FF35

FF46

FF1SA

FF68

FF79

FF90

FF101

FF3

FFI 4

FF25

FF36

FF47

FF58

FF69

FFS&

FF91

FF102

FF4

FFI 5

FF26

FF37

FF48

FF59

FF70

FF81

FF92

FFI 03

(NA denotes

FF5

FFI 6

FF27

FF38

FF4 9

FF60

FF71

FF82

FF93

FF6

FFI 7

FF28

FF39

FF50

FF61

FF72

FF83

FF94

FFI 04 FFI 05

disks removed

FF7

FFI 8

FF29

FF40

FF51

FF62

FF73

FF84

FF95

FFI 06

from the

FF8

FFI 9

FF30

FF41

FF52

FF63

FF74

FF85

FF96

FF107

FF9

FF20

FF31

FF42

FF53

FF64

FF75

FF86

FF97

FFI 08

collection)

Please complete this form and mail with check or money order to:

PiM]Publications, Inc.

P.O.Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722

FF10

FF21

FF32

FF43

FF54

FF65

FF76

FF87

FF98

FFI 09

FF11

FF22

FF33

FF44

FF55

FF66

FF77

FFSA.

FF99

FF110

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
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THIS SEASON

•ILLUSIONS' OFFERS:
For Amiga, C64/128 and MS DOS:

FAERY TALE ADVENTURE Today's hottest game! / BLACKJACK ACADEMY/ ROMANTIC ENCOUNTERS ATTHE DOME.

For Amiga and soon for C64/128 and MS DOS:

LAND OF LEGENDS / PLANETARIUM / EBON5TAR / FIREPOWER / GALACTIC INVASION / TURBO.

For Amiga:

DI5COVERY and DISCOVERY EXPANSION DISKS / PHOTON VIDEO / DYNAMIC CAD / MU$IC X / DYNAMIC WORD.

'360-146417408 Charsworrh St.. Granada Hills. CA 91344 • Inside CA S18/060-3715



WASN'T BUILT IN A DAY,
UNTIL NOW...

Create your own universe with SCULPT 3»0TM

SCULPT 3-D brings the power of 3 dimensional solid modeling

and ray tracing to the Amiga, imagine an image: choose a color,

a shape, a texture. Spin it rotate it, extrude it into the third

dimension. Pick a camera lens, set your lights, and let SCULPT 3-

D create a three dimensional picture complete with shadows,

reflections, and smooth shading. All in 4096 colors with true

edge to edge overscan video. Easilyl Automatically? Change your

mind? Change the colors, textures, camera or lights in seconds

and create a new image. The only limits are the boundaries of

you ition.

"I haven't had this much fun with a program since

Deluxe Paint fi." John Foust of Amazing Computing.

'Performance previously only available on mini and

mainframe computers." Info Magazine.

Now animate your universe with ANIMATE 3-D,

Enter the Fourth dimension, time. Choreograph the free flowing

and simultaneous movement of objects, lights and camera

through space and time. Details of object rotation, camera move

ments, timing and 3dion are controlled in an easy to use

graphical interface or through a simple script language.

Individual objects can be linked to orchestrate conplex Her-

archial movements that simulate live action. Quick check

wireframe playback preview's your final production: storable as a

compressed animation file playable from RAM. or recorded on

videotape, Additional output options include single frame VCR

control or image rendering to a frame buffer card. Animations

can incorporate eittier solid modeling or ray tracing. ANIMATiI 3-D

is quite simply the most powerful and easy to use animation

program available for the Amiga.

Expand your universe with the BYTE BOXrM

Your Amiga 500 deserves the best you can give it. More memory

for more powerful applications, faster performance, better

graphics, and RAM disk storage, ft deserves a memory expansion

system that lets you add additional memory as you need i

easy to install and easy to afford increments. The included

memory verify software provides a visual check whenever you

add additional RAM. The BYTE EOX t available in a variety of

configurations from OMBytes to ^MBytes of RAM.

Easy to install

Fully Auto-Configure

Fast memory dial's truly fast

Has its own power supply'

Fully tested and ready to use

Zero wait state design

Low profile case

Memory check software

4

BYTE bu BYTE.
~j

Aboretum Plaza II 9442 Capita! of lexas Hinhway North Suite 150 Austin, TX 78759 (512) 343-4357

ANIMATE 3 E BOX are trademarks ol Byte by Byte Corporation.
•a. Inc. Deluxe Paint H is a trademark of Electronic Arts.


